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A B S T R A C T

Nowadays organizations have been pushed to speed up the rate of industrial transformation
to high value products and services. The capability to agilely respond to new market de-
mands became a strategic pillar for innovation, and knowledge management could support
organizations to achieve that goal. However, current knowledge management approaches
tend to be over complex or too academic, with interfaces difficult to manage, even more
if cooperative handling is required. Nevertheless, in an ideal framework, both tacit and
explicit knowledge management should be addressed to achieve knowledge handling with
precise and semantically meaningful definitions. Moreover, with the increase of Internet
usage, the amount of available information explodes. It leads to the observed progress in
the creation of mechanisms to retrieve useful knowledge from the huge existent amount
of information sources. However, a same knowledge representation of a thing could mean
differently to different people and applications.

Contributing towards this direction, this thesis proposes a framework capable of gath-
ering the knowledge held by domain experts and domain sources through a knowledge
management system and transform it into explicit ontologies. This enables to build tools
with advanced reasoning capacities with the aim to support enterprises decision-making
processes. The author also intends to address the problem of knowledge transference
within an among organizations. This will be done through a module (part of the proposed
framework) for domain’s lexicon establishment which purpose is to represent and unify
the understanding of the domain’s used semantic.

Keywords: Knowledge Creation, Tacit Knowledge, Explicit Knowledge, Collaboration,
Knowledge Management, Ontology Learning, Machine Learning, Data Mining.
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R E S U M O

Hoje em dia, as organizações são obrigadas a acelerar o seu ritmo de criação de produ-
tos e serviços de elevada qualidade e valor económico. A capacidade de responder com
agilidade aos novos requisitos do mercado tornou-se um pilar estratégico para a inova-
ção e a gestão do conhecimento do domínio em que a organização se encontra inserida
poderá suportar esse objectivo. No entanto as abordagens de gestão de conhecimento
actuais tendem a ser muito complexas ou académicas, com interfaces difíceis de gerir.
Essas características são ainda mais notórias quando a gestão colaborativa e cooperativa
de conhecimento é necessária. Num quadro ideal, tanto o conhecimento tácito e explicito
devem ser abordados para alcançar uma gestão de conhecimento em que definições pre-
cisas e significativas dos conceitos do domínio são tidas em consideração. Isto tem ainda
mais impacto com o aumento explosivo da quantidade de informação disponível devida
à utilização crescente da Internet. Deste modo, muitos mecanismos para a aquisição de
conhecimento útil a partir dessas fontes têm sido observados. No entanto, a representação
do conhecimento de uma mesma entidade pode ter significados diferentes para diferentes
pessoas e aplicações.

Contribuindo para esta direcção, esta tese propões uma framework capaz de gerir o
conhecimento detido pelos especialistas e documentos do domínio através de um sistema
de gestão de conhecimento e transforma-lo em ontologias explicitas. Isto permitirá a
construção de ferramentas com capacidade avançada de raciocínio que poderão apoiar as
empresas em processos de tomada de decisão. O autor também tem a intenção de abordar
o problema de transferência de conhecimento dentro e entre organizações. Isto será feito
através de um modulo (parte da framework proposta) para o estabelecimento de um léxico
de domínio, cujo objectivo é unificar a compreensão da semântica utilizada.

Palavras-chave: Criação de Conhecimento, Conhecimento Tácito, Conhecimento Expli-
cito, Collaboração, Gestão de Conhecimento, Aprendizagem de Ontologias, Aprendiza-
gem de Máquinas, Mineração de Dados.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Knowledge can be defined as information that has been understood and embedded in
the brain. Thus, it is difficult to transfer between individuals due its individual oriented
nature [1]. In this context, researchers consider Tacit Knowledge (TK) as the background
knowledge that a person uses when trying to understand anything that is presented to
him [2]. Explicit Knowledge (EK) is another type of knowledge, which can be expressed
in words and numbers, and can be easily communicated and shared in the form of hard
data, scientific formulae, codified procedures or universal principles [3]. By transforming
TK into EK, it can be consulted and used by a full community, instead of being locked
in a single community’s element. However, the transformation of tacit knowledge into
explicit knowledge can be considered one of the most challenging steps under Knowledge
Management (KM).

The more communication, involvement, and interaction of people, more is the chance
for organizations to expose TK residing in individuals’ heads. Thus, the importance
of developing services or mechanisms to gather knowledge from domain experts and
documents (structured, unstructured, and semi-structured) has increased. The domain
experts, as main actors, are who better know how to characterize their domain. The result
of involving them directly in the knowledge acquisition process and transformation into
EK is that tacit knowledge can be managed through communities’ knowledge processes
[4]. It is proven that TK has a crucial influence on the success of innovation processes
in companies and plays a vital role as a company resource and success factor [5]. Thus,
mechanisms and tools to support domain experts KM are required.

Besides domain experts’ tacit knowledge, the usage of domain documents and other
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C H A P T E R 1 . I N T RO D U C T I O N

sources (e.g. web pages) can and be considered as an advantage when applied to organi-
zations’ Decision-Making (DM). However, it means that somehow domain sources need
to be formalized into useful knowledge so they can they can actually be used to support
entities DM

Decision-making is defined as the cognitive process resulting in the selection of a spe-
cific resource or action among several alternative scenarios. Every DM process produces a
final choice [6]. Making context based decisions will reduce the effort to coordinate tasks
and resources by providing a context in which to interpret utterances and to anticipate
actions. Thus, gathered knowledge is used to achieve fact-based reasoning and inference,
agility, reactiveness, innovation, context awareness, decision intelligence and competitive
intelligence [7].

1.1 Motivation

This research work recognizes knowledge management as an essential asset for organi-
zations success. Thus, the author’s motivation is naturally focused on its integration on
organizations’ processes (knowledge, business and external). This section outline consists
in a short background to identify some benefits of knowledge management and inherent
challenges. Even tough knowledge acquisition and sharing are part of the knowledge
management, a brief study about these concepts is also present as part of the motivation
for this work.

1.1.1 Knowledge Management

Knowledge Management can defined as the process of applying a systematic approach
to capture, structuring, management, and dissemination of knowledge throughout an or-
ganization to work faster, reuse best practices, and reduce costly rework from project
to project [3, 8, 9]. In the following summary are identified some benefits related to
knowledge management integration in organizations and also some of its challenges [10–
12].

• Benefits

– Enabling better and faster decision making;

– Reusing ideas, documents, and expertise;

– Taking advantage of existing expertise and experience;

– Communicating important information widely and quickly;

– Promoting standard, repeatable processes and procedures;

2



1 . 1 . M OT I VAT I O N

– Providing methods, tools, templates, techniques, and examples;

– Making scarce expertise widely available;

– Showing customers how knowledge is used for their benefit;

– Customer focus services and Targeted marketing;

– Improves staff engagement and communication.

• Challenges

– Information

* Transforming vast amounts of data into usable form;

* Avoiding overloading users with unnecessary data;

* Eliminating wrong/old data;

* Ensuring customer confidentiality;

* Keeping the information up to date;

– Management

* Getting individuals to volunteer knowledge;

* Getting business units to share knowledge;

* Demonstrating business value;

* Bringing together the many people from various units;

* Determining responsibility for managing the knowledge.

– Technology

* Determining infrastructure requirements;

* Keeping up with new technologies;

* Security of data access.

1.1.2 Knowledge Acquisition

In contrast to older times, when finding sources of information was the key problem to
companies and individuals, today’s information society challenges companies and individ-
uals to create and employ mechanisms to search and retrieve relevant data from the huge
quantity of available information and mine it into knowledge, which can be used to take
the most suitable decisions [13].

Data is the storage of intrinsic meaning, a mere representation. Is defined as symbols
that represent properties of objects and their environment [14]. Because digital data are
so easily shared and replicated, it enables a tremendous reuse opportunity, accelerating
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investigations already under way and taking advantage of past investments [15]. As a
result, the amount of data and information available for organizations analysis is exploding
[16]. As a response, the big data initiative seeks to glean intelligence from data and
translate that into business advantage. On the top of the benefits are: (1) Better, fact-based
decision-making (22%); and (2) Improve customers experience (22%) [17]. That means
that organizations use big data platforms to give them competitive answers to important
questions, namely the ones related to betters DM approaches and customers’ satisfaction.
Thus, the key added value is to speed up the time-to-answer period, allowing an increase
in the pace of DM at both the operational and tactical levels [18][19].

Similarly to the knowledge management presented study, some benefits and challenges
associated to knowledge acquisition were also identified [17, 20–23].

• Benefits

– Better fact-based decision-making;

– Improvement of customers’ experience;

– Increased sales;

– Product innovations;

– Reduced risks in decision-making;

– More efficient operations;

– Higher quality of products and services.

• Challenges

– System builders tend to collect knowledge from one source, but the relevant
knowledge may be scattered across several sources;

– It is difficult to recognize specific knowledge when it is mixed with irrelevant
data;

– Builders may attempt to collect already documented knowledge ignoring other
sources - the knowledge collected may be incomplete;

– Automated acquisition of knowledge from data along with the representation
of this knowledge;

– Identify different sources for different needs.

4
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1.1.3 Knowledge sharing

Nowadays, it can be considered that knowledge sharing is a big concern for organizations’
managers. Organizations are suffering because its members are having trouble accessing
the knowledge required to do their job. Furthermore, even if this knowledge exists in
the organization, sometimes the people who have it just refuse to share. Thus, in the
short and medium term, much of knowledge manager’s efforts need to be focused on
ways to promote knowledge-sharing behaviour [24]. The following summary consists in
a background study about knowledge sharing and identifies related key challenges and
benefits related with knowledge sharing [10, 25–30].

• Benefits

– Speed up response time - Organization’s member don’t waste time searching
for the knowledge;

– Increases efficiency - Avoids having several members to work on the same
thing (waist of time) when it could be shared;

– Increases creativity and innovation - Knowledge sharing has a positive effect
on creativity and ideation.

– Better decision making - Decisions are made based on (shared facts) instead
of speculation.

– Preserving of existing knowledge - If knowledge is shared among organiza-
tion’s members then it will not be lost when a members decides to leave

• Challenges

– Cultural - Culture boundaries may often restrict the flow of information and
knowledge among employees;

– Who should share what - How should know what; to what level of detail; and
how can organizations support these processes of Knowledge Sharing;

– Technology - It can make the exchange of information and knowledge to be-
come faster, easier, and smoothly;

– Leadership - Knowledge sharing depends strongly on leaderships assignment
and how the role is performed;

– Security, privacy - The act of knowledge sharing my consist in a security and
privacy issue itself;

– Standards - It includes agents’ communication; meta-data representation; busi-
ness integration success; portals; and advanced collaboration.

5
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– Management - Management involves having the right leader doing the right
activities to provide the appropriate changes that will improve the systems and
yield good results;

– Economic - Knowledge creation and usage could return is progressively higher
economic returns;

– Implementation - Implementation is this case is mostly seen as acceptance;

– Influencing Factors

* Information technology - ICT tools, ICT infrastructure and ICT know-
how;

* Organization - Structure, culture, reward and recognition, work processes
and office layout;

* People - Awareness, trust, personality, job satisfaction.

The author focus is related with the creation of mechanisms that allow organization’s
members to share knowledge. The ease of sharing knowledge is likely to influence peo-
ple’s willing to share (see Figure 1.1). This is consistent with research on recycling
behaviour and IT usage, which has shown that the harder the task, the more important is
the quality of motivation for knowledge share [31, 32].

Difficult Easy to do

L
o
w

H
ig

h

Motivation

Ability to share

Failure

Sucess

Activation threshold

Figure 1.1: Motivation versus easiness to share.
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1.2 Vision

The research work envisions the proposal of a framework focused on the knowledge man-
agement integration with the other organizational processes (e.g. business and external).
The framework also aims to identify which are the internal (e.g. organization’s experts)
and external (e.g. customers and established networks) enablers for knowledge manage-
ment.

In pursuing to the need of ease the knowledge sharing, the author also considered
the development of an approach for knowledge sharing. The purpose of this approach is
to facilitate tacit to explicit knowledge transference, and consequently make knowledge
available for the organization instead of being locked in a single person.

Being the communication between teams with different background (e.g. business
and technical) sometimes a hard task, the author also envisions an approach which allows
different teams to collaborate using the same tool. This approach should also support
the knowledge sharing between teams starting from the business goals definition to the
processes implementations.

As part of the research, the author also wants to address the semantic interoperabil-
ity of systems. By addressing this issues, the author intends to enable communication
between domain entities (networks establishment), interpretation of external stimuli (e.g.
customers’ feedback) and awareness in resources search (e.g. people to interact, objects
and services).

1.3 Adopted Research Method

The research method used in this dissertation is based on the classical research method
[33] and it is composed by 7 steps. It starts by the definition of problem, and ends with
the interpretation of the obtained results. It is possible to seen in Figure 8.3 that the first 6
steps are repeated cyclically until prove/show the studied theory. When the results show
a positive result, they should be published and/or transferred to industry. By the last, the
referred cycle must be carried out the required number of times in order to mature all the
small research questions that compose the research overall objective. Each step of the
adopted method is described in the topics bellow:

• Research Question/ Problem - A Research Questions (RQ) is an inquiry that is
asked for the purpose of gaining knowledge or useful information on an area of
interest to which the author is intended to participate and contribute for. Research
questions are used to determine possibilities and gain valuable insight. The author
RQ are presented in section 1.4.1;
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1 • Research Question/Problem

2 • Background Observations

3 • Formulate Hypothesis

4 • Design Experiment

5 • Test Hypothesis/ Collect Data

6 • Interpret/ Analyse Results •
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Figure 1.2: Adopted Research Method.

• Background Observations - The literature review is made in the background ob-
servations. It consists in the study of past similar works, presenting literature review
and similar projects and works with the intention of support the dissertation start:
studying existing ideas of other authors will create and open new solutions, to be
used in the development for this dissertation;

• Formulate Hypotheses - Here is where are managed the predicted results of the
research work. Important characteristics for a Hypothesis (H) to have are: 1) simple
to understand; 2) specific; 3) conceptually clear; and 4) measurable. The hypotheses
is presented in section 1.4.2;

• Design Experiments - Where are detailed the plan of the experimental phase steps.
It is often composed by the design of a prototype or even a system architecture;

• Test Hypotheses / Collect Data - Consists in the evaluation of the system archi-
tecture and/or prototype is made. This is made by testing and simulating different
scenarios.

• Interpret / Analyse Results - Further analysis upon each collected test data is
made in order to validate the previously formulated H. If for some reason the results
are not satisfactory, it is possible to try a different approach, and return to step 1.
Moreover, when positive results are achieved, it is possible to look back to past steps
giving some ideas for further research;

• Publish Findings & Transfer to Industry - When good results are achieved and
a good contribution to the scientific community are made, the author should share
these results with the community and in some cases transfer them to the industry.
The presentation of the results to the scientific community is made through scientific

8
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papers (both in conferences and Journals) as an instance. The transference of results
to the industry (e.g. methodologies and prototypes) required a previous acceptance
to show that they can be used.

1.4 Research Problem and Hypotheses

1.4.1 Research Questions

Having in consideration the challenges presented in the motivation, the main RQ defined
is:

RQ: How to increase knowledge availability and usage in organizations’ processes?

The main research question can be decomposed in several small, and more focused
ones:

• RQ 1: How to facilitate tacit to explicit knowledge transference?

• RQ 2: How to ease knowledge sharing between organizations multi-disciplinary
teams?

• RQ 3: How can knowledge be effectively transferred, within and among organiza-
tions, facing the high number of semantic representation of the same segment of
reality?

1.4.2 Hypotheses

The proposed Hypotheses (H) to address the defined research questions are?

• H 1: Since the ease to share is a key enabler for domain experts to expose their
knowledge, if a proper approach which support them in this task is implemented
then the motivation for knowledge share would increase contributing to organiza-
tions knowledge quality - as main actors, domain experts are o better know how to
characterize their own features (e.g. resources and strategies).

• H 2: If a proper approach is implemented for multi-disciplinary teams to collaborate
in the same tool, starting from business goals definition to processes implementation,
then the knowledge sharing between them could be facilitated

• H 3: If mechanisms which are able to use text analysis techniques to extract knowl-
edge from domain sources (users and documents) are implemented, then a domain

9
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Figure 1.3: Thesis Plan Outline.

glossary, which goal is to unify the language used to represent a domain’s knowledge,
can be built to increase the semantic interoperability between domain participants
(e.g. organizations, services, products).

1.5 Thesis Plan Outline

This dissertation is organized in four major sections that compose the overall contents like
represented in Figure 1.3. It starts with the Introduction in Section I, with all the relevant
information about the nature of the work. Then, in Section II, the background studies for
the research work developed are conducted. Section III has a report on the contributions.
It includes the description of the outcomes of the research and exploitation of results.
Finally, Section IV makes the closure of the research and the document, establishing the
conclusions and future work.

1.5.1 Section I - Introduction

This section is composed by Chapter 1 - Introduction - that established the guidelines
of the presented research work. At first, some brief background studies are presented as
part of the author’s motivation and the consequent vision on this dissertation contribution.
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Then, the research method is presented followed by the author research questions and
hypotheses.

1.5.2 Section II - Background Observations

This section is organized in three chapters:

• Knowledge Creation Process - is the second chapter of this thesis. In this chap-
ter, the author presentes the adopted model for knowledge creation process. The
knowledge life cycle process and its sub-processes are also identified and explained
in detail. Under the knowledge formalization and storage (section 2.3.2) several
knowledge formalization degrees are identified and described.

• Knowledge Management and Collaborative Systems - in this chapter the KM
concept is presented together with the several criteria and sub-criteria that lead to
the selection of the most adequate knowledge management system in accordance
with a certain organization profile. The several Knowledge management typologies
identified by the author in the literature are also depicted. In this chapter, the
collaboration concept is also addresses and several collaborative systems typologies
are presented.

• Business Intelligence - Intelligent systems are present in almost every steps of
knowledge management (acquisition, formalization and storage, use, and mainte-
nance). Thus, chapter 5 is dedicated to the state of the art of the machine learning
typologies algorithms (focused on data-mining). The Ontology Learning concept is
also presented in this chapter together with several techniques and tool that allow
ontology learning from structured, unstructured and semi-structured sources.

1.5.3 Section III - Contributions & Validation

- In the first chapter of this section - Framework for Organizations Knowledge Manage-
ment - first is made a state of the are on already existing frameworks. Then, the proposed
framework for organizations knowledge management is presented and three kinds if or-
ganization processes identified: Knowledge Processes; Business Processes; and External
Processes. The validation chapters are organized to meet each of this organization pro-
cesses Requirements.

• Knowledge Processes:

– Conceptual approach for organizations knowledge management - This frame-
work uses simple wiki-based front-end modules where tacit knowledge can

11
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be expressed in a form of explicit knowledge directly by the different domain
experts.

– Definition of a Domain Glossary for Training Support - In this chapter, a glos-
sary building approach is presented. Then, it will be used to support users in
the search of other users to interact or learning content to access.

• Business Processes

– Requirements Management Using Wiki Modules - In this chapter, a require-
ments management framework is proposed. It intends to allow both business
and development requirements to coexist in a single environment promoting
the communication between multi-disciplinary teams.

– Processes Modelling approach - The proposed approach aims at separating
the business points of view from the technical and physical means to realize it,
hence promoting the cooperation and coordination between teams.

• External Processes

– Services Modelling and Information Exchange - The aim of this work is to
provide interoperability integration on the information exchanged between do-
main suppliers and a specific platform, thus providing support to organizations’
external processes.

– Customers’ Feedback analysis - The proposed Framework establishes a set of
components that aim to guide companies to customer’s sentiment analysis. Its
main characteristic is the ability of gather customer’s data from web software
and analyse the associated sentiments. This allow companies to make fact-
based decision making to improve the services and products provided.

1.5.4 Section IV - Conclusions

In chapter 12 the main conclusions of the developed work are established. Then, some
prospective on what can be done using the presented work to promote further developments
are presented.

12
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K N O W L E D G E C R E AT I O N P R O C E S S

The success on an organization in the twenty first century will be determined by the extent
to which an organization’s members can develop their intellectual capabilities through
knowledge creation [34].

Table 2.1: Ontological dimension categories.

Individual Knowledge Information believed by an individual as justified truth and stored in
memory in a cognitive structure through a cognitive process called learn-
ing

Group Knowledge Knowledge held by a group of individuals (e.g. organization depart-
ments)

Organizational Knowl-
edge

Knowledge held by an organization

Inter-Organizational
Knowledge

Knowledge held at an inter-organizational level (e.g. knowledge held
between an organization and its suppliers)

In the pursuit of organize and describe the knowledge creation process in a company,
Nonaka and Takeuchi [3] defined two dimensions of organizational knowledge creation/-
conversion - epistemological and ontological. On the epistemological dimension the
existence of two types of knowledge is recognized - tacit and explicit. On the other side
the ontological dimension ranges from the individual and moves from the group, organi-
zation and beyond (e.g. inter-organizational) (see descriptions in Table 2.1). Given these
definition, A spiral emerges when the interaction between tacit and explicit knowledge

is elevated dynamically from a lower ontological level to higher levels (see Figure 2.1
(a) [35]). The spiral is created by four modules of knowledge conversion, in which the
knowledge is converted from one type to another. The types of knowledge conversion
are described by Takeuchi [36] and represented according with Figure 2.1 (b)). Moving
through the spiral, the interaction between tacit and explicit is amplified. That means, the

13
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spiral becomes larger in scales as it moves up to ontological levels (Figure 2.1 (a)). The
four modules of Knowledge creation/conversion represented in Figure 2.1 are:

Nonaka & Takeuchi Knowledge-Creating Company commentary by Lassi A. Liikkanen, 2010  5 

 

The organization needs to support the spiral process. The writers 

introduce five organizational enablers of knowledge creation. These are  

1. Intention and commitment in the organization 
2. Autonomy at all levels (cross‐functionality, self‐organization)) 
3. Fluctuation and creative chaos (breakdown of patterns and 

standards, reflection in action, cf. Schön [1983]) 
4. Redundancy (internal overlaps and competition) 
5. Requisite variety (along Ashby, 1956; meeting external 

complexity with internal diversity, staff heterogeneity) 
 

In this description of the organizational support, Nonaka and Takeuchi 

come closer to realizing their model in actual organizations. The five 

enablers mainly describe how the company R&D should be organized to 

ensure success in knowledge creation. They further go describe a five step 

model, which is somewhat a derivate from the rugby team metaphor (all 

players constantly moving and looking ways to turn the game for their 

teams advantage) used to describe successful Japanese industry units.  

 

(a) Spiral of Organizational Knowledge Creation [36]. (that is, individual, group, organizational, and interorganizational). Knowledge
created through the SECI process triggers a new spiral of knowledge creation,
expanding horizontally and vertically as it transcends sectional, departmental,
divisional, and even organizational boundaries. As the spiral expands beyond orga-
nizational boundaries, knowledge created by universities, suppliers, customers,
competitors, local communities, government, and others interacts with each other
in amplifying the knowledge-creating process. (See Ahmadjian 2004 for a more
detailed description.) 

To create a knowledge spiral, a number of different conversions or syntheses
need to take place. These include a conversion or synthesis across

1. tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge,
2. levels (individual, group, and organizational) within the company,
3. functions, departments, and divisions within the company,
4. layers (top-management, middle manager, and front-line worker) within the

company,
5. knowledge inside the company and knowledge outside the company created

by suppliers, customers, dealers, local communities, competitors, universi-
ties, government and other stakeholders.

These synthesizing capabilities make or break the knowledge creation process.

Hirotaka Takeuchi 7

Table 1.2. The SECI Spiral

Socialization Sharing and creating tacit knowledge through direct experience
Externalization Articulating tacit knowledge through dialogue and reflection
Combination Systematizing and applying explicit knowledge and information
Internalization Learning and acquiring new tacit knowledge in practice

Figure 1.1. SECI Process of Knowledge Spiral
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(b) Epistemological dimension of Knowl-
edge Creation [35].

Figure 2.1: Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Internalization Process of
Knowledge Spiral.

• Socialization (tacit to tacit) - Process of sharing TK through observation, imitation,
practice, and participation in a formal and informal community [36]. Some used
methods are [37]:

– Face to face communication;

– Video conference tools;

– Virtual reality tools.

• Externalization (tacit to explicit) - Process of articulating tacit TK into EK through
dialog and reflection [35], [36]. Some of the used methods are:

– Process capture tools;

– Traceability;

– Expert systems;

– Discussion Platforms.

• Combination (explicit to explicit) - Process of integrating concepts into a knowl-
edge system [36]. It implies Systematizing and applying EK and information [35].
It can be done through:

– Systemic knowledge tools;

– Web forums;
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– Best practice databases.

• Internalization (explicit to tacit) - Process of embodying EK into TK [3]. Exam-
ples are:

– Collective knowledge;

– Notes database.

2.1 Knowledge Creation Requirements

Although several studies focused on the knowledge creation and transference can be found
in the literature, most of them target the source and state of knowledge [38] and not much
effort has been paid to explore conditions that might facilitate the knowledge creation
and transference. That means, even though there are many means for an organization to
facilitate and support the knowledge creation process, not much have been said about the
organizations role in the knowledge creation process.

Mechanisms and strategies such as organizational structural styles, organizational
strategies, communication, trust, motivations, learning and training are considered factors
that influence creating and sharing knowledge culture [39]. However, taking Takeuchi
and Nonaka [37, 40] as the reference, the adopted conditions in fostering the knowledge
creation spiral are:

• Intention - The level or organizational aspiration to its goal is considered the driver
of the knowledge spiral. Business settings within the efforts to achieve the goals
usually take the form of the strategy. From the organizational knowledge creation
perspective, the essence of strategy relies in the developing of the capability to
assure, create, accumulate and exploit knowledge. Thus, the most critical element
of corporate strategy is to create a clear vision about the knowledge that should be
developed and implement that vision in practical terms.

• Autonomy - It increases the motivation of individuals to create new knowledge
or original ideas. By allowing individuals and groups to act autonomously the
organization may increase the possibility of introducing unexpected opportunities.
Autonomy gives individuals freedom to absorb new knowledge.

• Fluctuation and creative chaos - fluctuation (breakdown of routines, habits etc.)
and ‘creative chaos’ increase tension and focus attention on defining problems and
resolving crisis. They promote the knowledge spiral by strengthening the subjective
commitment of individuals as well as stimulation of interaction with the external
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environment. Fluctuation and creative chaos act as a trigger for individual members
to change their fundamental ways of thinking and challenge existing concepts.

• Redundancy - There are some ways to build redundancy into organizations such
as: introduction of overlapping approaches for example when different departments
work together, having strategic rotation and frequent meetings both on regular and
irregular bases, or facilitating formal or informal networks - such as after office
get-togethers [41].

• Required variety - An internal diversity organizations should match the variety and
complexity of the environment. Providing equal access to information within the
organization supports the exchange of different viewpoints and interpretations of
new information. Organizational members can cope with many unexpected events
if they have a variety of information and experience. This variety can be enhanced
by combining information differently, flexibly and quickly.

2.2 Role of Managers to Promote Knowledge Creation
and Transfer in organizations

People at management positions are a powerful source of influence on follower’s work
behaviours [42]. Subordinates’ creative and innovative behaviours in the workplace are no
exception. Indeed, these behaviours besides being influenced by factors like knowledge
and skills [43, 44], have been discussed to be considered a motivational issue [45], which
makes them of significant interest to researchers in the field of leadership.

Thus, managers are considered to play an important role in the promotion the knowl-
edge creation and transfer in organizations. In order to sustain competitive advantage,
managers’ understanding of knowledge creation and transfer is vital since the success
of a company might be determined by managers’ intellectual capital. There are several
leadership behaviors that can promote the knowledge acquisition. The ones adopted by
the author go towards De Jong and Den Hartog research [46] and include innovative role
modeling, intellectual stimulation, stimulating knowledge, diffusion, providing vision,
consulting, delegating, support for innovation, recognition, monitoring, and task assign-
ment.

2.3 Knowledge Life Cycle

The knowledge life cycle is the process that knowledge passes through an organization
since it is identified, created, captured, shared, transferred, and utilized [47]. The author
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adopted the representation of knowledge life cycle through its composition into four main
stages, corresponding to the internal cycle of Figure 2.2. The four main stages considered
are: 1) acquisition; 2) formalization and storage; 3) use; and 4) maintenance. This stages
define four quadrants, which encompass smaller steps from the data collection to the DM
support and new strategies definition (change of point of care).

Decision-making support
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Figure 2.2: Knowledge Life Cycle.

The knowledge life cycle processes adopted can be correlated with the Nonaka and
Takeuchi’s Spiral of Organizational Knowledge Creation [35] represented in Figure 2.1. In
this way, an entire knowledge life cycle is synchronized to the spiral conversion of knowl-
edge cycle. The system knowledge is acquired, modeled, used and improved on its way
from a smaller view (individual or group) to a wider view (inter-organizational). More-
over, for each flow from identification to capture, store, share and maintain, knowledge is
converted from tacit to explicit and then to tacit again being constantly enriched with new
feedback both from organizations’ internal and external sources. The steps considered and
illustrated in the figure will be described in detail on the following sections.

2.3.1 Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge Acquisition (KA) is one of the main issues in KM. No doubt that KA plays an
important task in building knowledge base systems. Acquisition refers to the process of
getting the knowledge into the organization from external sources through using possible
means [48].

2.3.1.1 Tacit Knowledge Acquisition

Extracting human tacit knowledge is one of the main challenges that most organization
faces because extracting this type of knowledge is expensive and needs highly qualified
people to develop some applicable methodologies which could be used successfully [49].
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It needs high qualified efforts since the most of domain experts find it difficult to explain
what they do or even why they do it. Also extracting a justification from domain experts
about their decisions, practices, and sequence of steps in a specific task execution is
complicated in some situations. This is because the nature of the tacit knowledge that
is mostly composed by insights, intuitions, hunches, inherent talents, skills, experience,
know-who, know-why, and working experience (see Figure 2.3) which are embedded
within domain experts mind [50–55].

Intuitions
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Hunches

Skills 

Brainstorming sessions

Working experience

Insights

Know-why
Intuitions

Know-how

Experience
Hunches

Skills 
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Tacit Knowledge Tacit Knowledge

Collaborative Environment

(Tacit to Tacit)

Learning by example

Mentoring

Story telling

Explicit Knowledge

Brainstorming sessions

Training courses

Experts interviewing

Repositories or databases with valuable 

knowledge of an organization

Figure 2.3: Tacit and Explicit Knowledge Acquisition.

Tacit to Tacit knowledge transference

Since the more communication, involvement, and interaction of people, more is the
chance for organizations to expose tacit knowledge residing in individuals’ heads the first
step in tacit to tacit knowledge transference is to create a collaborative environment [56].
From here, several approaches in the literature can be found:

• Learning by observation and learning by example: Observing the behavior of
another person, when he/she is applying its knowledge in daily situations, is a
source of learning of tacit knowledge [57]. Learning by example is defined as
perceiving, reflecting and imitating existing procedures and takes place when one
person in the organization is using the example given by other to incorporate others
tacit knowledge to its own knowledge. The intended effects of this type of tacit
knowledge transfer are passing on implicit routines, standardizing procedures and

socialization effects [58].
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• Mentoring: A mentor program may enhance the availability of a leaving employ-
ees’ know-how more than written reports. Usually the predecessor shows him the
ropes for some time, for example for a period of three months. They are working
in parallel, so that the successor gets an insight in the working method, benefiting
from the advantage of asking questions right away when problems are arising [59].

• Storytelling: People learn more experience-based knowledge from stories than
either rules of thumb or lectures. Stories provide the context together with vivid
details that lodge in the mind longer than straight lecture or generalities and so en-
hance explicit knowledge with implicit. Socratic questioning such as why? How

do you explain? What then. . . ? further engages a persons’ brain being quizzed and
arouses interest. Stories stir his emotions thus increasing his memories’ absorption
capacity [59].

Tacit to Explicit knowledge transference

There are also several approaches in the literature to explicit knowledge acquisition
from domain experts’ tacit knowledge:

• Brainstorming sessions: Brainstorming can be considered as a process for generat-
ing creative ideas and solutions through intensive and freewheeling group discussion.
Every participant is encouraged to think aloud and suggest as many ideas as possible,
no matter seemingly how outlandish or bizarre. Analysis, discussion, or criticism
of the aired ideas is allowed only when the session is over and evaluation session
begins [60]. This technique is the most widely adopted process for generate and
share creative ideas within organizations.

• Training courses: One example is the organization of seminars to preserve, at
least, some of a retiring experts know-how. One may create some sort of topically
condensed report containing the most important items and "rules of thumb". Thus
the younger generation/new-comers are helped better grasp the essence of available
knowledge (where should I look first? Who is it worth to ask and which experts
are reluctant?). Organizations can also organize training courses inside organiza-
tion’s working hours to enable workers to get benefit from experts. This allows
organization to create a second level of experts gradually [50]

• Experts interviewing: Interviews allow capturing explicit and tacit knowledge
when being conducted by trained interviewers [59]. They elicit knowledge, experi-
ence and personal perceptions relating to work processes and organization and its
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aim is the knowledge transference to a successor worker and organizational learning.

• Repositories or databases with valuable knowledge of an organization: It con-
sists in traditional forms of explicit information and knowledge repositories. By
using this repositories, knowledge can be shared formally and systematically in the
form of data, specifications, manuals, drawings, audio and video tapes, computer
programs, and patents [38].

2.3.1.2 Databases Knowledge Acquisition

Discovering, or better to say, acquiring knowledge in databases as a discipline of business
intelligence in its broader sense refers to the process of analysing large amounts of data
with the aim of discovering new information and knowledge, and its application in resolv-
ing business problems. In its more specific tense, it refers to mining data as the initial
step of this process, using data-driven learning algorithms, with the aim of discovering
correlations between them [61].

The concept of Knowledge Discovery in Data (KDD) emerged from urgent need for a
new generation of computational theories and tools to assist humans in extracting useful
information (knowledge) from the rapidly growing volumes of digital data. At an abstract
level, the KDD field is concerned with the development of methods and techniques for
making sense of data [62]. Thus, KDD is the non-trivial process of identifying valid,
novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [63]. Accordingly
with Fayyad [62], KDD process comprises six steps, represented in Figure 2.4.

ly understandable patterns in data (Fayyad,
Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth 1996).

Here, data are a set of facts (for example,
cases in a database), and pattern is an expres-
sion in some language describing a subset of
the data or a model applicable to the subset.
Hence, in our usage here, extracting a pattern
also designates fitting a model to data; find-
ing structure from data; or, in general, mak-
ing any high-level description of a set of data.
The term process implies that KDD comprises
many steps, which involve data preparation,
search for patterns, knowledge evaluation,
and refinement, all repeated in multiple itera-
tions. By nontrivial, we mean that some
search or inference is involved; that is, it is
not a straightforward computation of
predefined quantities like computing the av-
erage value of a set of numbers.

The discovered patterns should be valid on
new data with some degree of certainty. We
also want patterns to be novel (at least to the
system and preferably to the user) and poten-
tially useful, that is, lead to some benefit to
the user or task. Finally, the patterns should
be understandable, if not immediately then
after some postprocessing. 

The previous discussion implies that we can
define quantitative measures for evaluating
extracted patterns. In many cases, it is possi-
ble to define measures of certainty (for exam-
ple, estimated prediction accuracy on new

data) or utility (for example, gain, perhaps in
dollars saved because of better predictions or
speedup in response time of a system). No-
tions such as novelty and understandability
are much more subjective. In certain contexts,
understandability can be estimated by sim-
plicity (for example, the number of bits to de-
scribe a pattern). An important notion, called
interestingness (for example, see Silberschatz
and Tuzhilin [1995] and Piatetsky-Shapiro and
Matheus [1994]), is usually taken as an overall
measure of pattern value, combining validity,
novelty, usefulness, and simplicity. Interest-
ingness functions can be defined explicitly or
can be manifested implicitly through an or-
dering placed by the KDD system on the dis-
covered patterns or models. 

Given these notions, we can consider a
pattern to be knowledge if it exceeds some in-
terestingness threshold, which is by no
means an attempt to define knowledge in the
philosophical or even the popular view. As a
matter of fact, knowledge in this definition is
purely user oriented and domain specific and
is determined by whatever functions and
thresholds the user chooses.

Data mining is a step in the KDD process
that consists of applying data analysis and
discovery algorithms that, under acceptable
computational efficiency limitations, pro-
duce a particular enumeration of patterns (or
models) over the data. Note that the space of
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Figure 1. An Overview of the Steps That Compose the KDD Process.

Figure 2.4: An Overview of the Steps That Compose the KDD Process (from [62]).

Based of Fayyad’s steps, the external knowledge life cycle of Figure 2.2, starts at the
first quadrant (acquisition), where is made the establishment of the data to be collected in
order to add value to the knowledge usage (e.g. decision-making support). A formal data
collection process is necessary as it ensures that data gathered is both defined and accurate
and that subsequent decisions based on arguments embodied in the findings are valid [64].
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In the acquisition quadrant is also made the collection, pre-processing, transformation and
analysis of the data (data mining) in order to be retrieved as useful knowledge. Between
others, data analysis is applied to find hidden patterns in data, evaluates significant data
and interpretation of results [65]. The acquired knowledge needs, then, to be formalized
and represented.

2.3.2 Knowledge Representation and Formalization Degrees

The representation and formalization of the acquired knowledge is made accordingly to a
specific knowledge formalization degree and the output is formalized useful knowledge
to be used (e.g. transfer, share, decision-making support). Knowledge Representation
(KR) studies knowledge formalization and its processing within machines. Techniques
of automated reasoning allow a computer system to draw conclusions from knowledge
represented in a machine-interpretable form [66]. Accordingly, with [67], the notion of
KR can be understood in terms of five distinct roles that it plays:

• A KR is a surrogate, that means, it enables an entity to determine consequences by
thinking rather than acting, that is, by reasoning about the world rather than taking
action in it;

• A KR is a set of ontological commitments, that means, all representations are
imperfect approximations of the reality. Representing a set of things and ignoring
others, we are unavoidably making a set of decisions about how and what to see in
the world. Thus, we are making a commitment;

• A KR is a fragment theory of intelligent reasoning. This role comes about the
initial conception of a representation is typically motivated by some insight indicat-
ing how people reason intelligently or by some belief about what means to reason
intelligently at all;

• A KR is a Medium for efficient computation. It is because, reasoning in machines
is a computational process. Simply explained, to use a representation, we must
compute with it. As a result, questions about computational efficiency are inevitably
central to the notion of KR.

• A KR is a medium of human expression. It is a mean by which we express things
about the world, the medium of expression and communication in which we tell the
machine about the world.

Due to its relevance, in the recent years the development of models and methods
to knowledge formalization are studied and analysed. In Figure 2.5 are represented the
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Figure 2.5: Knowledge Formalization Degrees.

adopted knowledge representation elements and its formalization degree. They range from
unstructured corpus repositories to terminologies, glossaries, thesauri, taxonomies, ontolo-
gies, and logic rules, being the unstructured corpus repositories the less formalized and
logic rules the ones with the most formalization degree. The author also categorized the
different knowledge representation elements in structured and unstructured resources.
In contrast with textual (or unstructured) resources, structured ones are used to explic-
itly represent domains and generic knowledge, making their inherent knowledge directly
usable in applications [68].

Corpus repositories include linguistic text collections, ranging from large generic
repositories such as the Web to specify domain text such as collections of texts or books
on a specific subject. These repositories contain a large and ever growing amount of
information expressed implicitly in natural language texts [68].

Accordingly, with the european association for terminology, Terminology is a set
of terms representing a system concepts of a particular subject fields and the discipline
dealing with it. They defend that the existence of numerous data banks or various that
the use of good terminology is imperative if systems intend to functions efficiently [69].
Corpus-based methods can learn specialized terminology directly from a domain-specific
corpus repository, but accuracy can be a problem because most of that repositories are
relatively small [70]. Automatic term recognition (also known as term extraction) is a
crucial component of many knowledge-based applications such as automatic indexing,
knowledge discovery, terminology mining and monitoring, knowledge management and
so on [71].
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Glossary is a list of specialized terms, mostly in alphabetic order, that sometimes are
unique to a specific subject. Each term is composed by its corresponding description.
It includes descriptive comments and explanatory notes, such as definitions, synonyms,
references, etc. [72]. Given the relevance of glossaries to better understand domains
lexicon, several works were already presented using different methods and techniques.
While some authors opt for rule-based systems usage to do the text-mining and glossary
building [73], [74], others presented solutions based on machine learning [74], [75], and
statistical techniques to simulate human consensus [76].

A Thesaurus is a structure that manages the complexities of terminology and provides
conceptual relationships. The thesaurus can be represented by a taxonomy of domain refer-
ence terms with associated meaning. Taxonomies can be considered as a tree of categories.
The organization of domain’s terms in a taxonomic form allows the classification results
from deeper nodes of the taxonomy to be propagated up to help classification of their
ancestor. In the example given in [77], it was used a hierarchical representation of the
hospitality industry terms to support customer’s sentiment analysis. They considered that
when some customer makes a positive or negative comment related to one of the deeper
terms, the polarity of the opinion could be extended to their ancestors.

It is now frequently assumed that knowledge is modelled and stored in structures called
Ontologies which are defined by Gruber as a formal and explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization [78] and may be used as a unifying framework to facilitate knowledge
sharing and interoperability between independently developed systems. Ontologies are
computer implementations of human-like knowledge, for the purpose of describing do-
mains of the world and sharing this knowledge between application programs (and also be-
tween people) [79]. Its recognised capacity to represent knowledge, to facilitate reasoning,
use and exchange knowledge between systems contribute to increase the computational
intelligence [80].

2.3.3 Knowledge Use

In this thesis plan, knowledge use is related to decision-making, share, and transference
of the acquired and formalized knowledge. Simon at 1960 described the DM process as
consisting of three phases: intelligence, design and choice [81]. Intelligence is used in
the military sense to mean searching the environment for problems, that is, the need to
make a decision. That means, to have context awareness. Making context based decisions
will reduce the effort to coordinate tasks and resources by providing a context in which to
interpret utterances and to anticipate actions [7]. Thus, knowledge provided by customers
is used to achieve fact-based reasoning and inference, agility, reactiveness, innovation,
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context awareness, decision intelligence and competitive intelligence. Increasingly, or-
ganizations will differentiate themselves and gain sustainable advances from what they
collectively known.

2.3.4 Knowledge Maintenance

There are many reasons for knowledge changes: the continual evolution of the modelled
domain, the refinement of the ontological conceptualization, the modification of the ap-
plication by adding features according to new end-user requirements and the reuse of the
ontology for others tasks or applications. To take into account all these evolving aspects,
ontologies have to be adapted to change requirements [82] in a formal dynamic Knowl-
edge Maintenance (KMa) establishment. KMa is focused on the Knowledge Base (KB)
improvement to actively be updated, monitored accordingly to the knowledge evolution
of its related domain. When using the formalized knowledge, a company can conclude
that the knowledge provided by the previous data analysis does not add relevant value to
the DM process. Thus, new data sets must be defined to enhance further decision-making
precision. This is reflected in a new point of care definition and a new data collection
process. Since the useful knowledge acquirement is oriented to the findings, there is no
fixed cycles of phases to obtain an optimal DM action.

2.4 Discussion

This chapter provides the basis to understand the knowledge creation process and life
cycle. Under the knowledge life cycle concept, the knowledge acquisition (both from tacit
and domain documents) is described. Domain experts are the ones which better know its
environment, thus, a mechanism that allows to acquire their knowledge could be of great
use to increase organizations products and services value and quality. The data acquisition
from domain documents concept arose from the need to extract useful knowledge from the
rapidly growing volumes of digital data. The capability of interpret customers’ feedback
from social data, marketing conditions, etc., present in domain documents, can be consid-
ered a pillar for organizations competitiveness. There are several methods and techniques
to acquire knowledge from domain documents. These will be explained in detail in chapter
4. After KA, the knowledge needs to be stored in an appropriate structure. Thus, several
knowledge formalization degrees are also addressed in this chapter. Finally, knowledge
is ready to be used to support organizations’ DM. However, it needs to be maintained in
order to keep pace the domain changes. The KMa process should be validated by domain
experts in order to guarantee the quality of the previously acquired knowledge (the right
point of care and learning sources establishment).
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Knowledge is referred to as the sum of information - facts, procedures, concepts, interpre-
tations, ideas, observations and/or judgments - that human beings can process and store in
their minds. However, this definition encompasses not only the knowledge contained in
individual’s minds, but also the information existing inside single and networked organiza-
tions [83]. It leads to the fact that, increasingly, organizations will differentiate themselves
and gain sustainable advances from what they collectively known, how efficiently they
use what they know and, and how quickly they acquire and use knew knowledge [84].
Thus, a deliberate and systematic approach to manage a company’s KB, one populated
with valid and valuable lessons learned and best practices, is required. It leads to the
KM concept. Knowledge Management can be achieved through the use of an adequate
Knowledge Management Systems (KMS).

3.1 Knowledge Management Systems

KMS are the IT-based systems developed to support and enhance the organizational pro-
cesses of knowledge life cycle addressed in the previous chapter (creation, formalization,
use, and manage) [38]. KM tools are also referred as enablers of business processes that
create, store, maintain and disseminate knowledge [85]. However, some elements have
to be taken into consideration during the process of selecting the most appropriate KMS
[86]. A preliminary analysis is necessary to characterize the business activities that the
system is intended to serve. Then, it is necessary to focus and completely understand the
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requirements that the developed system should fulfil. Finally, a KMS typology should be
selected in such a way that the previously defined requirements are met. This decision
should be done using an appropriate technique.

Although the selection of the most appropriate knowledge management systems can be
supported by multiple criteria techniques [83], the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the
method that best reflects judgments based on opinion and emotion, and that best prioritize
preferences for different alternatives by expressing their ranking [88, 89]. Moreover, the
structure and modality of AHP ensures that all the desired specifications are included in the
decision process according to the decision maker’s perceptive [83]. The AHP, originally
introduced by Saaty [90], is a flexible, structured technique for dealing with complex
decisions. It is aimed at breaking down different choices arising within a hierarchical
structure consisting of a goal, criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives [83]. It has been
applied to a wide variety of decisions such as car purchasing [91], vendor selection [92],
information system project selection [93], and software selection [94]. It was also already
applied to support the selection of KMS [83] [87].

The Diagram presented in Figure 3.1 is based on the combination of both the works
related to KMS selection works mentioned before. The decision hierarchy was structured
from the left to the right, where the goal of the decision maker is placed (choice of suitable
KMS), passing through the the intermediate levels (criteria and sub-criteria on which
the subsequent elements depend) to the selection of the Knowledge Management System
Typology. Advanced information technologies (i.e. internet, intranet, data mining) can be
used to support the several parts of knowledge life cycle [95]. Thus, they should be part
of the selected KMS. The following sections consist in the definition of the represented
criteria (sub-criteria) and knowledge management systems typology.

3.1.1 Knowledge Management systems selection criteria

The criteria and sub-criteria have been selected on the bases of the literature review and
they can be classified into four groups: cost, functionality, vendor, and stakeholders’
satisfaction.

3.1.1.1 Cost

Cost is a common factor influencing the purchaser to choose the software. The avail-
able budget reserved for purchasing a KMS includes maintenance, long term operating
expenses and costs for user training [96]. Technically, these costs can be grouped under
two major sub-criteria: 1) Capital Expenditure - non-recurring costs (e.g. product, license
and training costs); and 2) Operating Expenditure - costs involved in operating KMS (e.g.
maintenance costs, software subscriptions).
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3.1.1.2 Functionality

The Functionality criteria refers to features that the KMS performs and how well the soft-
ware can meet the user’s needs and requirements. Thus, functionality is usually considered
when selecting KMS typologies [97]. Based on the literature, the 6 key functionality of a
KMS are:

• Document Management - In many organizations, knowledge is handled by docu-
ments [98]. Thus, it affects organizations efficiency. Document manage involves
documents storage, publishing, subscription, searching and control [99].

• Collaboration & Communication - Within organizations, collaborating in solving
problems, sharing knowledge, discussion and teamwork create a significant amount
of knowledge assets [83]. In addition, it can be done through discussion, workspace
sharing, voting, real-time chats and video conferences.

• Measurement - Is the keeping of records on activities and changes in managed
knowledge. It consists, as an instance, in the knowledge of the number of views
and/or entries of a product/service presented as reports.

• Workflow Management - allows the movement of documents in information pro-
cesses among individuals and applications to be specified accordingly to a prede-
fined process. It can be used in communicating, cooperating, coordinating solving
problems and negotiation (e.g. document approval process, notification of document
changes).

• Scalability - Refers to the ability to scale up without degradation in performance
when the number of workspaces, knowledge bases and users grow [100]

• Integration - Ability to integrate and use different KMS giving internal and external
users the means to manage an organization knowledge [101].

3.1.1.3 Vendor

The quality of KMS vendor support and its characteristics are of major importance in the
selection of software [102]. It is also critical for the successful installation and mainte-
nance of the software. The important factors affecting the decision to select a KMS are
[87]:

• Vendor reputation - The reputation of the vendor can reflect the quality of the
services and support given to the customer. Related to vendor reputation is: (a) the
vendor’s expertise and (b) the vendor’s experience in the area of KM.
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• Training - The availability of training courses offered by vendor companies was
considered along with the actual effectiveness of these courses as a sub-criterion for
KMS selection.

• Implementation partner - Most companies overlook the importance of finding the
right implementation partner.

• KM consulting services - KM consulting services are important and required if a
company does not have experience in KM. These services can offer help/advice to
the company before, during and after the implementation of the KM tool.

• Support, maintenance, upgrade and integration - A vendor does not only sell a
KM tool but is also responsible for the ongoing support, maintenance, upgrading
and integration of the tool.

3.1.1.4 Stakeholders Satisfaction

Stakeholders satisfaction should also be considered as an important part of decisions
management. This criterion can be subdivided in the following sub-criteria [83]:

• Customers - The definition of a good relationship with customers is one of the most
important strategies for every organization. After customer opinion and suggestions,
the company can redesign and improve production and sales.

• Employees - In the context of KM, the employees are considered the key players in
creating, sharing and capturing knowledge inside the organization.

• Shareholders - The use of existing knowledge within an enterprise gives the com-
pany’s activities added value in terms of cost reduction, time management, human
resources development, new product development and the sharing of knowledge
among workers.

• Suppliers - Reputation, service and support orientation play a vital role in selecting
a KMS and are considered important factors in guiding the decision maker during
the selection process of a KMS provider.

3.1.2 Knowledge Management systems typologies

In this section the most widely diffused typologies of KMS are addressed. These are:
document management systems, learning platforms, virtual human resource management,
knowledge portal systems, decision support systems, customer relationship management
systems, and supply chain management systems.
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3.1.2.1 Document Management Systems

Traditional paper-based documents have caused many related problems such as maintain-
ing, customizing, sharing, reusing, tracking and accessing documents [103]. Recently,
computer and information technologies have provided varying facilities to manage, store
and retrieve documents. Thus, many Electronic Document Management Systems (EDMS)
emerge in recent years, e.g. Mayan EDMS1, Synergis software2, MaxxVault3, OpenKM4,
docStar5, Master Control software package6, and iSO-Pro7. EDMS has automated the rou-
tine aspects of creating and maintaining quality systems documentation bringing several
benefits to organizations [103]. Some of these benefits are: [104]: 1) directly manipulate
documents; 2) index and store to retrieve the documents; 3) communicate through the
exchange of documents; 4) collaborate around documents; 5) model and automate the
flow of documents.

From the description of ISO9000 requirements [105] and ISO10013 guidelines [106],
EDMS processes fall into three functional categories: 1) document creation/release; 2)
document change; and 3) document access. Each functional category is further sub-divided
into several activities [107], as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Document 
change

Document access

Document 
create/release

• Create Document

• Identify review team

• Review document

• Approve document

• Register Document

• Identify document recipients

• Issue and distribute document

• Remove invalid document

• Identify need & reasons for change

• Identify the proposed change

• Invite doc. Change review team

• Review change

• Review & edit document

• Approve document change

• Identify doc. Change originator

• Issue & distribute new document

• Remove invalid document

• Plan document security profile

• Identify user

• Determine security level

• See if user has authority to access

• Document review

Figure 3.2: Function view of document management.

One the most challenging steps of EDMS is the retrieval of documents (information)
from the previously stored ones [104]. The search algorithms are usually based in the
three Boolean operators and, or, and not which together with a selection of search terms

1http://www.mayan-edms.com/
2http://www.synergissoftware.com/
3http://www.maxxvault.com/
4http://www.openkm.com/
5http://www.docstar.com/
6http://www.mastercontrol.com/
7http://isoprosoftware.com/document-control-software-module-2/
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identify the documents with the required characteristics [108, 109]. More advanced sys-
tems implement automatic text analysers which produce a richer semantic representation
of an input text. This representation is then used to answer questions related to the text
in natural language rather than a restricted query with Boolean operators. Some of this
intelligent systems are addressed latter in chapter 4.

3.1.2.2 Learning Platform

In recent years, the learning environment has changed and shifted from traditional class-
rooms to online learning, mobile learning and ubiquitous learning via employing various
new learning devices and technologies [110]. In many countries, the internet and the web
have now been a part of education for long enough that it is hard to imagine what we
would do without them. Many universities offer online courses, many professors post
their syllabi and conduct some discussions online, educational software proliferates, and
learning management systems are commonplace [110, 111]:

• TANGO (Tag Added learNinG Objects) - A ubiquitous learning system proposed
for tackling the issues of learning at the right time and in the right place within a
ubiquitous environment [112];

• Musex - A collaborative learning system for supporting children in learning and
exploring collaboratively in a museum with two PDAs [113];

• PERKAM (PERsonaliz ed Knowledge Awareness Map) - A learning system
proposed to tackle the issues of seeking knowledge in a ubiquitous environment
[114]. It allows the learners to seek knowledge, to share knowledge, and to exchange
individual experiences among peers;

• PPM - A ubiquitous learning platform that supports learning indoors with RFID
readers and outdoors with GPS, personal annotation management, and real-time
group discussion [115];

• PMDS - The picture mail database system (PMDS) for improving the quality of
university lectures, especially communication between the teacher and students
during mass lectures [110]. It allows students to submit, search for, extract and view
pictures using mobile phones during lectures.

3.1.2.3 Virtual Human Resource Management Systems

Virtual Human Resource can be considered as a network-based structure built on partner-
ships and typically mediated by information technologies to help the organization acquire,
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develop, and deploy intellectual capital. Firms compete less on products and markets and
more on competencies, relationships, and new ideas. Thus, people are organization’s most
important asset [116]. Innovative practices that are aimed at eliciting optimal performance,
and their common objectives include the following [117]:

• Problem solving teams - are aimed at involving production workers or other non-
managerial workers in solving production problems;

• Rotation of workers across jobs - is used to increase worker flexibility and increase
teamwork;

• Careful screening and selection of workers - is required to identify those who
have both high-level job and task-related skills and also "team skills" to work to-
gether to solve problems;

• Job security - is used to assure workers that improvements in production perfor-
mance will not result in the direct loss of jobs;

• Information sharing - is important to provide the information and motivation for
greater involvement and decision making;

• Training - is needed to do problem solving, to increase knowledge for better deci-
sion making and to introduce workers to the skills needed for more job tasks;

• Incentive pay - in a wide variety of forms, is introduced to provide the incentive
for greater employee effort and employee involvement in decision making.

3.1.2.4 Knowledge Portal Systems

Portals enable e-business by providing a unified application access, information manage-
ment and knowledge management both within enterprises, and between enterprises and
their trading partners, channel partners and customers [118]. A portal can be viewed as a
way to access and disseminated information within a company since information chunks
can be stored in various systems using different formats. It consists in a single point access
to Internet resources, an integration platform focusing on unification oriented towards the
business processes of the company. Therefore, portals synchronize knowledge and appli-
cations, creating a single view into organization’s intellectual capital [119]. Knowledge
Portal Systems (KPS) optimize knowledge distribution within entire organizations and can
be regarded as an extension of an enterprise information portal to knowledge management
[120, 121]. An extensive study regarding KPS applied to several industry sectors (e.g.
automobile, microelectronics, pharmaceutical) can be found in [119].
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3.1.2.5 Decision Support Systems

Decision Support Systems (DSS) are computer technology solutions that can be used to
support decision-making and problem solving [122]. Current DSS facilitate a wide variety
of decision tasks including information gathering and analysis, model building, sensi-
tive analysis, collaboration, alternative evaluation, and decision implementation [123]. A
state-of practice for data and model-driven DSS can be found in [123]. DDS tool design
encompass several components like: 1) sophisticated database management capabilities
with access to internal and external data, information and knowledge; 2) powerful mod-
elling functions accessed by a model management system; and 3) powerful, yet simple
user interface designs that enable interactive queries, reporting, and graphing functions
[122].

3.1.2.6 Customer Relationship Management Systems

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) comprises a set of processes and enable
systems to support a business strategy to build long term, profitable relationship with
specific customers [124]. One of the most accepted definitions of CMR is the one provided
by Swift: "Enterprise approach to understanding and influencing customer behaviour
through meaningful communications in order to improve customer acquisition, retention,
loyalty, and profitability" [125]. CRM consists of four dimensions [125–127]: 1) customer
identification; 2) customer attraction; 3) customer retention; and 4) customer development.
Thus, CMR often allow: 1) capture and analyse information about customer purchase
behaviour; 2) long-term success through deeper and closer customer relationships; 3)
precise matching of marketing offers due to detailed customers profiles analysis; and 4)
track effectiveness of marketing programs [128].

3.1.2.7 Supply Chain Management System

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the management of material and information flows
both in and between facilities, such as vendors, manufacturing and assembly plants and
distribution centres [129]. SCMS plays a role in creating profitability and a competitive
advantage. It emphasizes the value of knowledge within the supply chain and enhances
the strategic importance of efficient data, information or knowledge among members
of the SCM network, such as suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and retailers. The
SCM affects the knowledge receivers - designers, decision-makers and peer agents - by
supporting their decisions and their future market strategies in a more efficient way [130].
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3.2 Collaborative Systems

According to Schrage [131], collaboration "... is the process of shared creation: two or

more individuals with complementary skills interacting to create a shared understanding

that none had previously possessed or could have come to on their own. Collaboration

creates a shared meaning about a process, a product, or an event. (...) It can occur by

mail, over the phone lines, and in person."

Thus, collaborative work involves considerable explicit and tacit communication be-
tween collaborators to be successful. Individuals need to negotiate shared understanding
of tasks goals, of tasks decomposition and sub-tasks allocation and of tasks/sub-tasks
progress. Collaborators need to know what is currently being done and what has been
done in the contexts of the task goals [132]. Several collaborative models and frameworks
can be found in the literature [133–137]. In this document, going towards the adopted
definition of collaboration, the model considered is the one presented in [133]. This
model consists in six principal phases necessary for interaction and knowledge sharing in
intelligence gathering (see Figure 3.3):

© 2016 Synopsys, Inc. 1

Division of 
Labor

Group awareness

Knowledge Sharing and 
Complementarity

Communication

Shared understanding of the problem

Trust establishment Required to engage collaboration

Differentiation and integration of group 

members’ understanding of the problem

Information exchange (interoperability) 

within the group

Synergizing competence and creating 

intelligence from gathered knowledge

Federating actors on problem resolution

Figure 3.3: A pyramid collaborative model (based on [133]).

• Trust phase - For collaboration among group of individuals exist, a minimum trust
among them is required. Trust in this context can be related to the beliefs about the
partners and conceived ideas about the qualities that partners must possess so as to
judge them credible. Collaboration cannot not take place without a minimum level
of trust which enables to or more people to jointly solve a problem.

• Shared understanding phase - When a group of individuals decide to gather infor-
mation on a particular problem, they need to define the problem itself and clarify
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it. What the problem represents to each member differs because of their individual
interpretation. In order to engage in a collaborative way, the members of the group
must differentiate and integrate their individual understanding of the problem in
order to produce a shared representation of the problem.

• Communication phase - Communication is not an isolated phase but rather inter-
woven with all other phases.

• Knowledge Sharing phase - This phase allows group members to synergise their
competences and to collectively produce actionable knowledge for decision-making.
This is where intelligence is generated as users combine their innate or previously
acquired knowledge with newly acquired knowledge from collected information in
order to enhance clarity in decision-making. This phase allows members to share
both tacit and explicit knowledge trough socialization, externalization, combination
and internalization (see chapter 2).

• Group awareness phase - The possibility of receiving signals from one to another
in a group (traditional or vistual) provides understanding of the actions and inten-
tions of the group.

• Division of Labour phase - This phase allows members of a group to divide tasks
among themselves in order to reduce redundancy in their activities ans to increase
the rapidity of their work.

The need of technology, or collaborative systems in the adopted model increases when
going from the bottom to the top of the collaborative pyramid. The worldwide web
technology and electronic networks have created an environment, where place no longer
matters. Collaborative systems bring geographically disperse teams together, supporting
communication, coordination and collaboration. This results in a tremendous time and
cost saving, greatly decreases travel requirements, faster and better DM and improved
communications flow through organizations [138]. Thus, collaborative systems can be
considered as a basis for groupware and KM [139]. Collaborative systems (tools) allow
groups of users to communicate and cooperate on common tasks. They cover a wide range
of applications such as audio/video conferencing, collaborative document sharing/editing,
distance learning, work-flow management systems, etc [140], and can be classified in four
categories [138] : 1) Group file and document handling; 2) Computer conferencing; 3)
Electronic meeting systems; and 4) Electronic workspace.

• Group file and document handling - The core function of group file and document
handling involve documents and files management. As described in section 3.1.2.1,
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it involves maintaining, customizing, sharing, reusing, tracking and access docu-
ments. Collaborative synchronous work on documents can also be a part of a group
document handling requirement together with basic communication capabilities,
such as e-mail notification and e-mail.

• Computer conferencing - Space for asynchronous and threaded discussions as
well for real time discussions is provided under computer and conferencing col-
laborative tools category. It enables the possibility for users to see and work on
documents simultaneously, on each other’s screen, or whiteboard [141] and full
mailing capabilities are also provided. Audio and video conferencing are quite
common as well [138].

• Electronic meeting systems - Meetings can either be regular (same time, same
place), synchronous (same time, different place), or asynchronous (different time,
different place). Meeting participants have the possibility to chat, conduct real-time
discussions, use audio and video conferencing facilities, write or draw in real-time
on a blank slide, participate in surveys-anonymously if preferred and make group
decisions, share documents and files, show and annotate PowerPoint slides, share
live software applications and even work simultaneously on documents. Apart
from the work-centred activities, the team also engages in team-centred activities
including greeting, seeking additional participants, introduction and parting [138].
Finally, meeting-centred activities support the meeting process including its set-up,
maintenance of the agenda and minutes, and distribution of the minutes after the
meeting [142].

• Electronic workspace - The aim of this category of collaborative tools is to provide
teams a common space to coordinate and organize their work. Groups can centrally
store documents and files, work with them, solve problems through discussion, keep
to-do lists and address books with information about group contacts, and even track
projects milestones and interactions. There are workspaces for different groups, and
the possibility for users to be member of several workspaces accordingly with the
number of projects in which they are involved is also provided [143].

3.3 Interoperability as a Collaboration enabler

In today’s economy, strategic business partnerships and outsourcing have become domi-
nant business paradigms evidencing a tremendous increase in trade and investments be-
tween nations. Accordingly to Friedman [144], the world is becoming a tiny flat place

with information exchanged and applied informatively across continents, independently
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of races, cultures, languages or systems; where mass-customization has become a ma-
jor business hub replacing mass-productions; and with trends changing businesses from
technology and product driven to market and customer-driven thus increasing trade and
information exchange, as well as the need for interoperability [145, 146].

To succeed in this collaborative but at the same time competitive environment, orga-
nizations need to be interoperable, sharing technical and business information seamlessly
within and across organizations [147, 148]. In this sense, being defined as the ability that
two or more systems have to exchange information and use it accurately [149], interoper-
ability, more precisely the lack of it, could disturb the creation of new markets, networks,
and can diminish innovation and competitiveness of business groups.

The C4IF, presented in [150] is a framework that uses the basic linguistic concepts
of the Information Systems (IS) communication domain. In this work, four types of
interoperability were defined and make the path from the physical connection between
systems (organizations) and their capacity to understand the exchanged information and
knowledge and use it to perform actions together (collaborate):

• Connection - Refers to the ability of information systems to exchange signals be-
tween them. To succeed, a physical contact/connection must be established between
those (two or more) systems;

• Communication - Refers to the ability of data exchange in IS; To succeed, a pre-
defined data format and/or schema needs to be established and accepted by the
interlocutors.

• Consolidation - Refers to the ability of understand the exchanged data. For this, a
commonly accepted meaning (domain lexicon) for the data needs to be established;

• Collaboration - Refers to the ability of systems to act together. A commonly
accepted understanding for performing functions/services/processes/actions needs
to be established.

However, for collaboration can exist, it is necessary to understand the semantics (lex-
icon) of the exchanged information and knowledge. The IEEE defines semantic as rela-
tionships of symbols or groups of symbols to their meanings in a given language [151].
The collaboration between systems through the understanding of the information that is
being exchanged is addressed by the semantic interoperability concept. It emerged as the
capability of organizations to 1) Discover required information; 2) Explicitly describe the
meanings of the data they wish to share; and 3) Process received information in a manner
consistent with the intended purpose of such information [152].
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Thus, Semantic interoperability enables organizations to process information from ex-
ternal sources in a meaningful manner controlling the exchange of information and knowl-
edge, and ensuring that it is understood and preserved through the different exchanges
between domain entities (e.g. individuals and organizations).

3.4 Discussion

Knowledge is an organization important asset, thus it should be properly managed. This
chapter provides the guidelines to understand how to select the most appropriate knowl-
edge management system. The selection criterion is where an organization profile and
goals are described, being of great importance to match the organization with the more
adequate knowledge management system typology. Widely diffused knowledge manage-
ment system typologies are also presented in this chapter. The creation of a shared context
is crucial to knowledge management. Thus, the knowledge transference and management
within organizations requires a supportive and collaborative culture and the elimination
of common collaboration barriers. Between others, collaborative systems are capable to
bring together geographically disperse teams to work together supporting their communi-
cation, coordination and collaboration. However, for collaboration could exist, (semantic)
interoperability is required, so organization can successfully understand the exchanged
knowledge and together (collaboratively) act upon it.
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The value of information increases with the number of users who can access that in-
formation, multiplied by the number of business areas in which the user works. Thus,
organizations desperately need to timely gather relevant information and knowledge from
all available sources. For this purpose, organizations are currently accumulating vast
amount of data from disparate internal and external sources [153].

According to [154], Business Intelligence (BI) ‘is the process of collection, treatment

and diffusion of information that has an objective, the reduction on uncertainty in the

making of all strategic decisions’. Moreover, Business Intelligence can be defined as
an organization’s ability to gather all its capabilities and skills and transform them into
knowledge [155]. Thus, it can be stated that the very nature of Business Intelligence
encourages organizations to have more access to, and control over, the data.

Whether knowledge is stored in ontologies, prepositional knowledge based or simple
databases, it must be maintained and kept up to date. There are many reasons for ontology
changes: the continual evolution of the modelled domain, the refinement of the ontology
conceptualization, the modification of the application by adding functionalities according
to new end-user requirements and the reuse of the ontology for others tasks or applications.
Thus, Ontology Learning (OL) techniques are introduced in section 4.4 since together
with some machine learning techniques could be used to facilitate knowledge systems
maintenance.

BI refers to various software solutions, including technologies such as Data warehouse,
Data Mining, On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP), Extraction Transformation Load
(ETL) and other reporting applications needed to acquire the right information (or knowl-
edge) for the business decision-making with the major purpose of enhancing the overall
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business performance [156]:

• Data Warehouse - Data warehouse is an integrated collection of summarized and
historic data, which is collected from internal and external sources [157], It col-
lects relevant data into a repository, where it is organized and validated so in can
serve decision-making objectives [156]. Many organizations use data warehouses
to bridge the gap of turning data into knowledge. Thus, data warehouse forms
the backbone of the information supply chain to a decision support system, and
consequently provides to organizations a way of turning knowledge into tangible
results.

• Data Marts - Data marts are small sized data warehouses, tipically created by
individual departments or divisions to facilitate their own decision support activities
e.g. customers management, marketing, finance [158].

• Data Mining - Data mining is the extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and
potentially useful information from data. the idea is to build computer programs that
sift through databases automatically, seeking regularities or patterns [159]. Some
of the more well known data modelling types for whose data mining techniques are
used for are presented in section 4.2.

• Extraction Transform Load (ETL) - ETL is a set of actions by which data is ex-
tracted from numerous databases, applications and systems, transformed as capture,
and loaded into a target database [160]. The most prominent tasks include [161]:

1. Identification of relevant information at the source side;

2. Extraction of information;

3. Transportation of this formation to the Data Staging Area;

4. Transformation (i.e. customization and integration) of the information coming
from multiple sources into a common format;

5. Cleansing of the resulting data set, on the basis of database and business rules;

6. Propagation and loading of the data to the data warehouse and the refreshment
of data marts.

• On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) - OLAP refers to the technology that en-
ables the users to interact and present data in the Data Warehouse [162]. OLAP
tools are a combination of analytical processing procedures and graphical user inter-
face. The key features enabled by it are: multidimensional view of data, calculation
intensive capabilities, and time intelligence [159].
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4.1 Knowledge Management and Business Intelligence
Integration

Both Business Intelligence and Knowledge Management have shown significant value
in promoting decision-making from available knowledge. While Business intelligence
focuses on explicit knowledge available in Data Warehouses, Knowledge Management
encompasses both tacit and explicit knowledge. Since Business Intelligence and Knowl-
edge Management concepts promote learning, decision-making, and understanding [163],
in order to improve the efficiency of decision making and to adapt to changing environ-
ment and markets, the integration of Business Intelligence and Knowledge Management
is needed [163, 164]. The benefits of integrating of BI with KM are 1) Ensure a real
support in deploying successful business across the organization by smoothly managing
multicultural teams of employees in providing highest quality products and global services
to multicultural customers. 2) End-user preference and experience can be included in BI
implementation, 3) provide better understanding on business context, interpretation results
and training to the end-user.

Even though both of them differ in their objectives and technologies used to develop
them, together BI and KM can improve the organizational performance. BI and KM
integration assists today’s managers for improved/optimized decision making process by
sharing data and information across the organization, getting the details from internal and
external sources, forecasting the future trend and taking better decision [156].

4.2 Data Mining

Each data mining technique can perform one or more of data modelling types [165]: 1)
Association; 2) Classification; 3) Clustering; 4) Forecasting; 5) Regression; 6) Sequence
discovery; and 7) visualization. These data modelling types will be explained in the
following subsections.

Machine Learning (ML) provides the technical basis of data mining. it is used to
extract information from the raw data in databases - information that is expressed in a
comprehensible format and can be used for several purposes [159]. The machine learning
concept will be defined in detail together with its most widely used algorithms in section
4.3.

4.2.1 Association

The idea of mining association rules originates from the analysis of market-basket data
where rules like "A customer who buys products x1 and x2 will also buy product y with
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probability c%." In brief, an association rule is an expression X ⇒ Y , where X and Y

are sets of items. The meaning of such rules is quite intuitive: Given a database D of
transactions - where each transaction T ∈ D is a set of items -, X ⇒ Y expresses that
whenever a transaction T contains X then T probably contains Y also as well [166]. For
example, the following rule (see equation 4.1) can be extracted from the data set shown
in Table 4.1 [167]. The rule suggests that exists a strong relationship between the sale of
diapers and beer because many customers who buy diapers also buy beer. It can be used
by retailers to identify new opportunities to cross-selling their products to the customers.

Table 4.1: Example of market basket transactions.

Id Items
1 {Bread, Milk}
2 {Bread, Diapers, Beer, Eggs}
3 {Milk, Diapers, Beer, Cola}
4 {Bread, Milk, Diapers, Beer}
5 {Bread, Milk, Diapers, Cola}

{Beer}⇒ {Diapers} (4.1)

Association learning can be applied to Ontology learning. As an instance, in [168], the
authors implemented a system that is able to ontology learning through the establishment
of associations between words applied to a search engine. If two words are searched
together very often, there is a strong relation between them. Thus, the next time a user
looks for one of these words, the other will be part of the search output.

4.2.2 Classification

Systems that construct classifiers are one of the commonly used tools in data mining. Such
systems take as input a collection of cases, each belonging to one of a small number of
classes and described by its values for a fixed set of attributes, and output a classifier that
can accurately predict the class to which a new case belongs. Some common application
domains in which the classification problem arises, are the following [169]:

• Customer Target Marketing - Since the classification problem relates feature vari-
ables to target classes, this method is extremely popular for the problem of customer
target marketing. In such cases, feature variables describing the customer may be
used to predict their buying interests on the basis of previous training examples.

• Medical Disease Diagnosis - The features may be extracted from the medical
records, and the class labels correspond to whether or not a patient may pick up
a disease in the future.
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• Supervised Event Detection - In many temporal scenarios, class labels may be
associated with time stamps corresponding to unusual events. For example, an
intrusion activity may be represented as a class label. In such cases, time-series
classification methods can be very useful.

• Multimedia Data Analysis - It is often desirable to perform classification of large
volumes of multimedia data such as photos, videos, audio or other more complex
multimedia data.

• Document Categorization and Filtering - Many applications, such as news wire
services, require the classification of large numbers of documents in real time. This
application is referred to as document categorization.

• Social Network Analysis - Many forms of social network analysis, such as collec-
tive classification, associate labels with the underlying nodes. These are then used
in order to predict the labels of other nodes. Such applications are very useful for
predicting useful properties of actors in a social network.

4.2.3 Clustering

Clustering means the act of partitioning an unlabelled dataset into groups of similar objects.
Each group, called a ‘Cluster’, consists of objects that are similar between themselves and
dissimilar to objects of other groups. Thus, data items are grouped according to logical
relationships, for example in consumer preferences, data can be mined to identify market
segments or consumer affinities. Clustering can be performed in two different modes: crisp
and fuzzy. In crisp clustering, the clusters are disjoint and non-overlapping in nature (Any
pattern may belong to one and only one class). In case of fuzzy clustering, a pattern may
belong to all the classes with a certain fuzzy membership grade [170]. In the following is
a list of clustering and ontology learning works [171]:

• Discovery of ontology learning resources using word-based-clustering [172] -
The author proposed a data mining process using machine clustering mining ap-
proach for learning ontologies from resource repositories in XMLs or RDFs. The
generated ontologies provided a controlled vocabulary of concepts which contribute
to the sense disambiguation in seeking interesting and appropriate knowledge in the
domain of education e-markets.

• Using ontology in hierarchical information clustering [173] - The author pro-
posed an approach of using hierarchical clustering system modified for ontological
indexing and topic-centric test collection of documents. The authors state that
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ontologies can impose a complete interpretation of subjective clustering onto a
document set.

• Modeling user interests by conceptual clustering [174] - In this work is presented
a document clustering algorithm, named WebDCC (Web Document Conceptual
Clustering), to carry out incremental, unsupervised concept learning. Afterward,
the semantics extracted from Web pages can be integrated into ontology.

• Learning expressive ontologies [175] - The authors presented two conceptual ap-
proaches for learning expressive ontologies: 1) lexical approach to generate complex
class descriptions from definitory sentences; and 2) logical approach to generate
general purpose ontology such as disjointness axioms.

4.2.4 Forecasting

In today’s economic environment there is ample opportunity to leverage the numerous
sources of time series data that are readily available to the savvy decision maker. This
time series data can be used for business gain if the data is converted first to information
and then to knowledge - knowing what to make when for whom, knowing when resource
costs (raw material, logistics, labour, and so on) are changing or what the drivers of
demand are and when they will be changing. All this knowledge leads to advantages to the
bottom line for the decision maker when times series trends are captured in an appropriate
mathematical form. Thus, there is a significant value in the interdisciplinary notion of data
mining for forecasting [176].

4.2.5 Regression

In the example provided in Figure 4.1, the horizontal line is called the X axis and the
vertical line the Y axis. Regression analysis looks for a relationship between the X variable
and the Y variable (graph line). Based on the established relationship, the algorithm is
capable to use existing values to predict what other values will be. Forecast uses the
regression line assuming that the relation which existed in the past between two variables
will continue to exist in the future [177]. In the provided example, the value of Y1 based
on the given value of X1.

4.2.6 Sequence discovery

Sequence discovery is the identification of associations or patterns over time [178, 179].
Its goal is to model the states of the process generating the sequence or to extract and
report deviation and trends over time [179].
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Figure 4.1: Regression applied to Forecasting.

4.2.7 Visualization

Visualization refers to the presentation of data so that users can view complex patterns
[180]. It is used in conjunction with other data mining models to provide a clearer un-
derstanding of the discovered patterns or relationships [181]. Examples of visualization
model are 3D graphs, "Hygraphs" and "SeeNet" [180].

4.3 Machine Learning

Crucial systems to understand are those involved in memory, but in addition, learning
mechanisms are at the heart of how the brain processed information. Patterson [182] states
that is by modifying the synaptic connection strengths (or weights) between neurons that
useful neuronal information processors for most brain functions, including perception,
emotion, motivation, and motor function, are built. One example is the study made by
Patterson in [183]. This study used basic emotions as a facilitator for learning. Thus,
emotions were defined in this case, due to the animal’s use, as states elicited by rewards
and punishments. A reward is anything for which an animal will work. A punisher
is anything an animal will work to escape or avoid. Rewards and punishments can be
more formally defined as instrumental reinforces, i.e. stimuli or events which, if their
occurrence, termination, or omission is made contingent upon the making of a response,
alter the probability of the future emission of that response [184].

The way the brain works have been inspired several intelligent systems development.
Currently, it is widely accepted that systems that possess knowledge and are capable of
decision making and reasoning are regarded as ‘intelligent’ [185]. There are recognized
techniques, such as fuzzy logic, artificial neural networks, machine learning and evolution-
ary algorithms that contribute to increase a system’s machine intelligence quotient [186].
The rationale behind the intelligent label of those techniques is their ability to represent
and deal with knowledge [187]. In the following some of the more well-known of these
techniques will be addressed.
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Learning process include the acquisition of new declarative knowledge, the develop-
ment of motor and cognitive skills through instruction or practice, the organization of
new knowledge into general, effective representations, and the discovery of new facts and
theories through observation and experimentation. This has been the most challenging and
fascinating goal in artificial intelligence. The study and computer modeling of learning
process in their multiple manifestations constitutes the subject matter of machine learning
[188].

Learning denotes changes in the system that are adaptive in the sense that they enable
the system to do the same task or tasks drawn from the same population more effectively
the next time [189]. Thus, ML paradigm can be viewed as "programming by example",
learning to do better in the future, based on what was experienced in the past [190].
There are countless applications of ML . Accordingly, with Isabelle Guyon [191], typical
applications of machine learning include:

• Retail : It is aligned with the interest of identifying prospective customers, dissatis-
fied customers, good customers, bad payers, etc.;

• Biomedical and Biometric : in order to identify people of risk to possess certain
disease, to make a diagnosis or to predict the outcome of a treatments (prognosis);

• Security : face recognition, iris verification, fingerprint, signature and also DNA
validation.

• Computation and Internet: computer interfaces designing (troubleshooting wiz-
ards, handwriting and speech recognition interfaces, and brain waves (handle com-
puter machines through the brain))

• Internet applications : Hit ranking, spam filtering, text categorization, text transla-
tion and recommendation services.

Some of the most widely well-known algorithms to machine learning will be explained
in the following sections.

4.3.1 Artificial Neural Networks

An Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is an information-processing paradigm that is in-
spired by the way biological nervous system, such as brain, process information. Neural
networks can be useful learning from existing data even when humans find it difficult
to identify rules. Such as humans, ANN learn from experience and are able to adapt
the KB when facing new data. Focus on the application of ANN to ontology learning,
one application to consider is [192] where is proposed a method consisting of projective
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adaptive resonance theory neural network and Bayesian network probability theorem to
automatically construct ontology. One problem related to ANN is if the neural network is
implemented as a ‘black box’, then any information ‘learned’ by the network during the
training is unavailable. Previous researchers, such as [193, 194] developed design tech-
niques that allow network operation to be decoded after training. This researches made
possible the automatic learning and adaptability of ANN with user’s feedback related to
the information learned.

4.3.2 Fuzzy Logic

In order to lead with uncertainty knowledge one solution is the application of Fuzzy Logic
(FL) in OL. FL is a multivalued logic able to absorb vague information, usually described
in natural language, and convert it into a numerical format for easy computational manip-
ulation, searching for shaping or emulate the human reasoning. In [195] is presented a
fuzzy temporal model integrated with an ontology model to allow annotating ontology
definitions with time specifications. Another successful application of FL to emulate hu-
man behaviour is its usage to measure knowledge sharing, namely the confidence and
knowledge complexity level [196].

4.3.3 Decision Tree

A decision tree compactly encoded a sequence of tests on the values of certain features.
Each inner node corresponds to a feature; the edges represent decisions for one of the
feature’s possible values. A leaf represents the predicated value of the target variable.
A decision tree is constructed in an iterative way. In each step, the learning algorithm
chooses one feature and created a new branch for each of the possible values. At each
branch, one of the remaining features is chosen. Thus, the hypothesis space is subsequently
divided [197]. The decision trees have several advantages comparing with others machine
learning methods, as [198]: 1) Easy to understand and interpret; 2) Necessary little data
preparation; 3) Can interpret numerical and categorical data; 4) Can be interpreted by a
white box model; 5) It is possible to validate the model by statistical tests; 6) It is robust;
and their performance when using large datasets is good.

Some works have emerged using decision trees to knowledge learning. In [199]
is proposed a generic interactive procedure, relying on ontology to model qualitative
knowledge and on decision trees as a data-driven learning methods. In [200] the problem
of inductive learning using ontologies and data is formalized. They describe an ontology-
driven decision tree learning algorithm to learn classification rules at multiple levels of
abstraction. Finally, in [201], a concept learning framework for terminology representation
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is introduced. It is grounded on a method for inducing logic decision trees as an adaptation
of the classic tree induction methods to the description logics representations adopted in
the Semantic Web context.

4.3.4 Bayesian Learner

Statistical modelling is often also called Bayesian learning because it is based on Bayes
Theorem 1. Bayesian learners are probabilistic models making the simplifying assumption
that all features are independent and have the same relevance. However, despite their sim-
ple design, Bayesian learners outperform many more complex approaches when applied
to real-world problems [197].

The Bayesian learner estimate hypothesis based on their data, then the hypothesis is
used for prediction purpose. Then is used the posterior probabilities of the hypothesis to
weight the predictions [202]. Assuming that X denotes an unlabelled example. let it have
only the feature color with the value red. Now the classification into the categories apple

or banana is intended. H is the hypothesis that this example belongs to a certain category
C, for example that it is an apple. The conditional probability P(H|X) is the probability
that our example is an apple given that is red. With Bayes Theorem we can calculate this
probability if we know the probability that an example is an apple P(H), that an example
has the colour red P(X), and that an example has the colour red if it is an apple P(X |H)

[197].

P(H|X) =
P(X |H).P(H)

P(X)
(4.2)

In [203] is presented an effort on developing a principled methodology for automatic
ontology mapping based on BaysOWL, a probabilistic framework developed by the au-
thors for modelling uncertainty in semantic web, in [204] is proposed a methodology to
extract concept relations from unstructured text using a syntactic and semantic probability-
based Naive Bayes classifier, finally, in [205] the improvements related to the introduction
of ontologies formalism in the e-learning field are discussed, and a novel algorithm for
ontology building through the use of Bayesian networks is shown.

4.3.5 K-Nearest Neighbor Learning

The K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) has been broadly used in ML applications due to its
conceptual simplicity, and general applicability [206]. A KNN classifier is trained by
storing all training patterns presented to it. During the test stage, the K stored entity pairs
closest to the test entity pair are found using a distance function. A vote is then taken

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayes%27_theorem
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amongst those K neighbours, and the most frequent class is assigned to that test entity
pair. This assignment minimizes the probability of the test entity pair in question being
wrongly classified [207].

In [208], the authors present a method to combine similarity measures of different
categories without having ontology instances or any user feedback in regard with alignment
of two given ontologies. For that, KNN is one of the classifiers investigated. In [209], a
KNN search procedure is presented, for retrieving resources in knowledge bases expressed
in OWL. The procedure exploits a semi distance for annotated resources, that is based on
a number of dimensions corresponding to a committee of features represented by OWL
concept descriptions. This procedure can retrieve resources belonging to query concepts
expressed in OWL.

4.3.6 Markov Chains

In 1907, Markov began the study of an important new type of chance process. In this
process, the outcome of a given experiment can affect the outcome of the next experiment.
This type of process is called a Markov chain [210].

In [211] the authors propose a new model to automatically estimate weights on con-
cepts within the ontology. This model initially maps the ontology to a Markov chain.
Further, the transition probability matrix is used to compute the probability of steady
stages based on the left eigenvectors. Finally, the importance is calculated for each on-
tology concept. Another interesting application of Markov networks is about to build a
probabilistic scheme for ontology matching, one of this cases is iMatch, where a Markov
network is constructed on the fly according with two input ontologies [212].

4.3.7 Genetic algorithm

There is no rigorous definition of Genetic Algorithms (GA) accepted by all the evolutionary-
computation community. However, it can be said that all the GA have at least the following
elements in common: 1) population of chromosomes; 2) selection according to fitness; 3)
crossover to produce new offspring; and 4) random mutation of new offspring [213].

In computer world, genetic material is replaced by strings of bits and natural selections
replaced by fitness function. Matting of parents is represented by crossover and mutation
operations [213, 214].

• Selection - This operator selects chromosomes in the population for re-production.
The fitter the chromosome, the more times it is likely to be selected to reproduce.

• Crossover - This operator randomly chooses a locus and exchanges the sub-sequences
before and after that locus between two chromosomes to create two offspring.
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For example, the strings 10000100 and 11111111 could be crosses over after the
third locus in each to produce two offspring: 10011111 and 11100100. It is the
crossover operation intention to mimics biological recombination between two
single-chromosome organisms.

• Mutation - This operation randomly flips some of the bits in a chromosome. For
example, the string 00000100 might be mutated in its second position to yield
01000100. Mutation can occur at each bit position in a string with some probability
(usually very small).

Some of the applications of GA are: image enhancement and segmentation, software
testing, parameter and system identification, control, robotics, pattern recognition, engi-
neering designs, speech recognition, planning and scheduling, and classifier systems[214–
216]. More focused in this thesis plan context, GA have been applied to knowledge dis-
covery [217], financial forecasting (the algorithm for Forecasting is introduced to predict
the values of financial statement variables. The mutation operation is guided by domain
knowledge to make small or large changes in an organism) [218], and decision support
[219].

4.4 Ontology Learning

Ontologies constitute a powerful tool to support natural language processing [220], infor-
mation filtering [221] and information retrieval [222]. However, the manual construction
of ontologies is an expensive and time consuming task because the professionals required
(i.e. a domain specialist and a knowledge engineer) usually are highly specialized [223].
It becomes even more critique with the Semantic Web dream [224] and the explosion of
information due to the Read/Write Web. Thus, a systematic body of study in large-scale
extraction and representation of facts and patterns necessity became obvious [225].

Learning semantic resources from text instead of manually creating them might be
dangerous in terms of correctness, but has undeniable advantages. Further, the cost per
entry is greatly reduced, giving rise to much larger resources than an advocate of manual
approach could ever afford [226]. That realization give rise to the research area known
as OL. It is concerned with knowledge discovery in different data sources and with its
representation through an ontologic structure and is a powerful approach for automating
the knowledge acquisition process [223].

Ontology learning can also be defined as the set of methods and techniques used for
building, semi-automatically or automatically, ontology from scratch, enriching, or adapt-
ing an existing ontology using several sources [227]. Compared with manually crafting
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ontologies, ontology learning is able to not only discover ontological knowledge at a large
scale and faster pace, but also mitigate human-introduced biases and inconsistencies [228].
Benz [229] categorized OL based on its three types of inputs: 1) Structured data: database
schemes; 2) Semi structured data: dictionaries; and 3) Unstructured data: natural language
text documents, like the majority of the HTML based webpages. These categories defined
the structure of this chapter structure.

4.4.1 Ontology learning from structured data

Ontology learning from structured data approaches extract parts of ontologies using the
available structured data. Examples of structured data sources are database schemas, and
existing ontologies & knowledge bases.

4.4.1.1 Databases Schema

Structured data sources like databases present several advantages against text, since they
can be presented as simple domain models. Relational databases are a large percentage
of existing structured data sources, and have been often used by companies and organi-
zations to support their operational activities. These databases are centred on the notion
of relation, and are composed by a set of tables, one for each relation in the database.
Since, rules for creating a relational database from an E-R (entity-relation) model are
almost standard [230], several methods and approaches can be found in the literature. The
comparative study of Table 4.2 was adapted of the study presented in [227] and presents
several approaches for OL from database schema.

4.4.1.2 Ontologies and Knowledge Bases

In this section, several successful OL from existing ontologies and knowledge bases works
are presented. These works aim at refine (in accordance with users’ configuration), merge
and align existing ontologies to build one to serve specific purpose. As an instance, in
[236] an approach for learning ontology from RDF annotations of Web resources was
proposed. A universal similarity paradigm reflecting the implicit coherence among the
ontologies is presented. Ontology alignment and ontology construction methods are used.
The output follows users’ configuration such as their preferred structured and filtering
threshold. Other approach [237], consists in searching for online ontologies to represent
a set of concepts. It ranks the retrieved ontologies accordingly with some criteria, then
extracts relevant parts of the top ontologies, and merge them to acquire a richest domain
representation. Finally, in [238, 239], the authors aim to elicit an ontology from a knowl-
edge base of rules. Given a knowledge based system built with ripple down rules (a tree
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Table 4.2: Comparative study between several OL approaches from database schemas
(adapted from [227]).

Name Main goal Main
Technique

Reuse of
other
ontologies

sources used
for learning

Tool
associated

Evalua-
tion Source

Johannes-
son’s
method

To map a
relational
schema with
a conceptual
schema

Mappings
Techniques No Relational

schemas

Information
not available
in source

User [231]

Kashyap’s
method

To create
and refine an
ontology

Mappings
Techniques
and Reverse
Engineering

Yes

Schemas of
domain
specific
databases

EDEN User [232]

Rubin and
colleagues’
approach

To create
ontological
instances

Mappings
Techniques Yes

Relational
schemas of a
database

Information
not available
in source

User [233]

Stojanovic
and
colleagues’
approach

To create
ontological
instances
from a
database

Mappings
Techniques
and Reverse
Engineering

No
Schemas of
domain
databases

OntoLift
(KAON) User [234]

Man Li and
colleagues’
approach

To create
ontology
from
database

Mappings
Techniques No Relational

schemas

Information
not available
in source

Informa-
tion not
available in
source

[235]

PaM4OL

To create
domain
ontology
from
database

Mappings
Techniques
and Reverse
Engineering

No
Schemas of
domain
databases

Information
not available
in source

User [230]

structure where the nodes are rules), the authors propose an algorithm to extract the class
taxonomy where a class is a set of different rule paths giving the same conclusion, and a
rule path for node n consists of all conditions from all predecessors’ rules plus conditions
of the particular rule of node n. The experimental results are based on a large real-world
medical ripple down rules knowledge based system [227].

4.4.2 Ontology learning from semi-structured data

Although the results of ontology learning procedures using structured data usually show
better results, most of the available knowledge is in the form of semi-structured and
unstructured text. For this reason, techniques for learning ontologies from semi-structured
data (e.g. data composed by structural information plus free text) have been emerged.

4.4.2.1 Dictionary

Different methods and tools have been developed to build ontologies using machine read-
able dictionary (MRD). In Table 4.3 is presented a comparative study based on [227]
in which is presented the main goal, the used technique, the input sources, the associ-
ated tools and evaluation method. Examples of semi-structured data are dictionaries like
WordNet [245] or the Wiktionary.
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Table 4.3: Comparative study between several OL approaches from dictionaries (adapted
from [227]).

Name Main goal Main
Technique

Reuse of
other
ontologies

sources used
for learning

Tool
associated

Evalua-
tion Source

Heart’s
method

To create a
thesaurus, and
also to enrich
WordNet with
new lexical
syntactic
relation

Linguistic
patterns WordNet Text

WordNet

Information
not available
in source

Comparing
the
relations
discovered
with
WordNet

[240]

Rigau and
collegues’
method

To develop
semi-
automatically
WordNet
versions

Word-sense
disambigua-
tion Analysis
dictionary
definition

WordNet
MRD:
monolingual
and bilingual

SEISD WSD
procedures [241]

Jannink
and Wieder-
hold’s
approach

To build a
taxonomy

Statistical
approach
PageRank
Algorithm

No MRD
Information
not available
in the source

Expert
comparing
the output
with
WordNet

[242]

Bozzato and
collegues’
approach

Construction
of a domain
ontology and a
complete
domain
terminology

Clustering,
Saturation,
Relationship
Identification

No MRD
Information
not available
in the source

Informa-
tion not
available in
source

[243]

Kietz and
collegues’s
approach

Semi-
automatic
ontology
acquisition
from a
corporate
intranet

Usage of
lexical and
semantic
annotations

GermaNet
MRD,
GermanNet,
NL texts

OntoEdit

Standard
measures
such as
precision
and recall

[244]

Table 4.4: Comparative study between several OL approaches from Document type defi-
nitions.

Name Main goal Main
Technique

sources used for
learning Tool associated Evaluation Source

Karoui’s
and
colleagues
method

build a
tourism
ontology
from related
Web pages

Aussenac-
Gilles
methodology
[246] and
clustering
techniques

Web pages structure
(HTML script) related to
the tourism

Information not
available in source

Comparing
the relations
discovered
with the ones
manually
defined

[247]

Davulcu’s
and
colleagues
method

To create a
hierarchical
semantic
structure
(taxonomy)

Frequency-
based
mining and
tree mining
algorithms

Web pages structure
(HTML script)

Information not
available in source User [248]

Hazman’s
and
colleagues
method

To build
ontology N-GRAM

structure of phrases
appearing in the
documents HTML
headings and
hierarchical structure the
HTML headings

Information not
available in source

Gold
standard
evaluation 2

[249]
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4.4.2.2 Document type definitions

OL from Document type definitions use the structure of documents (web documents) as
source for learning. Some works to mention are the ones presented in Table 4.4

Table 4.5: Ontology Learning from text (adapted from [227]).

Name Main goal Main
Technique

Reuse of
other
ontologies

sources used
for learning

Tool
associated

Evalua-
tion Source

Aussenac-
Gilles and
colleagues’
approach

To learn
concepts and
relations
among them

Linguistic
analysis and
Clustering
techniques

Yes
Domain Text
and Domain
ontologiest

GEDITERM
and
TERMINAE

User [250]

Bachi-
mont’s
method

To build a
taxonomy

NLP
techniques No Domain text DOE Expert [251]

Hwang’s
method

To elicit a
taxonomy

NLP
techniques
and ML
techniques
and
Statistical
approach

No Domain text
Information
not available
in papers

Expert [252]

Khan and
Luo’s
method

To learn
concepts

Clustering
techniques
and
Statistical
approach

Yes Domain text
and

Information
not available
in papers

Expert [253]

Kietz and
colleagues’
method

To learn
concepts and
relations
among them to
enrich an
existing
ontology

NLP and
Statistical
approach

Yes

Domain and
nonspecific
domain Text,
Domain
ontologies,
and WordNet

Text-To-
Onto User [244]

Missikoff
and
colleagues’
method

To build
taxonomies
and to fuse
with an
existing
ontology

NLP and
Statistical
approach
and ML
technique

Yes Domain text
and Wordnet OntoLearn Expert [254]

Xu and
colleagues’
approach

To learn
concept and
relations
among them

NLP
techniques,
Statistical
approach,
and
Text-mining
techniques

Yes
Annotated
text corpus
WordNet

TFIDF Expert [255]

4.4.3 Ontology learning from unstructured data

There is a great focus on acquisition of ontologies from unstructured text, a format that
scores highest on availability but lowest on accessibility [226]. OL from texts is a specific
case of OL and has been widely used in the community of engineering knowledge since
texts are semantically richer than the other data source type [261]. These approaches are
generally based on the use of textual corpora of the domain which will be used to build

2Gold standard evaluation is carried out by comparing the learnt ontology to a predefined ontology
(golden standard) that is usually built manually from scratch by domain experts
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Table 4.6: Ontology Enrichment from text (adapted from [227]).

Name Main goal Main
Technique

Reuse of
other
ontologies

sources used
for learning

Tool
associated

Evalua-
tion Source

Aguirre and
colleagues’
method

To enrich
concepts in
existing
ontologies

Statistical
approach,
Clustering,
and Topic
signatures

Yes Domain Text
and WordNet

Information
not available
in papers

User [256]

Alfonseca
and Man-
andhar’s
method

To enrich an
existing
ontology with
new concepts

Topic
signatures
and
Semantic
distance

Yes Domain text
and WordNet Welkin Expert [257]

Faatz and
Steinmetz
approach

To enrich an
existing
ontology with
new concepts

Statistical
approach
and
Semantic
distance

Yes

Domain
corpus
Domain
ontology

Any
ontology
workbench

Expert [258]

Lonsdale
and
colleagues’
method

To discover
new
relationships
in an existing
ontology

NLP,
Mappings,
and
Linguistic
technique

Yes

Terminologi-
cal
databases,
Domain
ontology,
WordNet,
and Domain
text

Information
not available
in papers

User/Ex-
pert [259]

Roux and
colleagues’
approach

To enrich a
taxonomy with
new concepts

Verb-
patterns Yes

Domain text
Domain
ontology

Information
not available
in papers

Expert [260]

ontology (see Table 4.5). By applying a set of text mining techniques, granular ontologies
can also are enriched with discovered concepts and relation from textual resources (see
Table 4.6). Ontology learning from text is the process of identifying terms, concepts,
relations, and optionally, axioms from textual information and using them to construct and
maintain an ontology. Techniques from established fields, such as information retrieval,
data mining, and natural language processing, have been fundamental in the development
of ontology learning systems [225] (see chapter 4). OL from text techniques can be divided
in constructing ontologies from scratch and extending existent ontologies [226]. Thus, the
results presented in tables 4.5 and 4.6, based on the OntoWeb survey of ontology learning
methods and techniques, [227] are categorized in accordance with its purpose.

4.5 Discussion

In this chapter, the Business Intelligence concept is presented. The importance of its
integration with Knowledge Management and the advantages enabled are also explained.
Then, some widely known machine learning techniques are depicted. Machine learning
techniques are used to support several data-mining applications like: association, classi-
fication, clustering, forecasting, sequence discovery, and visualization. Since ontologies
are computer implementations of human-like knowledge, for the purpose of describing
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domains of the world and sharing this knowledge between application programs (and also
between people) [79], ontology learning emerged as a key topic to accomplish this thesis
purpose. OL is concerned with knowledge discovery in different data sources and with its
representation through an ontological structure and is a powerful approach for automating
the knowledge acquisition process [223]. Consequently, in this chapter, several approaches
to enrich or build ontologies from scratch, both from structured and unstructured sources
were presented. Their goals range from build concepts taxonomies to build full ontologies
trough the identification of several relations between concepts.
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F R A M E W O R K F O R O R G A N I Z AT I O N S

K N O W L E D G E M A N A G E M E N T

This chapter intends to present the author’s main conceptual contribution, which is a frame-
work for organizations knowledge management. But before the framework presentation,
a background study about previous related work that supported the presented one is done
within the following sections.

5.1 Frameworks and Models for Knowledge
Management

In the knowledge management domain, frameworks, (reference) models, and architectures
are widely used to describe components, design aspects or technical architectures and
their interdependence [262–264]. In this context, knowledge management frameworks are
created to achieve a common understanding of the domain [262, 265, 266], to structure
approaches and practices [267] and to identify research gaps [38, 267].

Heisig [264] analysed around 160 frameworks to identify the success factors and most
important components. As a result of his work, the aspects identified as critical success
factors were: (1) human-oriented factors (culture, people, leadership), (2) organization
(processes and structures), (3) technology (infrastructure and applications) and (4) manage-
ment (strategy, goals and measurement). Within this section, some of the widely known
knowledge management frameworks and models were studied.

The first framework considered consists in the European perspective for Knowledge
Management (see Figure 5.1 ) [262]. It is better explained to the definition of its three
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core layers:

• Business focus - It should be in the centre of any knowledge management initiative
and represents the value-adding processes of an organization, which may, typi-
cally include strategy development, product/service innovation and development,
manufacturing and service delivery, sales and customers support. These processes
represent the organizational contexts in which critical knowledge is created and
applied.

CWA 14924-1:2004 (E)

7

c) The enablers represent the third layer and comprise two main
categories, called personal and organizational knowledge capabilities,
which complement each other. These capabilities should be seen as
the enablers for the knowledge activities outlined above.

Personal knowledge includes those capabilities such as ambition,
skills, behaviour, experience, tools and time management which have
to be developed at the personal and group level in order to generate
improvements from knowledge handling.

Organizational knowledge capabilities are those that leaders have to
establish in order to facilitate effective knowledge handling within the
value-adding processes, by both internal stakeholders (such as
managers and employees) and external partners (such as suppliers
and clients). These capabilities include the mission, vision and
strategy, the design of processes and organizational structures,
measurement,  understanding of the culture, the use of technology
and infrastructure, as well as the development of the collectively
available knowledge of an organization – i.e. its so-called “knowledge
assets”.

Figure 1: Knowledge Management Framework: A European Perspective

How can this European KM Framework be used in practice?  We invite organizations interested in KM,
and their KM project leaders and KM project teams to use the Framework as a basis for their initial
discussions about KM. If the Framework helps an organization achieve a common understanding of KM,
align and focus its actions, identify what KM aspects are relevant to that organization, understand what is the
right combination of these aspects, which processes should be tackled and how to develop KM both an
organizational and individual level - then it has value.

To achieve this shared understanding within the KM project team and the management team is among the
first steps of the change management process that an organization will typically have to undergo when trying
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Figure 5.1: Framework for Knowledge Management: An European Perspective.

• The five core knowledge activities - have been identified as most widely used by
organizations in Europe: identity; create; store; share; and use and consist in the
second layer of the framework. These activities are typically performed to support
business processes. Their integration and performance within an organization have
to be supported by the right KM methods and tools (see chapter 3).

• The enablers are the third layer and comprise two main categories:

– Personal Knowledge - Includes capabilities such as ambition, skills, behaviour,
experience, tools and time management which have to be developed at the
personal and group level in order to generate improvements from knowledge
handling.

– Organizational Knowledge - capabilities are those that leaders have to estab-
lish in order to facilitate knowledge handling within the value-adding pro-
cesses, by both internal stakeholders (such as managers and employees) and
external partners (such as suppliers and clients). These capabilities include:
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mission; vision and strategy; the design of processes and organizational struc-
tures; understating of the cultures.

Maier’s framework [268] is organized in three different levels (strategic, design, orga-
nizational) and by knowledge types which are connected by generic knowledge activities
(see Figure 5.2). The architecture identifies key aspects of knowledge management as well
as potential tools and methods around those (e.g., ontologies, technical architectures, or
roles). It is based on clear, research-based classifications and categorizations and identifies
influence factors and solutions for different purposes.

Jan Pawlowski and Markus Bick 
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Figure 1: Knowledge Management Framework (CEN, 2004) 

 

Figure 2: Knowledge Management Architecture (Maier, 2007 
Figure 5.2: Maier’s Framework for Knowledge Management [268].

Other frameworks like [269, 270] are based on the so considered pillars for Knowledge
Management. Wiig [269] illustrated his framework by visualizing KM as being supported
by three pillars of methods and approaches. These pillar on which comprehensive KM
rests are:

• I. Explore the Knowledge and its Adequacy:

– Survey knowledge

– Categorize Knowledge (i.e. describe and characterize)

– Analyze knowledge and knowledge-related activities

– Elicit and codify knowledge

– Organize Knowledge
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• II. Establish the Value of Knowledge

– Appraise and evaluate the value of knowledge

– Establish the value of knowledge-related actions

• III. Manage Knowledge Explicitly

– Synthesize knowledge-related activities

– Handle, use, and control knowledge

– Leverage, distribute, and automate knowledge

– Implement and monitor knowledge-related activities

The foundation of this KM framework reflects Wiig’s general understanding of knowl-
edge, that is, how is created, manifested, used, and transferred.

© 2002 CCWM FhG IPK Berlin, 6/42KM_Approaches_PH_021029.ppt

Approaches towards Knowledge Management:
Three Pillars of Knowledge Management by Wiig 2000
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Figure 5.3: Wiig’s Three Pillars of Knowledge Management [269].

Proposed by Stankosky [270, 271], the Four Pillar Framework suggests that there are
four fundamental elements or pillars to KM:

• Leadership - Leads with the environmental, strategic, and enterprise level decision-
making processes involving the values, objectives, knowledge requirements, knowl-
edge sources, prioritization, and resource allocation of the organization’s knowledge
assets.

• Organization - Deals with the operational aspects of knowledge assets, including
functions, processes, formal and informal organizational structures, control, mea-
sures and metrics, process improvement, and business process re-engineering.

• Technology - Deals with the various information technologies peculiar to supporting
and/or enabling KM strategies and operations.
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• Learning - Deals with organizational behavioural aspects and social engineering.
The learning pillar focuses on the principles and practices to ensure that individuals
collaborate and share knowledge to the maximum.

The foundations of the four pillar frameworks are multiple disciples like Systems
Engineering, Organizational Development, Systems Management, and Organizational
Behaviour.
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Figure 1.  The Four Pillar Framework by Stankosky et al (1999) 

 

fundamental elements or pillars to KM: leadership/management, organization, 

technology, and learning (Stankosky, 2005).  Stankosky (2005) describes each pillar: 

• Leadership/management:  Deals with the environmental, strategic, and enterprise-
level decision-making processes involving the values, objectives, knowledge 
requirements, knowledge sources, prioritization, and resource allocation of the 
organization’s knowledge assets. It stresses the need for integrative management 
principles and techniques, primarily based on systems thinking and approaches. 

 
• Organization:  Deals with the operational aspects of knowledge assets, including 

functions, processes, formal and informal organizational structures, control 
measures and metrics, process improvement, and business process reengineering.  
Underlying this pillar are system engineering principles and techniques to ensure 

Figure 5.4: Stankosky’s Four Pillars of Knowledge Management.

The last approach presented is the Fraunhofer IPK Reference Model from KM 5.5
proposed by Heisig [264]. The core of the Fraunhofer reference model consists is the
business processes as application fields of knowledge. They integrate the knowledge
domains and provide the context. The core KM activities (Apply, Generate, Distribute,
and Store) relate (and support) the specific business processes. At the last, the six core
design areas are related to the importance of the key enablers ‘culture’, ‘organization and
roles’, ‘strategy and leadership’, ‘skills and motivation’, ‘controlling and measurement’,
and ‘information technology’. Essential it is defended that an organization’s success in
Knowledge Management practices is substantially determined by an organization’s ability

to handle valuable knowledge resources.
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Approaches towards Knowledge Management:
The Fraunhofer IPK Reference Model for KM by Heisig (2000)
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Figure 5.5: Fraunhofer IPK Reference Model from Knowledge Management [264].

5.2 Proposed Framework for Organizations Knowledge
Management

The author’s presented framework is based on the previous background study. From the
frameworks and models presented, is possible to conclude that some of them are strongly
focused on the knowledge management itself and not so much on the knowledge inte-
gration with the other organizations processes [269, 270]. There is not also a distinction
between the organization’s business and external processes, being the business related
with the organization core activities and the external processes related with communica-
tion/collaboration with external networks (e.g. partners, suppliers). The value of each
enabler is not also clearly identified in the previous.

To overcome the identified issues, the author propose the framework of Figure 5.6.
The core of the proposed framework is described by a three level processes categorization,
being the knowledge processes the support of both business and external processes. The
characterization of the considered processes is the following:

• Knowledge Processes - Consisting on the knowledge related activities of an organi-
zation[264, 268, 272]. Accordingly with chapters 2 and 3, examples are: Knowledge
identification, acquisition, development, distribution/sharing, preservation and use.

• Business Processes - Consisting on the core business processes of an organization
[273, 274]. Examples are: Human resources, manufacturing and marketing sales.
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Figure 5.6: Framework for Organizations Knowledge Management.

• External Processes - Processes with external agents (e.g. stakeholders and cus-
tomers) [275]. Examples are: cooperation establishment, awareness building, nego-
tiation (e.g. partners, strategic alliances), cooperation agreement, culture exchange,
customers relationship management.

The enablers considered can be divided into four main groups: Organization domain
experts, Customers, Infrastructure, Network.

• Going towards to what was described in chapters 2 and 3, domain experts knowl-
edge play an important role on organizations strategies, namely problems solution,
definition of priorities and decision of markets positioning. Domain experts con-
tribute, as an example, with their know why, know how, working experience, intu-
itions.

• Customers play an important role in products or services validation. They provide
the feedback required to improve. To sustain a long term, profitable relationship with
specific customers, the knowledge about their preferences and satisfaction levels can
be considered essential. Moreover, the knowledge of the comments that customers
write in blogs and social networks allows the organization to detect and act upon
possible rumours about their services and products.

• Networks establishment is essential to create profitability and competitive advan-
tage. Thus, it is necessary to empathize the value of collaboration, communication
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and trust among the members of the network such as suppliers, manufacturers, dis-
tributors and retailers.

• The Learning is composed by two main groups: Human-based and Technology-
based. The human based is essentially related to learning by example and obser-
vation, mentoring, storytelling, training courses, experts interviewing, and others
(see chapter 2). Technology-based encompass, as examples, document management
systems, learning platforms, knowledge portal systems, supply chain management
systems.

As clearly stated in the proposed framework, knowledge management should be core
of all organization’s processes 5.7: 1) In the knowledge processes itself (e.g. glossary
establishment, domain experts’ knowledge management), business processes (e.g. re-
quirements management, business processes modeling) and external (e.g. partnerships
establishment and customer’s relationship management). Thus, to validate the proposed
framework the modules corresponding to the next sections were implemented.
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Figure 5.7: Core activities identifies in a Product creation.

5.2.1 Knowledge Processes

Knowledge Processes consist in planing, organizing, motivating, and management of peo-
ple, processes and systems in the organization to ensure that its knowledge-related assets
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are improved and effectively employed. Like described in chapter 2, knowledge processes
involve knowledge acquisition/creation, formalization, storage, refinement, transfer, shar-
ing and utilization. Its goal is to improve organization’s assets to effectuate better knowl-
edge practices, improve organization’s behaviors, support better decisions and, in general,
improve organization’s performance. Mechanisms and strategies such as communication
promotion, trust and motivation building, learning and training are considered factors that
influence creating and sharing knowledge culture [39].
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Figure 5.8: Knowledge Processes.

Contributing to this topic, the author proposes a novel conceptual approach for do-
main experts knowledge management. It is grounded in the idea that the tacit knowledge
gathering from domain experts and its posterior transformation into explicit knowledge
(ready to be used by a full community) should be facilitated. It is a fact that when an
information system intends to represent a domain’s knowledge it needs to be aligned to
the community that it represents. Consequently, it is required to have a solution where
community members could present their knowledge about the domain and discuss it with
their peers. Additionally, such knowledge must be available and dynamically maintained
by all the involved actors. It can be done through an explicit information front-end.

The author also proposed the definition of a domain glossary to facilitate resources
sharing and understanding. The proposed solution, explained in detail in chapter 7, con-
sists in the taxonomic representation of reference concepts. It will allow trainees to use a
reference lexicon to communicate between them, and at the same time, interpret network
semantic sources. Consequently, knowledge assets can be better transmitted and shared
between community’s members.
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5.2.1.1 Conceptual approach for Domain Experts Knowledge Management

The proposed KB establishment concept is presented in Figure 5.9. As can be observed,
one of its components is an explicit information front-end (e.g social software), where
the knowledge is kept in a format that allows domain experts to consult and utilize it.
In turn, domain experts need to be able to use the explicit information to turn it into
their own personal knowledge in order to create and share additional (explicit) knowledge
from it. This corresponds to the right cycle of Figure 5.9, which is aggregated through
automatic synchronization with the left cycle of the figure, in such way that if there is new
knowledge added by a domain user, it would smoothly be available in the knowledge base
for any further application (e.g. enhanced searching or reasoning services). The result is
an ontology, which model is constantly refined accordingly with the explicit information
front-end module in order to better handle the knowledge provided by the domain experts.

 

 

Domain Expert

Tacit Knowledge Knowledge 
Formalization

Knowledge Engineer

Domain Knowledge BaseExplicit information front-end

Knowledge creation

Information to be 
consulted/used

New domain model

Knowledge current 
structure

Synchronization

Figure 5.9: Proposed concept for Knowledge Management.

5.2.1.2 Definition of a Domain Glossary for Training Support

Learning applications that can benefit from domain glossaries usage are search engines
and plagiarism detection. Plagiarism is commonly defined as literary theft, i.e. stealing
words or ideas from other authors [276]. The growth of Internet usage increased the
availability of information, not only for legitimate purposes but also for plagiarism or
similar. One type of plagiarism consists in the copying and merging of text segments
with slight modifications, e.g. changing words order, replacing words with synonyms, or
by entering or deleting filling words [277]. For that reason, many researchers recognise
the need to incorporate semantic information into similarity checks to allow detecting
plagiarism [278, 279].

One example of glossaries applications is Google’s search motor in which the exact
words in the query do not need to be anywhere in a page to be ranked. This is fundament
by Matt Cuttsin in an interview, which he stated: ‘Key phrases don’t have to be in their
original form. We do a lot of synonyms work so that we can find good pages that don’t
happen to use the same words as the user typed.’ [280]. Thus, glossaries application
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to communities resources search (by providing an understanding of shared resources)
could increase the compatibility between users suggested learning objects or other users
to interact (e.g. teachers and fellow students).

5.2.2 Business Processes

There are several definitions of business processes in the literature. Jacobson [281] de-
scribes a business process as the set of internal activities performed to serve a customer.
In the first chapter of Ould’s book [282], the business process concept is defined through
a set of key features: purposeful activity; carried out collaboratively by a group; it often
crosses functional boundaries; it is invariably driven by outside agents or customers.

A more informal definitions is the one adopted by PNMSoft that refers to business
processes as a series of steps performed by a group of stakeholders to achieve a concrete
goal. A business process is a series of steps performed by a group of stakeholders to
achieve a concrete goal. These steps are often repeated many times, sometimes by multiple
users and ideally in a standardized and optimized way [283].

The progressive adoption of Business Process Management (BPM) paradigm by enter-
prises puts the spotlight on the business process life-cycle and on tools and technologies
to support each stage of process modelling [284]. A business process can be defined as
a set of activities performed in coordination in an organizational environment to reach a
business objective [285]. Therefore, to better align the implementation and support of
a process life-cycle, a separation of the business points of view from the technical and
physical means to realize it is required [286], hence promoting the coordination and
cooperation between teams. This is why a proper solution for both business processes
requirements elicitation and modelling should be implemented.

5.2.2.1 Requirements Engineering Management

Requirements Engineering is the science and discipline concerned with analysing and doc-
umenting requirements [287], and follows a process that leads to a set of well-formulated
requirements. The classical process, composed by 4 semi-processes, starts by the require-
ments elicitation and goes to its analysis, specification, and validation [288]. The defined
processes are known to produce quality based on the knowledge or strategy of the company
[289]. Thus, techniques that allow the requirements elicitation from all the company
sectors (e.g. marketing, management, and operators) should be implemented. But
before the elicitation process, a preparation stage should be followed in order to analyse
the impact of several well-known elicitation techniques. While some elicitation techniques
like brainstorming and brainwriting might work with the marketing and management sec-
tors, some constrains, like physical location, might limit its application to the development
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Figure 5.10: Business Processes.

sector. In these cases, questionnaires can show better results.

An important precondition to requirements elicitation is the type of requirements.
Experts have long suggested that inconsistent market requirements can adversely affect
manufacturing performance [290]. An often encountered scenario involves the consider-
ation of both marketing requirements and manufacturing goals. Traditionally, sales are
focused in serving the varied customers’ needs. This situation goes against the effective
utilization of manufacturing resources and contributed to poor cash flow [291]. Thus, it
is important to differentiate the types of requirements to avoid conflict situations. Even
more important than conflicts avoidance, a proper approach that allows both business and
development requirements to coexist and ‘communicate’ is required. That is the reason
why the author considers that Behaviour Driven Development approaches should be used.

Behaviour Driven Development

Behaviour Driven Development is a specification technique that ‘automatically cer-

tifies that all functional requirements are treated properly by source code, through the

connection of the textual description of these requirements to automated tests’. Similarly,
[292] focus on the implication of BDD as a design technique and states that BDD is used
to integrate products verification and validation in the design phase using an outside-in
style, which implies thinking early on what is the client acceptance criteria before going
into design of each part that composes the functionality.

Other works like [293] argue that BDD is relevant in the whole product life-cycle,
especially in the interaction between the business and software development. In addition,
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Figure 5.11: Requirements Management Positioning in a product of service life-cycle.

this author argues that BDD permits to deliver value by defining behavior, and it is fo-
cuses on learning by encouraging questions, conversations, creative explorations and
feedback. In [294], it is highlighted the value of BDD for business domain and the inter-
action of business and developers, claiming that BDD allows developers and domain
experts to speak the same language and encourages collaboration between all project
participants.

The methodology represented in Figure 5.11 illustrates how the communication be-
tween the business and developing (technical) teams can be achieved. At first, the user
requirements are elicited and managed. This is done in such a way that each requirement
is written in a form of a behaviour description. Thus, its structure intends to specify:

• Who or which business or project role is the driver or primary stakeholder of the
story (the actor o derive business benefit from the story);

• What effect the stakeholder wants the story to have;

• What business value the stakeholder will derive from this effect.

To accomplish this, the requirement (user story) template should take the form:

• As a [X]

• I want [Y]

• So that [Z]
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Where Y is some feature, Z is the benefit or value of the feature, and X is the person
(or role) who will take benefit of the feature.

The defined user requirements, are then used to derive the validation criteria for a
specified business application. Since a story’s behaviour is simply a business application
acceptance criterion, if the system fulfils all the acceptance criteria, it’s behaving correctly.
Following the proposed methodology, the description of the acceptance criteria in terms
of functional tests should take the following form:

• Given some initial context

• When an event occurs

• Then ensure some outcomes

Since user stories are written using an unambiguous language, the technical team is
able to understand the purpose of the requirement and define some technical requirements
from them. Unlike user requirements, that are essentially descriptions of how the system
is supposed to do, technical requirements are directives of how the system should be built,
or which components are demanded. Typically, each user requirement means one desired
behaviour and should originate one or more technical requirements. On the other hand,
one technical requirements can be used to accomplish several user requirements. Thus, a
N:N relationship exists between user requirements and technical requirements. The same
happens with the relation between technical requirements and architectural components.
A technical requirement can be linked to one or more architectural components, as an
architectural component can be used to implement one or more technical requirements.

5.2.2.2 Collaborative Process Modelling approach

Research in Enterprise Interoperability suggests that organizations can seamlessly inter-
operate with others at all stages of development, as long as they keep their business objec-
tives aligned, software applications communicating, and the knowledge and understanding
of the domain harmonized [295]. However, business process modelling is frequently over-
comprehensive and hard to accomplish in a collaborative way, due to the extended domains
and activities/services each enterprise is providing. With the advances and integration of
IoT (intelligent) devices providing services for the network, that gap is becoming more
obvious. The community is in need for an approach that puts in practice the separation of
concerns to shorten the domain of analysis of business objectives, bringing together teams
and enterprises with different know how, to collaborate.
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Part of the problem can be tackled following a model driven approach, which instead
of writing the code directly, enables software products to be firstly modelled with a high
level of abstraction in a platform independent way. It provides many advantages like the
improvement of the portability, interoperability and re-usability through the architectural
separation of concerns [296]. In fact, Ducq et al. [286] adapted this concept to manu-
facturing services design and development, with the Model Driven Service Engineering
Architecture (MDSEA). It follows the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) and Model
Driven Interoperability (MDI) principles [297], supporting the modelling stage and guid-
ing the transformation from the business requirements (Business Service Model (BSM))
into detailed specification of components that need to be implemented ( Technology Spe-
cific Model (TSM)).

The MDSEA approach implies that the different models, obtained via model transfor-
mation from the upper-level ones, should use dedicated service modelling languages that
represent the system with different concerns, i.e., ICT, Human and Physical levels [298].
Indeed, MDSEA provides the building blocks for enterprise system development in the
scope of an ecosystem of collaborating teams (enterprises), providing: 1) The capability to
transform a business specific model into a functional one so it can be perfected by a system
architect detailing the necessary resources; 2) The capability to transform a functional
model into a technology specific one envisaging the generation of concrete services.

5.2.3 External Processes

A partnership is where two or more people need to work together to accomplish a goal
while building trust and a mutual beneficial relationship. This means the partnership is
voluntarily agreed upon, built on the desired to have trust, and based on agreed-upon
mutual benefits [299].

One of the benefits that can be achieved by partnerships establishment is the capability
to react to specific requirements of customers, and to take position on the new market.
Even if the success of these partnerships is related to the reach of the objectives of enter-
prises (customer satisfaction, positioning on new market), it is important to keep in mind
that this success is also related to the quality of communication and interaction between
partners [300]. Thus, the interoperability between the information exchanged and cus-
tomers satisfaction through feedback analysis are issues that the author intend to address
under the External Processes concept

5.2.3.1 Enable Interoperability in Services Modeling and Information Exchange

In the emerging society, competitive markets are becoming increasingly dynamic, and
consequently complex, with companies not prospering and surviving through their own
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Figure 5.12: External Processes Processes.

individual efforts [144]. Thus, global markets are willing to improve their competitiveness
through collaboration and partnerships, motivating companies to look for enhanced inter-
operability between systems and applications in industry. Therefore, enterprises need to
be able to dynamically adapt themselves to take advantage of market opportunities, estab-
lishing collaborative business practices to compete with big enterprises [301]. Moreover,
the ability of an enterprise to interoperate with others is not only a recognized quality and
advantage to obtain competitiveness in today’s market, but it also becomes a matter of
survival for many companies.

Interoperability can be defined as the ability of two or more systems or components
to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged [149]. It
means that enterprises need their systems/products to work with the surrounding system-
s/products without great efforts to be interoperable. However, one of the main difficulties
regarding the interoperability between systems and applications is related to the high
number of semantic representations of the same segment of reality (e.g. systems and
products) which are not semantically coincident (even inside the same domain) [184], as
a consequence of the heterogeneity of communities and enterprises. It results in a difficult
semantic interoperability achievement. Semantic Interoperability, defined as the ability of
systems/components to share and understand information at the level of formally defined
and mutually accepted domain concepts [302], traditionally is achieved through peer-to-
peer mappings where each participant tends to use its own data format and business rules,
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handling as many mappings as the number or partners to interoperate. Here, another in-
teroperability issue emerges, one related to systems dynamics. Commonly, systems are
time-variant, and even if we are able to find a ‘good’ model to describe it, when facing
the dynamics of the environment, such model will become obsolete in time. Moreover,
a model is just a representation of how an entity see the world. It can (and should) be
constantly refined in order to adapt to new requirements. As a consequence, all this dy-
namics and heterogeneity leads in most cases, the network to experience interoperability
problems because if just one of the network members adapts to a new requirement, the
harmony is broken, and the network begins experiencing interoperability failure [303].
This is even more evident in multi-domain networks (e.g. collaborative product design)
where information is dispersed and frequently replicated in many Information Systems
through Web Services usage.

5.2.3.2 Customers Feedback

Social software tools typically handle the capturing, storing and presentation of commu-
nication and focus on establishing and maintaining a connection among users. Due to its
current increase of usage (e.g. facebook, twiter), it has become a big data source. Big data
is a term applied to data sets whose size is beyond the ability of commonly used software
tools to capture, manage, and process the data within a tolerable elapsed time [304]. Social
software focuses on human communication, thus the vast majority of the information is
in human readable format only. As a result, researchers are actively contributing to the
appearance and enhancement of techno-logical solutions to handle such data sets with
the goal to supply new mechanisms for enterprise’s management [305]. This results in
the increase of companies’ use of web software to promote services and products, which
is also often used by their customers to post their comments expressing sentiments as
response [306]. Consequently, web software is commonly accepted as a communication
bridge between customers and companies, where users’ opinion become a major crite-
rion for the improvement of the quality of services. Blogs, review sites and micro blogs
provide a good under-standing of the reception level of the products and services [307].
Consequently, a topic that is currently getting much attention is how to use electronic cus-
tomers comments to increase the quality of companies’ services and products in order to
increase organizations competitiveness level [306, 308]. Additionally, a relevant challenge
is how to handle real-time data analysis. Thus, it is desirable to automatically provide
to a company manager the formal knowledge about the following questions: What is the

comment about?; What is the polarity of the comment? Is it positive or negative?.

The response to the previous questions and the capacity to manage the knowledge
about customers’ opinions would allow a company to improve the quality of the offered
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services and/or products by reacting to customers’ sentiments, and avoiding to spend, for
instance, a large amount of money on customers’ satisfaction surveys. In addition, the use
of surveys, if they are not in the form of open question, may narrow companies’ range
of understanding and actions. An example is the open question: Which are the things

that you dislike the most?, and the more narrow question Did you like the staff?. Based
on the second question, the manager can only make fact-based decisions relative to the
staff. The free opinion sharing (first question) provided by customers’ sentiments, besides
helping to identify key improvement variables, can also be used as a rumour detection. As
an instance, if several customers write something like: The food is very bad and I advise

everyone to never go to that place.
A quick detection of this rumour will allow the company manager to react accordingly

and avoid major losses. Another advantage resulting of such sentiment analysis is the
potential for "spying" the market competition. Most of the web software allow access to
the HTML source. Thus, by accessing to the comments posted in the competition page
it is possible for a company to track customers’ preferences and act in accordance to that
background.
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As stated before, a key factor to increase organizations competitiveness is their ability to
capture their members’ knowledge and experience and transform it into organizational
knowledge. This need grounded the knowledge management establishment process pre-
sented in section 5.2.1.1 where both knowledge engineers and domain experts contribute
to increase organizations’ knowledge (explicit knowledge). Then, that approach supported
the development of the framework for knowledge management presented in this chapter.
This framework uses simple wiki-based front-end modules where tacit knowledge can be
expressed in a form of explicit knowledge directly by the different employees.

6.1 Related Work

Knowledge management tools are pieces of software that enable the user to create, edit or
perform other operations over explicit knowledge forms (e.g. ontologies). In [309], the
authors consider that ontology tools can be applied in all the stages of the ontology life
cycle (creation, population, validation, deployment, maintenance and evolution) . Some
ontology management tools to consider are Ontopia1, TM4L [310], and Protégé2. They
are all very complete, since they all provide support to several types of ontology languages
(OWL, RDF, XML) and graphic visualization methods. However, in what concerns do-
main experts’ usage, they may be difficult to use without knowledge engineers support.
For that reason, the suggested knowledge management approach relies in the collaborative

1http://www.ontopia.net/page.jsp?id=about
2http://protege.stanford.edu/
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aspects of Semantic wikis to allow collaborative knowledge management in an iterative
way by domain experts, which might not have the technical skill required for complex so-
lutions. By using widespread and well-accepted wiki technology, domain experts are able
to model and update their knowledge in a familiar environment by reusing externalized
knowledge already stored in wikis.

Semantic wikis enrich wiki systems for collaborative content management with semantic
technologies [311]. An overview of relevant research can be found in [312], where is
possible to verify that prominent wikis like Semantic MediaWiki [313], ikeWiki [314],
and SemperWiki [315], manage to disseminate semantic technologies and are used to
support several semantic applications. Thus, domain experts and ontologies are able to
cooperate in one system while wiki pages are presented in a human-readable format in
parallel to the formal ontologies. Some works to consider are [316], and also [317]. In
the first work, the authors gather wiki knowledge by defining a set of relations between
Semantic MediaWiki annotations and OWL DL concepts [316]. In the latter, the authors
also focus on Semantic MediaWiki annotations, but with some interactive assistance to
support users in the knowledge representation process [317]. They provide functionality
for collaboratively authoring, querying and browsing Semantic Web information. In both
their works, explicit knowledge is achieved through a set of mappings that relate with
ontological concepts. This is very powerful when one is aiming to build machine reasoning
and intelligence capabilities. Nevertheless, in their proposal, all the textual and descriptive
information is lost, which can be a major drawback when a feedback loop based on natural
language needs to be maintained with Human users. The proposed work addresses this
challenge complementing the state of the art by building a knowledge base where not only
annotations are used to create ontological relations, but also content from wiki articles,
gathering natural language descriptions in data properties, and consequently obtaining a
richer representation of a domain.

6.2 Framework for Knowledge Management

The framework instantiates the knowledge management approach and uses ontologies and
wiki front-end modules, able to facilitate the achievement of explicit knowledge from
domain experts’ tacit knowledge. Since the knowledge is constantly refined and updated
by the domain experts’ community, it would allow to make decisions based on individual’s
tacit knowledge. As can be observed in Figure 6.1, the proposed framework is composed
by four modules: 1) wiki-based front-end; 2) Synchronization module; 3) Knowledge
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Base; and 4) Reasoning and Decision Making module. The Framework input is the front-
end users’ knowledge, which is processed and consumed by the community that uses it to
re-feed this cycle with more knowledge.
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Figure 6.1: Framework for Knowledge Management using wiki-based front-end modules.

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the first module is a wiki-based front-end which corre-
sponds to the explicit information front-end of the knowledge base establishment process
presented in Figure 5.9. It is characterized by being collaboratively edited by domain
experts based on the knowledge consulted. However, the content of wiki-based front-
ends is characterized by being human readable only. This means that its content is not
formalized to facilitate computerized use (e.g. reasoning). To overcome this issue, a
synchronization module, composed by two sub-modules: 1) Contents formalization; and
2) Synchronization is used for contents formalization and its storage in a knowledge base.
Thus, in this context, the purpose of the ontology, modelled by knowledge engineers, is
to hold the explicit knowledge about a domain in a formalized way so that it can be used
by the community for reasoning purposes. Such functionality is performed by the module
Reasoning and Decision making, which is able to provide structured and useful contextual
information.

6.2.1 Wiki-based front-end contents formalization methodology

Wiki-based front-ends are encyclopaedias that are collaboratively edited by its users, which
contribute with their (tacit) knowledge. A key factor to extract knowledge from wiki-based
front-ends is that such pages often follow a global template that facilitates the retrieval
of information. Such front-ends provide categories that are used to classify articles and
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other pages. These categories are implemented by MediaWiki3. They help readers to find,
and navigate around, a subject area, to see pages sorted by title, and thus find articles
relationships. One particularity is that the resulting category system can consist in a
hierarchical representation of categories related, as an example, by the relation ‘is a’, as
the classes in an ontology.

Organized using several body sections, wikis use their headings to clarify articles
and break the text, organizing its content (e.g. article title, sections, subsections). Some
sections of articles can contain hyperlinks, and they point to a whole category, article
or specific element of an article. A hyperlink between several pages, can somehow, be
compared to a relation between instances of an ontology. Therefore, the organization of
an article can be seen as a characterization by properties of its content (object and data
properties).

Based on that organization of wiki-based front-ends the methodology for contents
formalization of Figure 6.2 is proposed. As can be observed, the step 0 of the methodology
consists in the creation of a wiki root class in the ontology. It will handle the knowledge
represented by the domain experts in the wiki-based front-end. The process of assigning
categories to other categories, in the proposed methodologies (step 1), will be used by
the knowledge engineers to build ontology’s classification taxonomy, being the tagging
between them handled as the ontological relation ‘is a’. The classification of categories’
contents can be facilitated if a classification taxonomy of those contents is defined (step 2).
This will allow to better structure the gathered knowledge and visualize relations between
knowledge base’s instances.

 

Figure 6.2: Methodology for wiki-based front-end contents formalization.

In this methodology it is assumed that the content of all pages under a specific category
follows the same structure. With that assumption, it is possible to follow with the steps 3

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MediaWiki
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and 4 of the methodology. In step 3 and 4, for each article section is created a data property
or object property to represent that knowledge in the ontology. The object properties
created will connect the classes under the wiki root class and those under the classifiers
taxonomy previously defined. Data properties will represent knowledge that is not under
that taxonomy.

The process of assigning articles to categories, in the proposed methodology (steps 5
and 6) will be used to instantiate the ontology. This is done by creating an instance under
the class with the article’s category name (step 5). Then, based on HTML analysis of
articles’ content, the knowledge of its sections can be represented in the data and object
properties of the previously created instance (step 6).

The methodology also covers the creation of a new category on the front-end after the
knowledge base is defined. It is aligned with the necessity of domain experts to share new
kind of knowledge, which is not formalized yet.

6.2.2 Synchronization between wiki-based front-end modules and
ontologies

The synchronization module runs periodically and starts by connecting to the wiki front-
end database in order to verify if any changes occurred since its last run. JDBC (Java
Database Connectivity) is used to querying the front-end database4. By querying the
wikimedia table ‘recentchanges’, the authors have access to the set of changed pages, and
its type: edition, creation, or removal. If the change is an edition or a creation, through
the link to the table text (links to new & old page text) it is possible to have access to the
current content of the front-end page.

After the collection of the recent changes the HTML of each article or category’s page
is processed in order to create/ populate the necessary instances, data properties and object
properties in the knowledge base (steps 5 and 6 of the proposed methodology). In these
steps of the execution flow it is also verified if the information remains consistent (e.g. the
pages (articles) of the same category have the same structure). After the processing of
all detected changes, the update of the ontology is made. This update is made using Jena
OWL API. It provides the necessary classes and methods to load and save OWL files and
to query and manipulate OWL data models.

4https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/41/Mediawiki-database-schema.png
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6.3 Supporting The EISB During the ENSEMBLE
Project

ENSEMBLE (Envisioning, Supporting and Promoting Future Internet Enterprise Systems
Research through Scientific Collaboration)5, was a Support Action funded by the European
Commission (EC) that coordinated and promoted research activities in the domain of
Future Internet Enterprise Systems (FInES), providing a sustainable infrastructure for the
FInES community to contribute and support the EISB (Enterprise Interoperability Science
Base) initiative [318], as well the 2015 Roadmap [319]. The FInES cluster, now DBI
community6, has been supported by the EC in support of the Digital Agenda for Europe,
a flagship initiative of the Europe 2020 strategy.

The following scenario is related to the gathering of tacit knowledge from the FInES
community and transforming it into explicit knowledge, so that it could be available to
the full community, and support knowledge intensive initiatives such as the EISB. To
achieve that, a wiki-based front-end (explicit information front-end) has been used, the
FInESPedia7. It provides explicit knowledge to the community users and allows them
based on that, to create new tacit knowledge and post it in the front-end. Moreover, the
knowledge provided by the users is formalized in the EISB reference ontology.

6.3.1 FinESPedia

FInESPedia aims at providing an overview of the state of the art in Future Internet Enter-
prises Systems. This source of knowledge, more focused on the collaborative gathering
and sharing of information from domain experts, is accessible through the FInES cluster
portal8. As can be observed in Figure 6.3, its homepage is dived into four main sections,
namely: 1) FInES Research Roadmap 2025; 2) FInES Position Paper Towards Horizon
2020; 3) Enterprise Interoperability Science Base (EISB) where this use case is focused;
and 4) FInES Task Forces.

Going into further detail (on the EISB), the FInESPedia is essentially composed by
Scientific Areas, EISB Glossary and also the Neighbouring Domains Glossary, that are
being synchronized with the EISB ontology, as explained next. To the formalization of
FInESPedia front-end knowledge, the methodology of section 6.2.1 was followed.

5http://www.fines-cluster.eu/jm/ENSEMBLE-Public-Category/ensemble-objectives.html
6http://www.dbi-community.eu
7http://finespedia.epu.ntua.gr/
8http://www.fines-cluster.eu/jm/
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Figure 6.3: FinESPedia Main Page.

6.3.2 Application of the methodology

The EISB knowledge base is a component that intends to capture ENSEMBLE community
knowledge with precise and semantically meaningful definitions. As explained along the
paper, it also serves as a facilitator for knowledge reasoning, allowing different views of
the information gathered from the wiki. Having this kind of knowledge would facilitate
the search of specific information, for instance papers or methods of a specific EISB
area, or a specific set of tutorials related to a specific EISB topic, or even a set of expert
researchers. Furthermore, this ontology can be a valuable asset for the scientific base
itself, gathering meta-information relevant to both Enterprise Interoperability and the
neighbouring domains [320].

6.3.2.1 Taxonomy establishment based on the methodology

Figure 6.4 represents the application of the methodology to establish the knowledge base
taxonomy. As can be observed, step 0 of the methodology consists in the creation of
the class ‘EISB_Wiki’, which will handle the categories’ taxonomy represented in the
wiki-based front-end.
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Figure 6.4: Knowledge Base’s taxonomy establishment.

The step 1 of the methodology was accomplished by navigating in the front-end arti-
cles’ category classification, as was explained in section 6.2.1. It results in the identifica-
tion of four main classes to be handled under the class ‘EISB_Wiki’:

• EISB Glossary - Representation of the contents of the glossary page of FInESPedia,
including: EI Ingredients, including the detailed information about the various
EISB ingredients (e.g. methods, tools, experiments...); Scientific Area, regarding
the EISB scientific areas represented in the wiki page; and Scientific SubAreas,
regarding scientific sub areas represented in the FInESPedia [321];

• EISB Neighbouring SDRG - Serves the same purpose of the EISB Glossary, but
refers to the Neighbouring domains instead; (see [322] for technical details on the
neighbouring domains);

• Publication -Information regarding the publications presented in FInESPedia;

• Researchers -Information about the researchers acting in the EISB community.

Step 2 of the methodology consists in the categories contents’ classifiers. This is a
knowledge engineers’ works in which they analyse the knowledge that the domain experts
want to represent in order to create a classifiers taxonomy from it. The four main classes
of the classifiers taxonomy are:

• EI Contents Categorization - that aims to represent the information about the dif-
ferent categories that the content of the wiki can take, namely: Interoperability
Maturity, which holds the information about the various maturity models available;
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Development Lifecycle, which houses the information about the different devel-
opment phases of certain publication (Assessment, Design, Implementation); and
Interoperability Barriers, Indicating which type of EI barrier is targeted accordingly
with the image of the ISO standard 11354 [323];

• Content Classifier - which stores information relative to classifications of the EISB
contents: EI Barrier Classifiers, which assigns (High-Low) relevance of a certain
content regarding its interoperability barrier (e.g. Technical- High); EI Maturity
Classifier, which has the information relative to the maturity of the wiki content
(e.g. mature, infant, ...); Phase Classifier, which classifies publications relatively to
its development lifecycle (e.g. Design-High); and Scientific Area Classifier, which
classifies a wiki content with the relevance pertaining to a certain scientific area (e.g.
Data Interoperability - Medium);

• EISB Framework -the purpose of this class is to hold information about the ele-
ments that compose the EISB universe. It handles the knowledge about the frame-
work components: EISB Knowledge Base (the scope of the previous descriptions);
EISB Problem Space; and EISB Solution Space (Hypothesis, Laws, etc.) [320]. 

 

 

Name

hasIngredient

IsClassifiedAs

Figure 6.5: New Publication demonstration Scenario.
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6.3.2.2 Ontology properties establishment based on the methodology

In this subsection, the steps 3 and 4 of the methodology are demonstrated. The type of
pages that were selected to exemplify the methodology were those under the category ‘Pub-
lications’. It was assumed that the articles under this category follow the same structure
of the page illustrated in the top of Figure 6.5. Concerning its content and the classifiers
taxonomy established on step 2, the data properties (green dotted areas of Figure 6.5)
defined are: ‘Abstract’; ‘FINES_Page’; ‘Keywords’; ‘HasLicence’; ‘Link_Mendeley’;
and ‘Name’ (step 3 of the methodology). The object properties (blue line continued areas)
defined were: ‘hasIngredient’; ‘IsClassifiedAs’; and ‘related_to_Bibliography’.

6.3.3 Ensemble’s Knowledge base synchronization

After structuring the information retrieved from the wiki front-end, and concerning the
scenario of a new publication creation, it is possible to do the synchronization between the
front-end and the ontology in order to populate the knowledge base with domain experts’
knowledge. The synchronization tool is triggered by a ‘cron job’ that runs daily. Then,
the recent changes are analysed in order to verify if there is any new publication in the
FInESPedia. That verification is made by analysis of the HTML content of the pages to
verify in which category the page belongs.

The wiki front-end to ontology synchronization of a new publication is illustrated in
Figure 6.5. It is possible to verify that the various sections of the wiki page have a direct
correspondence in the ontology (result of knowledge engineers work), and all the contents
are therefore successfully migrated. It is also possible to verify that the object property
‘IsClassifiedAs’ relates the wiki pages’ content with a taxonomy under the classifiers
defined in step 2.

After contents formalization, the knowledge management framework is capable of
handle articles’ creation, edition and elimination without the intervention of knowledge
engineers. However, if other non-modelled category occurs (other type of tacit knowledge),
knowledge engineers need to re-follow the proposed knowledge structuring methodology.
In such way, the new sub-domain knowledge inserted by the domain experts can be
transformed into explicit knowledge to be presented to the community.

6.3.4 Enabling the integration with other works

By having explicit knowledge formalized, it also becomes much easier to integrate com-
plementary knowledge. In the case of ENSEMBLE this situation became very clear with
the example of the FInES 2025 roadmap. Like the EISB, also the roadmap has been sup-
ported by an ontology for knowledge management with a wiki front-end (in this case only
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to visualize information). Due to both ontologies links were easily defined between knowl-
edge domains, enabling readers to navigate through the wiki between the roadmap and the
EISB knowledge, increasing their awareness of the FInES and enterprise interoperability
domains.

6.4 Discussion

To increase the competitiveness level, organizations must be able to keep its employees’
knowledge inside the organization, even when they leave. The same happens with re-
searchers and scientists so that the community can capitalize their knowledge. Hence,
responding to those needs, a knowledge management framework based on wiki front-end
modules was implemented. With the proposed framework, domain experts can actively
contribute to the knowledge of their community through a simple and, considerably well-
known interface, as wiki-based front-ends. This kind of front-ends are known by being
easy to setup and use, tracking of changes, and on-the-fly publishing. Thus are being
largely selected to share knowledge in several areas like teaching [324], collaborative
modelling [325], process development [326], and others. However, beside the mentioned
advantages, wikis are also characterized for being human readable only. This means that
its content is not formalized to facilitate computerized use, an issue addressed by Seman-
tic wikis. Most of the state of the art solutions are based on mappings between semantic
annotations and ontological relations. The presented solution is able to complement that,
handling all of the wiki articles content in natural language.
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It is commonly accepted that for organizations to prosper they need to ensure that ensure
that all its members have access to the knowledge, applications and services required
to do their job. Thus, a system that delivers this knowledge to the right person (based
on a specific context) at the right time, place and form should be implemented. Then,
the practice of sharing such knowledge reveals and expands our individual and corporate
competencies, which once understood can be reinforced and redistributed via e-Learning.
In that case, a practical e-Learning development approach can facilitate and promote the
development of competencies and knowledge in industry [327]. It follows the idea that
training is one of the basic means of human resources development in business organiza-
tions, aiming to motivate employees, to develop their potential and to help them perform
better. Consequently, having knowledge management and e-Learning working together is
a powerful resource for users to meet their learning requirements in the form of correct
and complete information access [328].

E-Learning makes use of Internet technologies to enhance knowledge transfer and
performance in education and training. These technologies offer learners control over
content, learning sequence, pace of learning, time, and often media, allowing them to
tailor their experiences to meet their personal learning objectives [329]. Virtual education
services should be accessible to everyone and for that reason is necessary to consider the
specific needs of each user, and consequently adapt the process to solve those needs in a
dynamic way. This can be done through the formal representation of knowledge that can
be used to support adaptive e-Learning services, even when diversity characteristics are
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addressed.
Diversity is here addressed not only due to its relevance in today’s policy, but also be-

cause industries would like to be better introduced in communities even acting as inclusion
catalysts. Ignoring diversity issues costs time, money, and efficiency. Some of the conse-
quences can include unhealthy tensions; loss of productivity because of increased conflict;
inability to attract and retain talented people of all kinds; complaints and legal actions;
and inability to retain valuable employees, resulting in lost investments in recruitment and
training [330, 331].

7.1 ALTER-NATIVA

ALTER-NATIVA is an ALFA III project, which main goal is to promote higher Education
in Latin America as a means to contribute to the economic and social development of
the region [332]. The aims of the project were to: 1) provide education for everyone; 2)
provide an environment of formation to professors when leading with persons with some
disabilities (diversity condition); and 3) balance the inequalities of opportunities when
accessing information. To meats these goals a platform to establish an international net-
work of higher education institutions with recognized expertise in the areas of pedagogical
education and development of information technology was implemented. Such platform
is composed by four main elements: 1) ATutor, 2) COLABORA, 3) eLearning Repository,
and 4) a reference KB.

Accessible Tutor known as ATutor1 was the learning management system selected in
the ALTER-NATIVA project to support two main and necessary process for achieving
the projects objectives: 1) be the learning environment for delivering to teachers different
courses in order to improve their abilities to attend the diversity in the learning process;
2) be the environment for creating learning experiences which include the creation of
accessible open educational resources.

The creation of accessible Open Educational Resources (OER) in ATutor is also sup-
ported by the integration of TinyMCE2. TinyMCE is the selected web content authoring
tool, which provides a friendly user interface developed completely in JavaScript language
as well as a set of functionalities that allow teachers to create web pages in an intuitive
way without worrying about HTML code, because the editor automatically creates HTML.
TinyMCE was improved in order to provide a better support when the teachers create
accessible and open educational resources; in particular, some accessibility issues were ad-
dressed in order to facilitate to teachers the attention of the Web Accessibility Guidelines
2.0 in the OER creation process.

1Atutor Learning Management Systems: http://www.atutor.ca/
2TinyMCE:https://www.tinymce.com/
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COLABORA is an infrastructure that facilitates the collaboration activities of the
ALTERNATIVA network. A community of practice is a group of people who share a
concern or a set of problems of common interest about a topic and who deepen on their
knowledge through ongoing interaction. Thus, the COLABORA platform has allowed the
management of communities of practice in favor of attention to diversity. In COLABORA,
tasks are elements that allow the achievement of activities, which are part of the interaction
between collaborators of each community of practice.

ALTER-NATIVA has an e-Learning Repository of accessible learning objects, which
aims to organize, store and retrieve educational resources produced by the members of the
ALTERNATIVA network. The objects in the repository are organized into areas such as
science, mathematics, language and communication. The repository has specific tools for
labeling objects. However, it also allows import labeled object from the ATutor component.
It uses the standard Learning Object Metadata (LOM) and IMS AccessForAll3 to add
accessibility information in learning objects. LOM is a multi-part standard that specifies
Learning Object Metadata. The purpose of this multi-part standard is to facilitate search,
evaluation, acquisition, and use of learning objects, for instance by learners or instructors
or automated software processes [333].

The IMS AccessForAll intends to facilitate the formalization of Digital Resource
Description (DRD) and Personal Needs and Preferences (PNP), through a meta-data spec-
ification. DRD is a lightweight metadata schema for describing and linking to digital
objects. It is based on Qualified Dublin Core with local extensions. It is intended for
use with simple digital objects as an alternative to more complex schemas [334]. PNP
is a meta-data that intends to specify how resources are to be presented and structured;
how resources are to be controlled and operated; and, what supplementary or alternative
resources are to be supplied. All of this has the main goal to meet the needs (preferences)
of learners with disabilities and of anyone in a disabling context, with the purpose of
offering them an appropriate interaction with digital resources, including configuration of
assistance technologies.

In a kind of conclusion both DRD and PNP are parts of the ISO/IEC 24751 standard,
which derives from IMS4 Learner Information Package Accessibility and IMS Access-
ForAll that intends to facilitate the matching of individual user needs and preferences with
educational digital resources that meet those needs and preferences. [335].

3Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0: https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
4https://www.imsglobal.org/
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Figure 4- An excerpt of the ALTER-NATIVA KB 

The establishment of the ALTERNATIVA KB arises from the need to represent all the 

knowledge related with the project outcomes. Thus, it has three main objectives, the first is to 

enable professors to establish cooperation’s through COLABORA tool; the second is related to 

possibility to create Virtual Learning Objects (VLOs) in ATutor, which then would be saved and 

categorized using a common vocabulary (domain lexicon) understood by all the community; 

and finally, the third is related to the searching and recommendations of people (e.g. professors) 

or VLOs available at the e-Learning Repository related to specific domain topics characteristics. 

To accomplish this, the KB is provided with specific web services and graphic user interfaces to 

facilitate such mentioned features and a consistent knowledge management. The proposed 

knowledge management approach main purpose is to facilitate community members to actively 

participate in the constant domain knowledge updating process. Two distinct parts compose 

the ALTER-NATIVA’s KB: the “Domain Lexicon” and the “Meta Knowledge” (Figure 4).  
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Figure 7.1: ALTER-NATIVA’s knowledge base (an excerpt).

7.2 Knowledge Management Approach

The establishment of the ALTERNATIVA KB arises from the need to represent all the
knowledge related with the project outcomes. It has three main objectives, the first is
to enable professors to establish cooperations through COLABORA tool; the second is
related to possibility of creating Virtual Learning Objects (VLOs) in ATutor, whose should
be saved and categorized using a common vocabulary (domain lexicon) understood by all
the community; and finally, the third is related to the searching and recommendations of
people (e.g. professors) or VLOs available at the e-Learning Repository related to specific
domain topics characteristics. To accomplish this, the KB is provided with specific web
services and graphic user interfaces to facilitate knowledge management. The proposed
knowledge management approach aims to facilitate community members to actively par-
ticipate in the constant domain knowledge updating process. Two distinct parts compose
the ALTER-NATIVA’s KB: the ‘Domain Lexicon’ and the ’Meta Knowledge’ 7.1 and will
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be explained in detail in the following sections.

phases of the system (University of Michigan EECS Department, 2013). The domain lexicon is 

the vocabulary related to a particular subject, or a list of concepts necessary to express a specific 

domain, which is understandably shared by a group of individuals.  

Figure 2 illustrates the described knowledge management approach for an information system 

establishment. The domain lexicon is defined by domain experts, which provide concepts and 

definitions (semantics) to the building of a thesaurus in the domain. Knowledge engineers 

define the meta-knowledge. The result is an ontology, which would be prepared to integrate 

(i.e. through merging) the thesaurus defined by the domain experts. Such ontology would 

constitute information about the system and other data characteristics, which is usually 

represented in standards, about the domain. These mentioned characteristics represent the 

“syntax” of the domain vocabulary. 

 

Figure 2 – A Knowledge Management approach  

Two distinct branches that derive into a KB compose the proposed knowledge management 

approach. This KB supports all the domain knowledge and facilitates the knowledge integration 

between all the actors of the system. These branches aggregate automatic synchronizations in 

such way that if there is a new concept added by a person to the lexicon it would smoothly 

available in the KB for any further enhanced searching or reasoning services, which would 

enables specific context awareness features. 

Thus, if on one hand domain experts could at any time contribute to the update or insertion of 

new knowledge or semantics, on the other hand if there is any new component added to the 
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Figure 7.2: ALTER-NATIVA’s Knowledge Management approach.

Figure 7.2 illustrates the adopted knowledge management approach. In this approach,
the domain lexicon (thesaurus) is built directly by the domain experts whose contributed
with concepts definitions (semantics). The knowledge engineers defined the meta- knowl-
edge structure based on the standers mentioned in the previous section. The result is an
ontology representing the system ‘syntax’ directly connected with the thesaurus provided
by the domain experts (domain semantics). These two distinct branches compose the
system Knowledge Base.

Both the Knowledge Base aggregate automatic synchronization. That means, if a do-
main experts contribute to a new concept, it will be smoothly available in the Knowledge
Base for any further searching or reasoning services. In the same way, if a knowledge en-
gineer contributes to a standard (meta-knowledge) update it will be also directly available
to be used. Both branches of this approach follow the MENTOR[336] methodology as
the procedure to build the reference knowledge from scratch. The domain lexicon branch
follows it till the thesaurus and the meta-knowledge till the ontology building steps. The
process followed for the thesaurus building has, three steps: (1) terminology gathering;
(2) glossary building; and (3) thesaurus building 7.3.

The terminology-gathering step concerns the process of collecting all relevant terms or
concepts in a specific domain previously defined. All the participants in the process should
give their inputs. There is no rule from where the terms should come, since they are related
to the domain established. All the concepts provided from contributors are acceptable in
this step, as nobody has authority at the moment to erase another participant’s term. Thus,
the terms should be collected with reference to the contributor, in order to enable him/her
to provide definitions during the next step.

The Glossary building step builds a glossary in the domain defined. It starts with
annotations attribution to the terms collected in the step before (Terminology gathering).
Then, each contributor should provide the annotations for his/her own terms. After having
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• Existence of two syntactically equal terms with two different meaning descriptions – 

the action is to consolidate all the provided descriptions together in one of them and 

erase the other. In such a case, a new term could be proposed to the list if there is no 

agreement in the conjunction of the input descriptions and if the term to be born is not 

present in the terminology list.  
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Figure 3 - Thesaurus Building methodology (João Sarraipa et al., 2010) 

After a careful revision of all the terms with a successful agreement in their meaning 

consolidation, the glossary is defined from the terminology list in the domain specified.  

The thesaurus-building step is composed of a cycle where the knowledge engineers and the 

domain experts define a taxonomic structure from the glossary terms, establishing some as 

thesaurus node terms (e.g. “Candidat” or “Forma” in thesaurus presented at Figure 5). 

Afterwards, the other terms are classified into semantic proper paths in the existent taxonomic 

structure, until reaching the thesaurus leafs. If there is an agreement in the structure and in the 

terms classified, the thesaurus is defined. If not, the cycle is repeated.  

Figure 7.3: Thesaurus Building methodology [336].

all the terms provided with annotations, it proceeds to the terms revision cycle to reach a
reference definition. The process for revision of terms can have four mismatches cases:

• Existence of two syntactically different terms with the same meaning descrip-
tion - the action is to adopt one of the terms for being the reference in such semantics
meaning.

• Existence of two syntactical equal terms with the same meaning description -
the action is to erase one of them.

• Existence of syntactically different terms with two different meaning descrip-
tions - no action needed, both must be kept.

• Existence of two syntactically equal terms with two different meaning descrip-
tions - the action is to consolidate all the provided descriptions together in one of
them and erase the other. In such a case, a new term could be proposed to the list if
there is no agreement in the conjunction of the input descriptions and if the term to
be born is not present in the terminology list.

After a careful revision of all the terms with a successful agreement in their meaning
consolidation, the glossary is defined from the terminology list in the domain specified.
The thesaurus-building step is composed of a cycle where the knowledge engineers and
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the domain experts define a taxonomic structure from the glossary terms, establishing
some as thesaurus node terms. Afterwards, the other terms are classified into semantic
proper paths in the existent taxonomic structure, until reaching the thesaurus leafs. If there
is an agreement in the structure and in the terms classified, the thesaurus is defined. If not,
the cycle is repeated.

7.3 Thesaurus building by domain experts

The ‘Domain Lexicon’ part of the proposed KB is dedicated to represent the lexicon of
ALTERNATIVA. Thus, its main purpose is to have a set of reference concepts and mean-
ings about its domain represented in thesauri. The ALTER-NATIVA thesauri represent the
information related to the concepts of four distinct areas, namely Languages, Mathematics,
Science, Teaching and Supporting Tools. The definition of each concept, the creation or
agreement date and the author(s) of such information compose them. Each of the thesauri
is available in a wiki kind of interface enable a public access to its contents. Figure 7.4
illustrates a Teaching ans Supporting tools Tools concept page. To facilitate the insertion
of concepts bu the domain experts, a set of extensions were developed. Thus, users can up-
date the thesaurus information as easily as fill a form. The interoperability establishment
between the wiki Data Base (DB) and the ALTER-NATIVA KB require a synchronization
interface. It was developed using the approach for knowledge management using semantic
wiki modules proposed in the previous chapter. In the following subsections are explained
in detail three actions that represent thesaurus typical changes: 1) concept deletion; 2)
concept creation; and 3) concept edition.

7.3.1 Delete a concept

The elimination of a concept directly affects the structure of the thesaurus tree. If the
deleted concept does not have children associated, it is just removed from the thesaurus
tree. But if the deleted concept has children associated it is necessary to take some actions
to reflect the wiki status in the KB. In this case, the children of the deleted concept
are positioned in the thesaurus root. In 7.5, it is shown the initial and final status of the
thesaurus tree after the deletion of a concept with children. The example illustrated is
related to the deletion of the ‘Concept b’, which in the initial thesaurus tree had the children
‘Concept c’ and ‘Concept d’. In the final state is possible to see that these concepts are
shifted to the root (Thing).
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Concept definition

Creation date

Author(s)

Concept parent

Concept children

Figure 7.4: Form to build a concept page.

new concept; 2) edit a concept; and 3) delete a concept. The Bureaucratic user can execute two 

different actions: 1) delete a user from the database; and 2) promote a user to administrator. 

4.1 Synchronization Interface 
As presented in the knowledge management approach, it is required to align the knowledge of 

the community (domain experts) with the knowledge represented in the system. Thus, if there 

is an update made by the domain experts in the thesauri, it should be smoothly updated in the 

KB in order to be right way included in the searching or reasoning services outputs. The 

interoperability establishment between the wiki Data Base (DB) and the ALTER-NATIVA KB 

require a synchronization interface. The proposed synchronization functionality uses the wiki 

DB to detect any changes that have occurred since the last run (verification), to then update the 

KB accordingly. In the following subsections are explained in detail three actions that represent 

thesaurus typical changes: 1) concept deletion; 2) concept creation; and 3) concept edition. 

 

Figure 7 - Delete of a concept with children associated 

4.1.1 Delete a concept 
The elimination of a concept directly affects the structure of the thesaurus tree. If the deleted 

concept does not have children associated, it is just removed from the thesaurus tree at the 

ALTER-NATIVA KB. But if the deleted concept have children associated it is necessary to take 

some actions to reflect the wiki status in the KB. In this case, the children of the deleted concept 

are positioned in the thesaurus root. In Figure 7, it is shown the initial and final status of the 
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Figure 7.5: Delete a concept with children associated.

7.3.2 Create a concept

As in the concept deletion action, the creation of a concept directly affects the struc-
ture of the thesaurus tree. So it is necessary to rearrange the thesauri tree to handle the
three possible scenarios explained in table 7.1 that contains a summary explanation of
all conjugations of possible atomic situations and which are the steps to execute by the
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synchronization module.

Table 7.1: Use case of concept creation

Parent exists?
There is any root
concept that fits to be
this concept child?

Action

Yes Yes
• Put the new concept under the class referred as

master (parent)
• Put the other concept root tree under the new

introduced concept

No • Put the new concept under the class referred as
master (parent)

No Yes • Put the new concept under the class Thing
• Put the other concept root tree under the new

introduced concept

No
• Put the new concept under the class Thing

The Figure 7.6 illustrates the case where the inserted concept (‘Concept h’) has another
existing concept (‘Concept b’) defined as its master (parent) concept. In this case, the
action to be taken is to insert the ‘Concept h’ has child of ‘Concept b’.

thesaurus tree after the deletion of a concept with children. As can be seen, the example 

illustrated is related to the deletion of the “Concept b”, which in the initial thesaurus tree had 

the children “Concept c” and “Concept d”. In the final state is possible to see that these concepts 

are shifted to the root (Thing). 

4.1.2 Create a concept 
As in the concept deletion action, the creation of a concept directly affects the structure of the 

thesaurus tree. So it is necessary to rearrange the three to handle the three cases that are 

explained at the following. 

The Figure 8 illustrates the case where the inserted concept (“Concept h”) has another existing 

concept (“Concept b”) defined as its master (parent) concept. In this case, the action to be taken 

is to insert the “Concept h” has child of “Concept b”. 

 

Figure 8 - Creation of a concept that points to an existing master concept 

The Figure 9 illustrates the case where the inserted concept (“Concept h”) has (by mistake) a 

non-existing concept (“Concept z”) defined as its master (parent) concept. In this case, since the 

“Concept z” does not exist in the initial state of the thesaurus tree, the action to take is to insert 

the “Concept h” has child of the “Thing” class (to put it in the root). 
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Figure 7.6: Creation of a concept that points to an existing concept master.
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The Figure 7.7 illustrates the case where the inserted concept (‘Concept h’) has (by
mistake) a non-existing concept (‘Concept z’) defined as its master (parent) concept. In
this case, since the ‘Concept z’ does not exist in the initial state of the thesaurus tree, the
action to take is to insert the ‘Concept h’ has child of the ‘Thing’ class (to put it in the
root).
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Figure 9 - Creation of a concept that points to a non-existing master concept 

It is also possible to occur the case where the inserted concept (“Concept y”) was already 

defined as a master concept of an already concept existent in the root (“Concept f”). Figure 10 

illustrates this mentioned case. When this new concept (“Concept y”) is inserted in the tree, 

“Concept f” will be placed bellow it. 

 

Figure 10 - The creates concept is referred as a master concept 
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Figure 7.7: Creation of a concept that points to a non-existing concept master.

It is also possible to occur the case where the inserted concept (‘Concept y’) was
already defined as a master concept of an already concept existent in the root (‘Concept
f’). Figure 7.8 illustrates this mentioned case. When this new concept (‘Concept y’) is
inserted in the tree, ‘Concept f’ will be placed bellow it. Figure 7.8 also illustrates a case
where two atomic cases occurred simultaneously.

7.3.2.1 Edit a concept

When a concept is edited, if the master concept is not changed, it is only a matter to save
(update) the new information in the KB Thesaurus. If the master concept changes, may
occur two situations: 1) the new master concept does not exist in the Thesaurus tree, so
is necessary to execute the steps illustrated on Figure 7.7; or 2) the new master concept
exists in the tree and is necessary to execute the steps illustrated on Figure 7.6.
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Figure 9 - Creation of a concept that points to a non-existing master concept 

It is also possible to occur the case where the inserted concept (“Concept y”) was already 

defined as a master concept of an already concept existent in the root (“Concept f”). Figure 10 

illustrates this mentioned case. When this new concept (“Concept y”) is inserted in the tree, 

“Concept f” will be placed bellow it. 

 

Figure 10 - The creates concept is referred as a master concept 
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Figure 7.8: The created concept is referred as a master concept already.

7.4 Meta-Knowledge Management

The meta-knowledge is managed by knowledge engineers (ontology managers), which
can directly edit the ontology through the protégé editor tool. In this case, two solutions
were setup, one offline and another online. The offline way is through the protégé regular
tool that connects directly to the ALTER-NATIVA server, which then can edit and upload
changes in the OWL file. The online version uses the WebProtégé plug-in, which is a Col-
laborative Ontology Editor and Knowledge Acquisition Tool for the Web (see Figure 7.9).
WebProtégé includes a set of predefined tabs, which contain the most popular functionality
in the protégé desktop editor [337].

7.5 ALTER-NATIVA Services

The ALTER-NATIVA KB web services are responsible for giving worldwide users the
mechanism of Knowledge Management and reasoning trough the Web. These services
use JENA libraries, a java API for managing OWL ontologies. The developed services
are classified in two types: the Knowledge Base and Recommendation services.

7.5.1 Knowledge Base Services

KB services are categorized in two groups: 1) Knowledge Management Services - related
to the knowledge edition; and 2) Knowledge Query Services - related to the knowledge
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Figure 6 - ALTER-NATIVA WebProtégé 
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Figure 7.9: ALTER-NATIVA’s WebProtégé management interface.

reasoning. These services allow used to update and consult knowledge about consulted
VLOs, users profile, performance scenarios, thesaurus, and users’ interaction between
them and VLOs.

7.5.2 Recommendation Services

The recommendation services have as goal to support users to search for another user
or VOLs to interact with. The recommendation of VLOs could be done concerning a
user specific interest or diversity characteristic, while the users’ recommendation could
be focused on a specific profile (e.g. teaching experience or topics of interest). The
information/knowledge used to achieve this result is related to: users’ historic information
(past interactions with ALTER-NATIVA resources), VLOs metadata and keywords, and
user profile. Finally, ATutor uses recommendation services to get appropriate VLOs in
the development of courses or other VLOs. COLABORA mainly uses these services to
facilitate its users on the searching of other users to interact with.

7.5.2.1 Recommendation of Users

As mentioned before, the recommendation of users concerns the suggestion of users to
interact with based on:
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• Similar teaching experience;

• A specific similar profile characteristics;

• Number of interactions between two determined users;

• Number of common profile characteristics between two users;

• A combination of number of interactions with common user profiles.

When the recommendations deal with more than one characteristic, the process of
choosing the most appropriated item is by calculating the one that has more similarities
to the set of chosen target characteristics. A function to be used in such process, which
calculates the strength of each item with potential to be recommended is used.

7.5.2.2 Recommendation of VLOs

The services of recommendation of VLOs are based on:

• Higher rating;

• Most used;

• Number of similarities with other VLOs consulted by the user (keywords);

• Combination of the previous patters.

To automatically suggest a VLO is necessary to have a log record of the consulted
VLOs. Such information is formally represented in the KB, which interrelates the VLOs
with the users’ interested topics, the number of times each user consulted the it, and his/her
associated evaluation rating about such VLO (1- Good or 0 - Bad).

In the top left of Figure 7.10, it is shown how the algorithm for suggestion of similar
VLOs based on its characterization keywords. It starts by collecting the identifiers of
all the VLO consulted by a user. Then, the keywords that characterize those VLOs (top
right) are collected. After this, a new set composed by VLOs other than the ones already
consulted by the user and that have one or more common keywords is built. Finally, the
recommendation result is represented by the bottom table, which presents the VLO with
common keywords, ordered by the high number of keywords in common.

The combined recommendation of VLOs is done based on the previous recommenda-
tion services for VLO aggregation. Thus, this service returns the VLO with the higher
strength based on the conjunction of the various evaluation patterns characteristics as
number of times consulted, rating and number of similarities.
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To automatically suggest a VLO is necessary to have a log record of the consulted VLOs. Such 

information is formally represented in the KB as a table (Table 3), which interrelates the VLOs 

with the user identifiers, the number of times each user consulted the VLO and his/her 

associated evaluation rating about such VLO (1- Good or 0 - Bad). 

In the top left of Figure 12, it is shown how the algorithm for suggestion of similar VLOs based 

on its characterization keywords. It starts by collecting the identifiers of all the VLO consulted 

by a user. Then, are collected the keywords that characterize those VLOs (top right). After this, 

as can be observed in the middle left of the figure, it is generated a new table without the VLO 

consulted by the user. It is used to collect the VLO with equal keywords to be then counted the 

number of keywords in common. Finally, the recommendation result is represented by the 

bottom table, which presents the VLO with common keywords, ordered by the high number of 

keywords in common. 

 

Figure 12 - Algorithm to obtain the most similar VLOs accordingly to the user “1” logs  
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Figure 7.10: ALTER-NATIVA’s WebProtégé management interface.

7.6 Discussion

In this research report it is presented a KB developed to represent the ALTER-NATIVA’s
knowledge. It followed a taxis path to build knowledge and fits as the central element
in the proposed Knowledge Management approach. As stated in along this thesis, by
defining shared and common domain theories, ontologies help both people and machines
to communicate concisely, supporting the exchange of semantics and not only syntax. In
align with this, the ontology, to which the developed KB relates to, provide a lexicon and its
meanings that describe the ALTER-NATIVA system and domain. It formally represents
not only the domain knowledge, but also the system characteristics and objectives in
the support of the ALTER-NATIVA’s network establishment. Therefore, it integrates
technical solutions able to harmonize a community knowledge view providing a semantic
interoperable basis to smoothly support the creation of virtual collaborative communities
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and resources, which has been practiced in the ALTER-NATIVA community.
In this project, none ontology learning methodology was used to build neither the

thesaurus or meta-knowledge. However, the author considers that the knowledge base
built from scratch could be enriched using ontology learning techniques and increase the
knowledge range and improve both users and VOLs recommendation.

Additionally, it was noticed that this kind of knowledge organization systems enables
context awareness abilities. This has been reached through available recommendation
services. The knowing how users (i.e. professors and trainees) and their profiles are related
with the VLOs and what kind of tools can be used to reduce the learning vulnerability
(diversity) or to enhance accessibility of trainees, is a contextual information that the
system could use to react accordingly. In this case, a better suggestion on the training
implementation (e.g. an appropriate VLO suggestion) can be provided.
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Focusing on the manufacturing domain, the types of requirements that are usually consid-
ered are: Business Requirements, Functional Requirements, User-Interface Requirements,
Transition Requirements, and Non-Functional Requirements. The creation of an analysis
matrix such as the one proposed by Altshuller in [338] and illustrated in Table 8.1 allows
to compare the state-of-art elicitation approaches (at the top) depending on its compliance
against some specific preconditions (at the left). This matrix made possible to conclude
that the brainstorming and brainwriting creative technique are able to cover most of the
solution related preconditions and type of requirements. However, one inherent char-
acteristic that can be considered as a disadvantage is the low compliance related to the
independency of stakeholder’s location. This characteristic is the main catalyzer for the
authors work: to find a solution able to take the best of brainstorming and brainwriting
techniques, and that reduces the impact of the stakeholder’s location.

Brainstorming can be considered as a process for generating creative ideas and solu-
tions through intensive and freewheeling group discussion. Every participant is encour-
aged to think aloud and suggest as many ideas as possible, no matter seemingly how
outlandish or bizarre. Analysis, discussion, or criticism of the aired ideas is allowed only
when the session is over and evaluation session begins [60]. This technique is the most
widely adopted process for generate creative ideas within organizations [340].

In contrast to the oral sharing of ideas in groups during brainstorming, brainwriting
involves a group of people silently writing and sharing their written ideas. Usually, for
brainstorming and brainwriting techniques, is assumed that the group elements are in the
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Table 8.1: Applicability for Elicitation Approaches following the work of [338] and [339].
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same room, sharing ideas. However, due to the dependency of stakeholder location, it
may compromise their participation due to lack of availability or even will to meet other
group elements. The implementation of a solution that can be accessed remotely and
grounds a collaborative environment could reduce the problems associated to the lack
of end-users input. Accordingly with the study of Fig. 8.1, other techniques that show
good performance in relation to the presented preconditions are focus group interviews,
questionnaires and requirements workshops. Those techniques are currently used to
incentive end-users and developers in the requirements elicitation process. Thus, the
output of these elicitation techniques should be written and used as input of requirements
management tools, starting the brainwriting technique from here.

8.1 Going beyond traditional requirements management
tools

Requirements management entails being able: 1) to relate many different documents to
obtain a synoptic view of these document relations; 2) to retrieve information from within
those documents; 3) to create special document view; 4) to handle changes made across
the set of documents in a consistent manner; and 5) to accommodate diverse documents
structuring requirements and document types [288]. Meeting those demands, several tools
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have been developed and released almost every day. Indeed, information about several
commercial requirements management tools can be accessed from the INCOSE Survey
[341]. Some of the most well-known commercial tools are DOORS, RDD-100, Requi-
sitePro, and CaliberRM. Beside those professional tools there are others largely used
due its simplicity and lake of commercial costs. Examples are wikis, Microsoft Excel
and Microsoft Word. Wikis can provide great value as a requirements management tool,
including the incentive for stakeholder participation, the support for more consistent docu-
mentation through their simple and consistent layout, the improved search and traceability,
the support for base lining and versioning requirements, and the support for collaborative
requirements review [342].

Simple tools such as Excel and Word can be used to quickly obtain good results in
determining requirements. Experience has shown that when formulating requirements,
it is important to choose a practical approach that suits the company’s organization and
available resources. Good results can then be obtained with surprisingly simple tools. Fur-
thermore, these tools are easy to use and do not generate any additional expenses. However,
Excel and Word have its limits. For example, they require other tools for collaborative
management, for instance Google Docs.

Table 8.2: Requirement Management tools comparative study (based on the work of
INCOSE [341]).

The summary of Table 2 was built based on the previous tools’ descriptions and on the
survey made by INCOSE [341]. It represents the compliance of well known requirements
management tools, represented on the top, in relation to the characteristics that define them
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as a good tool. It is possible to conclude that commercial tools have a high compliance
in relation to the most of the characteristics considered. However, some companies may
not be willing or able to afford them. In that case, solutions like wikis can be a better
choice. Like represented in the table, they show similar results in comparison to the
commercial tools. However, they are still not fully compliant to some characteristics like:
Requirements Classification; Requirements Derivation; and Visibility into existing links
from source to implementation. Thus, the work here presented is focused on the adaptation
of wiki-based modules so they can meet these characteristics and be able to compete with
commercial tools in requirements management.

8.1.1 Semantic Wikis for Requirements Management Support

Wikipedia is an open encyclopedia characterized by being collaboratively edited by its
users. This software provides so called categories that are used to classify articles and
other pages. The process of assigning categories to wikis page articles is a kind of collab-
orative tagging like in a folksonomy, but in this case, it is related to the characterization of
requirements categories and other classifiers. However, despite this strong usability, wikis
are not fully prepared to be integrated with other information systems. Thus, the proposed
solution suggests the Semantic Web concept [343]. Semantic Web can be seen as a set of
technologies that help knowledge sharing across the Web between different applications.
Ontologies based technologies play a prominent role in the Semantic Web [344]. They
make possible the widespread publication of machine understandable data, opening op-
portunities to automatic knowledge reasoning. Web 2.0 focuses in collaboration of users
and sharing information between them. Together with the Semantic Web they contribute
for software applications with knowledge from web software, e.g. wikis.

Folksonomies aggregates both Web 2.0 and Semantic Web characteristics being great
for categorizing documents and resources in a collaborative way [345]. They arise when
a large number of people are interested in particular information and are encouraged to
describe it [343]. Since ontologies specify a conceptualization of a domain in terms of
concepts, attributes, and relations [346], Semantic Web and its applications rely heavily
on formal ontologies to structure data for comprehensive and transportable machine un-
derstanding. Semantic wikis are a characteristic of the Semantic Web and enrich wiki
systems for collaborative content management with semantic technologies [311] allowing
domain experts and ontologies to cooperate in one system while wiki pages are presented
in a human-readable format in parallel to the formal ontologies.

Several requirements management works supported by wiki modules can be found in
the literature. In [347], the authors promoted the collaboration between teams through the
implementation of templates for communication establishment. However, these templates
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can easily be edited by stakeholders breaking the replication of requirements structure.
This can be a rollback in what concerns requirements classification. In [348], the Wiki-
WinWin approach creates a sequence of steps and instructions to guide stakeholders on
requirements management work. During each step, the system displays one or more tools
with whose the team can generate, organize, and evaluate concepts and information. An
identified problem is related to the need of a ‘shaper’ role which function is to integrate,
distil, organize & rewrite contributions of others. Hence the proper classification of re-
quirements needs to be always supported a human entity. This could be avoided if the
information was already inserted properly in the wiki interface. This is one of the chal-
lenges that the authors addressed in the presented work. They also supported the derivation
of requirements and their characteristics using proper templates for collaborative tagging.
Thus, links can be generated between the several entities involved in requirements manage-
ment (e.g. user requirements, authors, acceptance criteria). That functionality improved
both requirements derivation and links visualization between requirements and implemen-
tations.

8.2 Requirements Management Methodology

The proposed methodology for requirements management starts with a Preparation step,
where the selection of the more appropriated elicitation mothods is a key to reduce the
lack of inputs from stakeholders and developers. Several elicitation methods can be
selected and used together to achieve better results. In this work, the authors considered
brainwriting as a must since it cover the most of the precondition for good requirements
elicitation.

After this preparation step, the requirements management methodology represented
in Fig. 8.1 starts with the Elicitation process. In this process, the requirements begin
as ideas or concepts. These can be defined by a single individual, but usually are defined
from group’s interactions [349]. The novelty of the proposed methodology is that the
elicited requirements are written as user stories describing in a comprehensible language
what is expected from the system.

Analysis concerns reviewing, analyzing requirements in detail, and negotiating with
stakeholders on which requirements should be considered [350]. Thus, mechanisms that
allow these interactions should be implemented. These include requirements approval and
refinement. The analysis process also encompasses the transition from user to technical
requirements and validation criteria definition. It means that, during user requirements
analysis, the end-users should be able to provide the acceptance criteria for their require-
ments. Thus, a requirement is fulfill when it behaves accordingly with its acceptance
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Figure 8.1: Requirements Engineering Methodology.

criteria; and the technical team should also be able to define the functional tests for the
derived technical requirements.

Requirements Specification describes the phase, where the requirements are brought
into a suitable and unambiguous form [351]. The idea of this phase is to make require-
ments readable and understandable by anyone that was not involved in the elicitation
and/or analysis process. The Requirements Specification phase documents the agreed
requirements at a certain level [350]. This is a core process in the proposed methodology.
The authors want to came up with an approach that makes sure that, since the moment
requirements and validation definitions are elicited and analyzed, these are already de-
scribed in an unambiguous way. This can be done, as an example, using strict forms that
only allow requirements to be written in a certain way. Finally, requirements Validation
is done by checking the compliance of user and technical requirements with their defined
acceptance criteria and functional tests correspondingly.

8.3 BDD based Requirements Management Framework

The proposed BDD based requirements management framework was implemented adopt-
ing the work presented by Marques et al. in [352]. In that work, the authors argued that the
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more communication, involvement, and interaction of people, more is the chance for orga-
nizations to expose tacit knowledge residing in individuals’ heads. To meet this concern,
they proposed to use wiki modules for domain experts to expose their knowledge.

The novel proposed framework adapted the previous solution to keep-up with require-
ments management main steps: Elicitation; Analysis; Specification; and Validation (see
Fig. 8.1). Similarly to the work that grounded the proposed framework, it relies on the
collaborative aspects of Semantic wikis to allow collaborative contributions and further
feedback from interested parties, which might not have the technical skill for complex
solutions. Furthermore, due to wikis browser interface, this works allowed stakeholders
to collaboratively participate in requirements management independently of their physical
location.

© 2016 Synopsys, Inc. 1
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Figure 8.2: Requirements Management Framework.

In the presented work, the classical wiki template was edited to incorporate as many
templates as the entities that the system intends to represent (user and technical require-
ments, authors, etc.). This is the major contribution in terms of wiki front-ends adaptation
for requirements management purpose. The mentioned templates were implemented ac-
cordingly with the BDD specifications of section 5.2.2.1. The usage of this templates
allowed the replicability of requirements structure improving their classification and fur-
ther analysis.
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8.3.1 Instantiation of the Requirements Management Framework

Fig. 8.2 depicts the proposed framework for requirements management which is composed
by four modules: 1) wiki front-end; 2) Synchronization module; 3) Ontology; and 4)
Reasoning and Decision-Making Module. These are used to implement the sub processes
of Fig. 8.1 methodology, namely: Elicitation, Analysis, Specification, and Validation.

8.3.1.1 Requirements Elicitation and Analysis

The requirements management process is established as a cyclic process, since require-
ments are constantly refined while domain participants increase their contextual knowl-
edge about the system. Consequently, requirements become even more concrete, detailed
and complex during the course of a product or service development. It means that, while
the contextual awareness of the system increases, the four requirement management pro-
cesses should be followed cyclically, corresponding to the refinement of the requirements
system. Thus, important characteristics that a requirements management tool should
address are documents enrichment, modifiability, changes tracking and comparison. Ac-
cordingly with the study provided in section 8.1, the wiki-front end is compliant with all
these characteristics and consequently were selected to be used in requirements elicitation.

8.3.1.2 Requirements Specification

Wikis are known by being collaboratively edited by domain experts based on the knowl-
edge consulted. However, the content of wiki-based front-ends is characterized by being
human readable only. This means that its content is not formalized to facilitate computer-
ized use (e.g. reasoning). To overcome this issue, a synchronization module, composed
by two sub-modules is used:

• Requirements Formalization - It is implemented following the requirements for-
malization methodology of Fig. 8.3. Using this methodology, wikis interface can
be adapted to support the structured insertion of requirements from stakeholders
despite knowing nothing about its syntax. This methodology is explained in detail
in the following subsection.

• Synchronization - This module uses Wikipedia Data Base to detect any changes
that have occurred in the front-end since it was last run and then updates the Re-
quirements Knowledge Base accordingly. This module runs periodically thanks to
a "cron job".
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Finally, under the Requirements Specification process, the Requirements Knowledge
Base is used to represent the knowledge about requirements and related elements like ac-
ceptance criteria, functional tests, authors, etc.

Requirements Formalization Methodology

This methodology, illustrated in Fig. 8.3, encompasses the design of an adapted wiki
front-end and the ontology which will handle requirements associated knowledge. The
first phase of the methodology consists in the knowledge base’s classes taxonomy estab-
lishment. This phase is composed by the steps 0-2. In step 0 is made the preparation of
the platform to handle the domain users’ knowledge. In the step 0.a) is made the soft-
ware installation, and in step 0.b) is created the wiki root class in the ontology in order to
represent the knowledge about the requirements.

Taxonomy establishment
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establishment

Ontology establishment

0.a) Wiki software installation

1.a) Requirements’ categories creation

0.b) Wiki root creation

1.b) Classes hierarchy establishment

2) Requirements classifiers hierarchy 
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6.a) Requirements pages content 
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New Requirement from End-Users

Yes
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Figure 8.3: Methodology for wiki-based front-end contents formalization.

The process of assigning categories to other categories, in the proposed methodologies
(step 1.b)), is used to build the ontology’s instances taxonomy, being the tagging between
them handled as the ontological relation ‘is a’. In the step 1.a) are created the necessary
category pages to allow the elicitation and analyses of requirements. The classification
of requirements’ contents can be facilitated if a classifiers taxonomy of those contents
is defined (step 2). This allows to better structure the gathered knowledge and visualize
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relations between Knowledge Base’s instances.

To guarantee the same structure of the wiki articles under a category, the wiki-based
front-end was adapted through the development of forms. They encompass the possibility
of insert free valued texts like requirements description sentences (step 3.a), and values
that need to be inserted in a strict way to allow proper tagging between wiki pages (step
4.a)). With that specification of wiki pages (requirements), is possible to proceed with the
steps 3.b) and 4.b) of the methodology. In those steps, for each article section is created
a data property or object property to represent the elicited knowledge in the ontology.
The object properties allow the connection of the classes under the wiki root class and
those under the classifiers taxonomy previously defined (step 4.b)). Data properties will
represent knowledge that is not under that taxonomy (step 3.b)).

The process of assigning articles to categories, in the proposed methodology (steps 5
and 6) will be used to instantiate the ontology. This is done by creating an instance under
the class with the article’s category name (step 5). Then, based on HTML analysis of
articles’ content, the knowledge of its sections can be represented in the data and object
properties of the previously created instance (step 6).

8.3.1.3 Requirements Validation

The requirements validation is done through the compliance analysis in relation to the
acceptance criteria and functional tests gathered. However, the authors also consid-
ered that requirements validation could be complemented by the reasoning allowed from
requirements specification. Thus, requirements validation is supported by the Reason-
ing and Decision Making Module. This module is able to provide to the community
structured and contextual information about requirements. One example is: Which are

the most relevant architectural components to be added to the platform concerning the

requirements priority? The capability of the ontology to answer these questions allows
some coordination efforts to the consortium, namely: Prioritize the requirements that are
indicated as a priority; Prioritize the implementation of architectural components that
embrace a large number of user requirements. The reasoning on the formalized require-
ments can also be useful after architectural components’ implementation. Let’s consider
that some management activity is need regarding one or more components. Then, the
reasoning and decision-making module allows to verify which are the requirements that
are compromised and notify the corresponding authors.
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8.4 Implementation of the Requirements Management
Framework in Industry

The Sensing Liquid Enterprise1 concept has been introduced by the Future Internet Enter-
prise Systems (FInES) Research Cluster with the support of the European Commission.
The FInES community acknowledge the fact that businesses are facing unprecedented
challenges, given the current economic crisis, but also more systemic changes related in
particular to the shortness of resources, environmental changes, and ever changing societal
needs. Therefore our enterprises are in need of innovative ideas to adapt to these changes
and remain competitive, or sometimes, even simply survive in the digital era. The Sensing
Enterprise concept is an attempt to reconcile traditional (non ‘pure’ Internet) organisations
with the tremendous possibilities offered by the cyber worlds (from the clouds to the dust)
[353, 354].

The OSMOsis applications for the Sensing Enterprise (OSMOSE)2 project has the
main objective of developing a reference architecture, a middleware and some prototypal
applications for the Sensing-Liquid Enterprise, by interconnecting Real, Digital, and Vir-
tual Worlds in the same way as a semi-permeable membrane permits the flow of liquid
particles through itself [355]. The worlds represent a way of organizing the structure of
an entire manufacturing enterprise, and the business applications in three types of data
management environments: Real World - related to data that comes directly from devices
that is handled by physical components; Digital World - related to data management
available in data and knowledge bases or Internet (big data); and Virtual World - related
to specific management of data with the support of artificial intelligence related programs
for specific simulations.

The approach presented in this paper follows the necessity of implementing a require-
ments management tool able to handle the sensing liquid enterprise transition with the
Requirements Engineering Methodology presented in Fig. 8.1.

8.4.1 Wiki front-end

Requirements management tools can be considered as generic. That means they need
to be configured to support specific requirements engineering and system development
processes. That configuration can be supported by the creation of document templates,
schemes of attribute and relation types, and document views. That kind of solution, if
applied to wikis, could improve requirements characterization and requirements derivation.
Thus, to facilitate the insertion of requirements in the wiki front-end, several extensions

1http://finespedia.epu.ntua.gr/Sensing_Enterprise.html
2http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/189013_en.html
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Figure 8.4: Creation and edition of User Requirements form.

were developed following the left part of the methodology of Fig. 8.3 to originate a form
able to facilitate requirements creation and edition (see Fig. 8.4). The resulting form
(requirements article template) is composed by checkboxes and text areas able to suggest
the most suitable values in order to facilitate the tagging between pages and sections (step
4.a) ). To handle description sentences, simple text areas are used (step 3.a) ).

The representation of the developed form can be observed in the left of Fig. 8.4, where
is possible to verify that the usage of the form resulted in a well-structured article page
to represent the requirement, which enables the synchronization with the ontology (steps
5.a) and 6.a) ). The adapted wiki front-end, besides the elicitation of requirements through
brainwriting, allows its analysis (Fig. 8.1).

First, requirements can be characterized by its: 1) Osmosis world: Real World, Digital
World, Virtual World; 2) Type: Business; Functional; Non-Functional; User-Interface; and
Transition Requirements; 3) Priority; and 4) Industrial Scenario. The priority is related
with the relevance of the requirement in the scope of the project. In the OSMOSE project,
two industrial scenarios are considered: aviation and automotive industry.

Since requirements are handled in the wiki-front end, community users can refine the
requirements any time, and follow its life cycle while they become even more clarified,
focused, consistent, unambiguous and complete. At some point, the requirements are
refined enough to be approved by the end-users. The approval of the requirements is made
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using the checkbox on the top of Fig. 8.4. Then, the technical team can start the derivation
of technical requirements. Those are presented in the wiki front-end in a different category
(with a specific creation and edition template). The tagging between user requirements and
technical requirements is supported by an extension able to suggest technical requirements
while typing. Finally, the technical requirements can be approved by the technical team
in the same way the user requirements were approved by the industrial team.

The developed wiki front-end can be consulted through the OSMOSE project page3

or using the direct link4.

Figure 8.5: User requirements form developed for user stories (behavior) gathering.

8.4.1.1 BDD implementation in requirements management

BDD features were incorporated in the proposed tool to allow users to insert requirements:
1) user stories; 2) acceptance criterias; 3) and functional tests. in a structured way and
following the "rules" described in section 5.2.2.1). As an example, for users stories gath-
ering from industrial partners, the form of Fig. 8.5 was developed. It made sure that all
user requirements were inserted using an unambiguous language enabling the technical
team to understand their purpose and define technical requirements from them.

8.4.1.2 Requirements folksonomy

The proposed solution goes towards the folksonomy concept where the OSMOSE commu-
nity collaboratively contributes for the requirements categorization process. During that
process, the developed tool allows the establishment of tags between the wiki contents,
namely between requirements and architectural components (developed solutions). The
synchronization module is, then, able to translate that tagging into ontological relation
allowing further management (e.g. traceability and reasoning).

The wiki main page enables to navigate in the created folksonomy (see Fig. 8.6),
starting by consulting the several user requirements. Then, from each user requirement,

3http://www.osmose-project.eu/
4http://gris-dev.uninova.pt/osmose
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Figure 8.6: Requirements pages tagging (folksonomy).

several links (tags) can be used to access other information like technical requirements,
authors, and architectural components.

8.4.2 Ontology establishment for requirements specification

The OSMOSE requirements knowledge base is a component which purpose is to cap-
ture OSMOSE requirements and its relation with other project elements (e.g. authors,
architectural components). As explained along the paper, it also serves as a facilitator
for requirements management, allowing different views of the information gathered from
the wiki. Having this kind of knowledge specified would facilitate the search of specific
information.

The Fig 8.7 represents the application of the wiki contents formalization methodology
(see Fig. 8.3) to establish the knowledge base’s taxonomy. As can be observed, the step
0.b) of the methodology consists in the creation of the class Knowledge Representation

where all the instances are recorded (step 1):

• Authors - These are characterized in two groups: end-users and technical team;

• User Requirements - Characterization of what the system should do;

• Technical requirements - Characterization of How the system should be imple-
mented;
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Figure 8.7: Knowledge Base’s taxonomy establishment.

• BDD Features - Composed by acceptance criteria and functional tests. Their char-
acterization is made accordingly with section 5.2.2.1);

• Variables - That will be controlled or monitored. These are elicited in Technical
Requirements;

• Actors - Participants/actors of technical requirements (e.g. simulator and simulator
programmer);

The OSMOSE knowledge base structure is organized such a way that enables to rep-
resent conceptually the requirements classification features and the instances of the Wiki
requirements, relating them both while keeping them physically separated. To achieve
this result a classifiers taxonomy was build following the step 2 of the methodology for
wiki-based front-end contents formalization (Fig. 8.3). In this step, the necessary informa-
tion for requirements management is used to create the classifiers taxonomy. Based on it,
the three main classes of the classifiers taxonomy are:

• OSMOSE Technical Architecture - enables to define direct links between techni-
cal requirements and architectural components;

• OSMOSE Features - used to classify requirements using concepts from the OS-
MOSE project (e.g. Industrial Domain, world; Osmosis Process);
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• Requirements Features - handles generic requirements features (e.g. priority, Sta-
tus, Requirement Type).

In the steps 3.b and 4.b of the methodology the data properties to handle free valued
properties, and object properties to enable the representation of relations with the classi-
fiers taxonomy are created (left part of Fig. 8.4). Two of the created data properties that
are worth to highlight are the Wiki Page, which consists in an unique value that identifies
an article in the wiki; and the Requirement Version that can range from the version 0
(requirement creation) to the version N (last version of the requirement). Thanks to the
adoption of the Wiki page id, a unique value is associated to each requirement. Thus,
future developments are clearly indexed to the original requirement contributing to its
traceability.

Like is represented in Fig. 8.8, a direct correspondence between the front-end and
the ontology is achieved, and consequently, all the requirements content is successfully
migrated.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.8: Direct correspondence between front-end and back-end establishment.

8.4.3 Synchronization Module

The synchronization module runs periodically and starts by connecting to the wiki fron-
tend database in order to verify if any changes occurred since its last run. JDBC (Java
Database Connectivity) is used to querying the front-end database. By querying the
wikimedia table ‘recentchanges’, the authors have access to the set of changed pages, and
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its type: edition, creation, or removal. If the change is an edition or a creation, through
the link to the table text (links to new & old page text) it is possible to have access to the
current content of the front-end page. After the collection of the recent changes the HTML
of each article or category’s page is processed in order to create/ populate the necessary
instances, data properties and object properties in the knowledge base.

8.4.4 Reasoning and Decision-Making

The formalization of the requirements in a knowledge was developed accordingly with
Fig. 8.2 and supports management features like reasoning over requirements and their
historical evolution. These management activities can be sub-categorized, such as:

• Change Management and Traceability;

• Prioritize of implementations;

• Common requirements analysis.

8.4.4.1 Change Management and Traceability

Requirements Traceability is considered as one of the most important characteristics for re-
quirements management. Some important information can be retrieved from requirements
evolution, or in some cases may be necessary to roll back to a past model representation
(requirement representation). Since the ontology handles the different versions of a spe-
cific requirement taking (directly) into account its properties, it is possible to trace not only
between specific dates, but also verify where a specific change occurs (e.g. what where the
changes that a requirement suffers to become “Approved”?). If one desires to perform any
query on past versions of the requirements without having to do a full “rollback” to the
Wiki to find a specific change the OSMOSE requirements it becomes extremely important.

8.4.4.2 Prioritize implementations

The defined ontology handles the knowledge about categorized user requirements (e.g.
priority and status), their derived technical requriements and consequent architectural
components. Therefore, some reasoning to prioritize implementations can be made:

• Which are the approved user requirements that are considered a priority?;
Selection of all user requirements whose priority has the value "mandatory" and

status has the value "approved"
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– Which are the most relevant architectural components to be added to the plat-
form concerning the user requirement priority?;
For these requirements follow the path: User Requirements → Technical Re-

quirements → Architectural components.

• Which are the user requirements that will take advantage of adding one or more
architectural components to the architecture?.
It is done following the path: Architectural component → Technical Requirements

→ User Requirements

The capability of the ontology to answer these questions allows some coordination
efforts of the partners, maximizing efficiency.

8.4.4.3 Common requirements analysis

The major part of the process for common requirements identification is automatic. How-
ever, it starts with the manual step of selecting, among the ontological properties available,
the characteristics considered as relevant for common requirements election ({CCn}). This
process uses the full ramification: user requirement→ technical requirements →architectural
components. Hence, several properties where elected both from the user and technical
requirements:

• User Requirements

– Requirement Type;

– Technical Requirements;

– OSMOSE World;

– Osmosis process;

• Technical Requirements

– Actors;

– Controlled variables;

– Monitored Variables;

– Architectural Components.

As part of the manual initial step, it is also defined the minimum shared characteristics
(threshold - minCXN ) from which the requirements are considered common or not.
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• User Requirements
– Date
– Requirement Type
– Statement
– Rationale
– Authors

• Contact authors
• Co-Authors

– Relationship to industrial 
scenarios

– Relationship to OSMOSE
– Priority
– Technical Requirements
– World
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• Date

• Detailed Description

• Authors
• Contact authors

• Co-Authors

• Priority
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• Controlled Variables

• Monitored Variables

• Architectural 
Components

Figure 8.9: Groups of common requirements identified.

At this stage the automatic process can be executed. Therefore, for each requirement,
the values of the elected properties are extracted and compared with the values of the
full list of available requirements (Y, Z, ...). If a property match, a score is associated
to the requirement compared (1 for each characteristic Cxn). This is repeated for the set
of characteristics selected at beginning, increasing the score each time there is a match
(∑Cxn). Afterwards, the group of requirements considered common with the one under
analysis (X) is the set that share a score above the threshold (minCXN >Cxn). The process
is repeated for all requirements and all the distinct groups are identified. In Figure 8.9
is possible to find the 3 groups of common requirements identified by the implemented
algorithm. The identification of the groups can change accordingly with the threshold
value specification. In the implemented case, the threshold value considered was 26 (very
restrictive value).

Recommendation of resources based on common requirements

Thanks to the OSMOSE folksonomy established, User Requirements, Technical Re-
quirements, and Architectural Components are connected between them. These relations,
together with requirements characterization, can be used for the recommendation of so-
lutions (architectural components) when a new requirement enters in the requirements
knowledge base.

For the example provided in Fig. 8.10, the requirements ‘The platform should be able

to have a hardware based historic situations to alert for a possible HW fault before it

happens’. Based on the characterization of the input requirement, the requirements 106,
66, 65 were identified like having a higher level of similarity. Since the requirements
identified as similar needed the architectural components: Stargate, Event Manager, and
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Figure 8.10: Example of architectural components recommendation.

Osmose data for its implementation, these implementations will be suggested to implement
the new requirement in the OSMOSE Platform.

8.4.5 Execution and Validation of Results

This section reports the compilation and consolidation of the technical requirements vali-
dation results. It is done by comparing the actual outcomes of a program execution with
its expected behaviour. The complexity of the comparison depends on the complexity of
the data to be observed. At the end of the analysis step, a test verdict is assigned. There
are three major kinds of test verdicts:

• Pass - If the program produces the expected outcome and the purpose of the test
case is satisfied;

• Partially passed - If the program produces only part of the expected outcome;

• Fail - If the program does not produce the expected outcome.

The Technical requirements were implemented using the OSMOSE Technical Archi-
tecture and their validation was done through behaviours comparison with the functional
tests defined by the technical team. As represented in Table 8.3 using a technical re-
quirement associated to the context manager module of the architecture, each technical
requirement can yield one or more functional test (validation scenario). Each one of
them describe one expected behaviour of the system (technical requirement). A technical
requirement is validated in it is compliant with all of those behaviours.

During the technical evaluation 41 requirements have been examined to be included
in a prototype: 32% were not addressed since they did not fit the required functionalities
while the remaining 68% were implemented and consequently validated. Following the
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Table 8.3: Technical Requirements Tests and Validation of Results (illustration).

Technical Require-
ment

Scenario Given (preconditions) When (action that
happens)

Then (Outcomes/Out-
put)

The system
should have an
events knowledge
base

Event persistence in
the Context Manager

Given an event hap-
pening in a world

When the event is of
relevance for the event
history

Then a new instance
for the event is created
in the Context Man-
ager

Event examination in
the Context Manager

Given Relevant
events in the past

When Stargate users
open the event history

Then The context
Manager returns all
relevant events.

process just explained for technical requirements validation it has been inferred that 96%
of the evaluated requirements were passed while 4% (one requirement) only partially
passed. No failures where reported. Fig. 8.11 depicts both the requirements coverage and
results of the evaluation of the addressed requirements.

Requirements coverage

Not addressed

32%

Addressed

68%

Passed

96%

Partially Passed

4%

Evaluation of the addressed requirements

Figure 8.11: Execution and validation results.

8.5 Discussion

On the proposed Requirements Engineering methodology, behaviour driven features where
used to facilitate communication between end-users and technical teams. It facilitated the
understating of user requirements from technical teams since an unambiguous language
was used to describe them.

The approach was concretized in a wiki based tool for requirements management.
Using it, users were able to collaboratively participate in the requirements management
process through an intuitive front-end. Consequently, the lack of domain experts input
in requirements elicitation was reduced, which is considered one of the main causes of
project failure. The developed tool consists in a wiki which edition section was trans-
formed into a form to facilitate inputs insertion. The developed forms allowed to keep
requirements specification, namely their structure and style during its life cycle, addressing
the modifiability of requirements.
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The collaborative tagging supported by extensions established links between user re-
quirements and its authors, technical requirements and architectural components. Using
this folksonomy, further reasoning could be made to optimize resources (some solutions
might fit to similar requirements), prioritize implementations and make a trace of require-
ments evolution.

The proposed BDD based requirements management methodology was successfully
implemented in the OSMOSE project when implementing the new sensing liquid enter-
prise concept. Using the proposed methodology and consequent framework, 92 User
Requirements where elicited. Table 12.1 provides a summary of the number of require-
ments elicited accordingly with their type, OSMOSE World and Osmosis Process. From
these requirements 49 where considered as mandatory for the project development.

Table 8.4: OSMOSE Outcomes in relation to User Requirements Elicitation.

Requirement
Type

OSMOSE
World

Osmosis Process

Business: 21
Functional: 56
Non-Functional:
10
User-Interface: 5

Real: 17
Digital: 24
Virtual: 11
Liquid Stargate:
15

Digitalization: 6
Actuation: 5
Virtualization: 4
Augmentation: 4
Enrichment: 3
Simulation: 1

After User Requirements Elicitation and Refinement, 72 Technical Requirements
where derived and associated to OSMOSE Architectural Components [356]. The im-
plemented methodology also supported the project coordination and validation through
acceptance criteria and functional tests definition. Section 8.4.5 describes in detail the
coverage of tests execution in relation to the defined requirements.
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The OSMOSE Project1 aims at developing a reference architecture for modelling and
managing sensing liquid enterprises [357], this is achieved by interconnecting three worlds:
the Real World (RW), the Digital World (DW), and the Virtual World (VW) (see more in
8).

The osmosis concept is a process of passing the molecules from a less concentrated
solution (individual perception of each world) to a more concentrated one [358]. The
project follows this concept, where each enterprise has a special type of business processes
used to moderate the information exchanged between the different worlds, named Osmosis
Processes. Although having a different meaning inside the project they can me modelled
using the same strategies of regular ones. The six Osmosis processes considered are [339]:

• Digitalization (RW-DW) - Model and representation of real world data in a computer-
tractable form;

• Actuation (DW-RW) - Plan and implement highly distributed decision-making;

• Enrichment (VW-DW) - Extends the computational and experiential capabilities of
the Digital World annotations and projections coming from simulations and what-if
hypothetical scenarios;

• Simulation (DW-VW) - Instantiate and run hypothetical future scenarios fed by
Digital World data;

• Virtualization (RW-VW) - Provides data for simulation of hypothetical simulations
from the real world and runs the simulation;

1www.osmose-project.eu
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• Augmentation (VW-RW) - Annotates Real World objects with Virtual World infor-
mation.

To facilitate the collaborative processed modelling from the project (and domain) par-
ticipants, The OSMOSE Process Manager Modelling Toolbox was developed. It supports
users in the definition of the osmosis processes starting from a high-level conceptual view,
provided directly by business actors, until the definition of the osmosis process model,
which needs to be conducted by more technical actors such as system architects. These dif-
ferent processes are used to interconnect the different worlds by extending the enterprise
processes running in each world, to link them with each other, by crossing the osmosis
membrane between them. From the OSMOSE perspective the 3 worlds are represented
also as a set of enterprise processes and sub-processes, with their internally generated tasks
and events. The toolbox supports the composition of a process by means of specifying
activities and events, which trigger depends on specific performer indicators (e.g. raise of
the temperature, emergency button pressed, etc.).

9.1 General Approach Model to Instantiate the
OSMOSIS Processes

The Osmosis Liquid Sensing Enterprise (LSE) processes are a special type of enterprise
process, embedded in the organization’s business process. They extend the business
processes running in the different worlds linking them with each other by crossing the
(osmosis) membrane between the different worlds. They can be associated to certain
services, which in turn can trigger events as well as act upon organizational resources.

4 C. Marques-Lucena, J. Ferreira, M. Sesana, K. Fischer and C. Agostinho 

that provide the possibility to choose the worlds that belong to each 

enterprise activity. This enables the toolbox to identify osmosis processes 

and ask to the user the type of osmosis event that can occur. For these 

reasons OBM was divided in two parts, the BSM (Business Service 

Modelling) to design the Business model, and the OBM Annotated; 

 OSMOSE Technology Independent Models (OTIM), complementing 

the upper level model with detailed technology independent functionally. 

This modeling level is indented for product engineers or software architects 

to model the osmosis processes, their full behavior and constraints. In 

OSMOSE, transformation from OBM are oriented and pre-prepared for the 

osmosis process instantiation; 

 OSMOSE Technology Specific Models (OTSM), which is the last level 

and consists in the instantiation of the identified behaviors and constrains 

with architectural components and in the process execution. 

 

 
Figure 1. OSMOSE Process Manager Modelling Architecture 

This three-layer paradigm facilitates the innovation potential involving multi-

disciplinary teams, and bringing together skills that go from business and 

marketing, to design and implementation, progressively deriving and reusing 

knowledge down-to the implementation level.  

A guidance on how the OSMOSE paradigm is adopted in the processes 

modelling and execution task is described step by step following the waterfall 

approach illustrated in Figure 2. The first two steps are part of the OBM layer. The 

first one consists in the definition of the application goal, and the second one is 

focused on the identification of basic (business) participants involved (e.g. 

organizations and resources). The categories of participants that can be identified at 

this level are represented in the centre of the bottom part of Figure 2. 

The next two steps are related to the OTIM layer. The step 3 (Enrichment of 

business level participants and developments) starts with the identification of the 

involved worlds and osmosis processes. Then, the definition of the right events is 

essential. Some of them can be already in the business model and should be 

recognized. Others have to be created from scratch exposing new items or 

functionalities to the system. The participants identified in the OBM layer can also 

Figure 9.1: OSMOSE Process Manager Modelling Architecture.
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Following the work of Ducq et al. (in [286], [359]) on model driven service engi-
neering, and as explored by Agostinho et al. (in [298]) one can consider that the design
of services is inherent to the manufacturing Liquid-Sensing Enterprise. Hence, the LSE
design could benefit from the methodology behind MDSEA in order to accelerate the tran-
sition of the traditional enterprise to the ‘internet-friendly’ and context-aware organization
envisaged in OSMOSE. Thus, even though the initial objectives where different (processes
modelling instead of services) the MDSEA can be adapted to support the osmosis process
development, envisaging modelling at three abstraction levels that are integrated among
themselves following semi-automatic top-down transformation mechanisms (see Figure
9.1):

• OSMOSE Business Model (OBM) - specifying the business service model, and
identifying the innovation requirements and behaviour for the novel service (using
business language). This level is extended with specific annotation possibilities
(OBM Annotated) that provide the possibility to separate the concerns among the
IoT-worlds. This enables to identify osmosis processes. For these reasons OBM was
divided in two parts, the BSM (Business Service Modelling) to design the Business
model, and the OBM Annotated;

• OSMOSE Technology Independent Model (OTIM) - complementing the upper
level model with detailed technology independent functionally. This modelling
level is indented for product engineers or software architects to model the osmosis
processes, their full behaviour and constraints. In transformation from OBM are
oriented and prepared for the osmosis process instantiation;

• OSMOSE Technical Model (OTSM) - which is the last level and consists in the in-
stantiation of the identified behaviours and constrains with architectural components
and in the process execution.

This three-layer paradigm facilitates the innovation potential involving multi-disciplinary
teams, and bringing together skills that go from business and marketing, to design and im-
plementation, progressively deriving and reusing knowledge down-to the implementation
level.

A guidance on how the OSMOSE paradigm is adopted in the processes modelling
and execution task is described step by step following the waterfall approach illustrated
in Figure 9.2. The first two steps are part of the OBM layer. The first one consists in the
definition of the application goal, and the second one is focused on the identification of
basic (business) participants involved (e.g. organizations and resources). The categories
of participants that can be identified at this level are represented in the top of Figure 9.2.
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be enriched with technical information (e.g. relations between services and 

activities, since services where only identified at this point). 

In the OTSM steps, the required elements of the architectural components are 

instantiated to accomplish the OTIM level specifications and the processes are 

executed. 
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Figure 2. Waterfall Approach to instantiate OSMOSE processes modelling and execution 

3. LSE Modeling Environment 

As the general approach is instantiating a model driven framework, extending 

MDSEA, it is a logical choice the model-driven process modelling framework is a 

continuation of MSEE’s for service modeling. Hence, the LSE toolbox for process 

modeling and development is taking up the MSEE service lifecycle toolbox 

(MSEE 2012). Several modeling languages have been chosen at each level to 

Figure 9.2: Waterfall Approach to instantiate OSMOSE processes modelling and execu-
tion.

The next two steps are related to the OTIM layer. The step 3 (Evolution of Business
Process to Technical level) starts with the identification of the involved worlds and sep-
aration of concerns to identify the osmosis processes. Then, the definition of the right
events is essential (starting point of step 4). Some of them can be already in the business
model and should be recognized. Others have to be created from scratch exposing new
items or features to the system. The participants identified in the OBM layer can also be
enriched with technical information (e.g. relations between services and activities, since
services where only identified at this point). In the OTSM steps, the required elements of
the architectural components are instantiated to accomplish the OTIM level specifications
and the processes are executed.
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9.2 Liquid Sensing Enterprise Modelling Environment

As the general approach instantiates a model driven framework, extending MDSEA. It
is a logical choice that the modelling framework is a continuation of MSEE’s for service
modelling. Hence, the LSE toolbox for process modelling and development is taking up
the MSEE service lifecycle toolbox [360]. Several modelling languages have been chosen
at each level to enable the osmosis processes modelling. At the OBM level, following the
MSEE’s MDSEA, the main language used is Extended Actigram [361]. The advantage to
use this language at this level is its simplicity and easiness in the use for the companies’
business members. At the Technology Independent Model (TIM) level, the modelling
languages must allow a more detailed representation of each concept and process. Hence,
also following MDSEA, BPMN 2.0 is the appropriate choice. At the TSM level, the jBPM
environment for processes execution, was elected, accompanied by the Esper complex
event processor for the events management, and RabbitMQ for messages profiles (E-mail
and SMS) creation and management.

9.2.1 OBM-OTIM Process Transformation

In order to reach the OTIM layer, an ATL2 engine is used to automatically execute the
predefined transformation rules between the OBM and OTIM models. ATL is one of the
most used transformation languages, having a large user base and being well documented
[362]. It is composed by a set of rules that define how the source model elements are
linked and how the target model elements are instantiated. Subsequently, BPMN 2.0 is
used (via the BPMN2.0 Visual Editor for Eclipse) to model technical details of osmosis
processes. Thus, every time a user finalizes the design of their Business model, the tools
offers to the user the possibility of transforming the business model into the technical
model and enrich it with more technical information.

To enable this feature, it was necessary to define the mappings between both models
used in the transformation. These mappings include a mapping from EA* language to the
BPMN language and subsequent extension to handle the modelling of osmosis behaviour.
An initial transformation from EA* to BPMN can be found on the work of Bazoun et all
[361]. Taking this work as a basis, some changes were made to handle the modelling of
osmosis behaviours that are summarized in Table 9.1.

As can be observed in Table 9.1, the EA* process transformation to BPMN 2.0 trig-
gers a rule that automatically creates all the necessary elements to describe the worlds
interactions (pools, processes and lanes). The resources transformation was also changed.
In the current result, both the EA* resource participants and responsibles are transformed

2https://eclipse.org/atl/
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to elements belonging to the osmosis process staring world. The way that the current
transformation affects the LSE modelling environment is explained in more detail in the
following subsections.

9.2.1.1 Osmosis Process Modelling as Collaboration Diagrams

One change in the transformation is related to the fact that the transformation of an OBM
EA* will always result in a OTIM BPMN 2.0 Collaborative Diagram. The advantage
against using a regular BPMN, (where the elements are represented within a pool or
participant [363]) is that a collaborative process allows to not only represent the activities
of each osmosis word or process, but also the interactions between them. Thus, it can be
considered, in a global point of view, that not only a perspective of a particular world is
represented, but also the osmosis events that might cause the transition between worlds
and also the messages exchanged between participants.

Table 9.1: Summary of changes made in EA* to BPMN 2.0 transformation.
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enable the osmosis processes modeling. At the OBM level, following the MSEE’s 
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for the companies’ business members. At the TIM level, the modeling languages 

must allow a more detailed representation of each concept and process. Hence, also 
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Esper complex event processor for the events management, and RabbitMQ for 
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Table 1. Summary of changes made in EA* to BPMN 2.0 transformation 

EA* (OBM) BPMN 2.0 (OTIM) 

Process 

Pool 

Starting World Pool 

Ending World Pool 

Osmose Platform Pool 

Process 

Middleware Process 

Starting World Process 

Ending World Process 

Lane 

Membrane Lane 

Osmosis Process Lane (e.g. Digitalization) 

Ending World Lane 

Resources 

Resource 

Responsible for Lane Lane in Staring world 

Participant in Resource Resource (added to the list of resources of  
a task) 

Human 

Responsible for Lane Lane in Staring World 

Participant in Resource Resource (added to the list of resources of 

 a task) 

IT 

Responsible for Lane Lane in Staring World 

Participant in Resource Resource (added to the list of resources of  

a task) 

3.1. OBM-OTIM Process Transformation 

In order to reach the OTIM layer, an ATL1 engine is used to automatically execute 

the predefined transformation rules between the OBM and OTIM models. ATL is 

one of the most used transformation languages, having a large user base and being 

well documented (Bézivin et al. 2003). It is composed by a set of rules that define 

how the source model elements are linked and how the target model elements are 

instantiated. Subsequently, BPMN 2.0 is used (via the BPMN2.0 Visual Editor for 

Eclipse2) to model technical details of osmosis processes. Thus, every time a user 

finalizes the design of their Business model, the tools offers to the user the 

possibility of transforming the business model into the technical model and enrich 

it with more technical information. 

                                                 

1 https://eclipse.org/atl/ 

2 https://www.eclipse.org/bpmn2-modeler/ 

As represented in Table 9.1, when the transformation between EA* and BPMN is
executed, independently of the osmosis process selected, the output BPMN diagram will
have 3 pools (or participants): 1) Osmosis Platform - composed by the Membrane (with
is logic included) and the Osmosis Process; 2) The starting world; and 3) the destination
world. This is also represented in Figure 9.3.
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technical details of osmosis processes. Thus, every time a user finalizes the design 
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Figure 3. Osmosis process selection in tool interface 

3.1.1. Osmosis Process Modelling as Collaboration Diagrams 

One change in the transformation is related to the fact that the transformation of an 

OBM EA* will always result in a OTIM BPMN 2.0 Collaborative Diagram. The 

advantage against using a regular BPMN, where the elements are represented within 

a pool or participant [16], is that a collaborative process allows to not only represent 

the activities of each osmosis word or process, but also the interactions between 

them. Thus, it can be considered, in a global point of view, that not only a perspec-

tive of a particular world is represented, but also the osmosis events that might cause 

the transition between worlds and also the messages exchanged between partici-

pants. 

Figure 9.3: Osmosis process selection in tool interface.

9.2.1.2 Osmosis Processes and Worlds

Another change in relation to MSEE’s developments is related to the tool interface. As
illustrated on the left of Figure 9.3, at the moment a user decides to evolve the business
model to its technical representation, he/she needs to know a prior which is the Osmosis
Process to represent. Thus, accordingly with the osmosis process selection, the conditions
provided in Table 9.2 are triggered (e.g. the selection of a digitalization process will result
in the creation of the RW and DW pools, as represented on Figure’s 9.3 right).

Table 9.2: Osmosis Processes changes in the EA* to BPMN 2.0 transformation.

8  

Table 2. Osmosis Processes changes in the EA* to BPMN 2.0 transformation 

EA* (OBM) Condition     BPMN 2.0 (OTIM) 

Process 

Digitalization Creates Real and Digital World Pools 

Actuation Creates Digital and Real World Pools 

Virtualization Creates Real and Virtual World Pools 

Augmentation Creates Virtual and Real World Pools 

Enrichment Creates Virtual and Digital World Pools 

Simulation Creates Digital and Virtual World Pools 

 

As represented in Table 1, when the transformation between EA* and BPMN is 

executed, independently of the osmosis process selected, the output BPMN diagram 

will have the Osmosis Platform, destination world and staring world pools and the 

Membrane (with its logic included) and osmosis process lanes, like represented in 

Figure 3. 

3.1.3. Osmosis Processes and Worlds 

Another change in relation to MSEE’s developments is related to the tool interface. 

As illustrated in Figure 3 (a), at the moment a user decides to evolve the business 

model to its technical representation, he/she need to know a prior which is the Os-

mosis Process to represent. Thus, accordingly with the osmosis process selection, 

the conditions provided in Table 2 are triggered (e.g. the selection of a digitalization 

process will result in the creation of the RW and DW pools, as represented in Figure 

3 (b)). 

4. OSMOSE Use Case Example 

The use case provided is related to the monitoring of a camshaft manufacturing tool 

which as a short life-time left. When it reaches a certain number of years or perfor-

mance levels, a recalibration/replacement is needed and the camshaft production 

should be interrupted. This monitoring is made by a RW smart toolbox which has 

the capability to evaluate if the manufacturing tool is near expiration. 

9.3 OSMOSE Process Manager Modelling Toolbox

The tool corresponds to the design time in the OSMOSE project and it is divided in three
parts. The first part is the Business Design which aim to give the capacity for any user to
design a process in a high level perspective, by defining actors, goals and activities. The
second part is the BPMN process. After the user finish the Business Model, the tool is
able to transform the model into the BPMN model. The last part is able the process to be
executed since the process follows the BPMN standard. By providing these features to the
project, the tool will improve the performance by managing and optimizing the processes.
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The OSMOSE Process Manager offers the following features:

• Modelling and Analysis - It supports the strategy (To-Be) of the business model,
enabling an analysis of the goals and clarifying how the business process will work,
starting from a business perspective (without any notions of OSMOSE). After that,
it is time to design the Technical Model, with the support of the Toolbox where
is described the process in BPMN, identifying tasks, events, inter-dependencies
between the different worlds etc.

• Execution (External) - The execution of the business processes is not included in
the Toolbox. However, it is provided an export option, allowing the user to export
the BPMN model into a number of executable processes from the perspectives of
the Real, Digital and Virtual worlds. For example, in the case of a digitalization, it
is created a Real process, a Digital process and an Osmosis Event process ready for
the execution phase.

 

 

 Figure 9.4: Osmosis Process Manager Workspace.

9.3.1 General Overview

The main graphical interface of the application is composed of four basic areas or views,
which are depicted in Figure 9.4 and described below:
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• Project Explorer - Located on the top left side, allows to browse the existing
projects in the workspace;

• Model Repository - Located on the bottom left side, allows to connect and manage
model repositories;

• Properties - Located on the bottom right side, allows to view and edit the properties
of a given entity;

• Workspace - Located on the centre, it displays the editor view currently being used
by the user.

To start modelling a process, a new project can be created by using the File –> New

option from the main menu. A dialog box should then appear enabling the user to choose
a wizard according to his needs, as depicted in Figure 9.2. At this point one may choose
what type of modelling level it wishes to work on, whether it is at OBM, or OTIM level.
Each level may contain more than one specific wizard that guides through a different set
of options in order to generate a project according to the user’s own preferences.

9.3.2 Modelling a Process

For the purposes of this instructional section, the following illustrates the development of
a simple "Hello World" process, detailing all the fundamental information that is required
in order to create a process from the higher level of abstraction, OBM, until the middle
level of abstraction, OTIM. The last level of abstraction (OTIM) is only addressed after
BPMNs export and consequently it is not directly addressed by the toolbox.

9.3.2.1 Modelling at OBM level

To start, the user should initialize the OBM project wizard in order to create an OBM
project. Once all the basic details regarding the project names have been inserted and the
project has been created, it is then possible to start detailing the process by opening the
".bsm" file and complementing all the relevant fields that concern the process specification,
as illustrated in Figure 9.5.

In this specific case, the process is comprised of a service, a single enterprise that
has one associated resource, and a process. Once the process has been fully specified,
the user can then create the corresponding EA* diagram and start modelling it. This
is done by right-clicking the project name in the Project Explorer and selecting New ->

Other ->Create an Extended Actigram Star Diagram. By opening the newly created EA*
diagram, the Workspace view will open up a graphical editor with all the features required
to model it, as displayed in Figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.5: Creating an OBM project.
 

 

 

Figure 9.6: Modelling an OBM process with EA*.

In this case, a simple Atomic ExtActivity was created, name myActivity, in order to
illustrate a given task that is to be performed during process execution. The IT resource
myResource, which belongs to the organisation myOrg, is responsible for performing the
aforementioned activity. In summary, the diagram describes a process in which a single
activity will be executed by a given resource.
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9.3.2.2 Modelling at OTIM level

Once the diagram at OBM level has been modelled, it is then possible to transform it to
OTIM level in order to further detail it and complement it. This is achieved by creating
a new OTIM project, by choosing the Create an OTIM Service System Modelling project

wizard, and then, once the project is created, executing the Create a BPMN diagram from

Eastar diagram wizard in the New->Other menu. This wizard allows the user to choose
an EA* diagram already existent and transform it into a BPMN process. It should be
noted that if the user knows at start which osmosis processes it desires to approach, then
it is possible to choose the specific osmosis process type from the wizard dialog, allowing
simplify the modelling process by automatically complementing the resulting BPMN with
tasks related to that specific osmosis process. As mentioned before, once the new BPMN
model is opened, a BPMN graphical editor can be used to further detail and complement
it. The result in consequence of our scenario is depicted in Figure 9.7.
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.7: BPMN derived from an EA* process.

As it can be observed, the EA* diagram modelled previously was effectively converted
into a BPMN process comprised of a single task that runs within the specified resource
belonging to the specified organization. As illustrated in Figure 9.7, the activity created
in the EA* diagram was transformed into a BPMN Service Task. However, because
this tutorial wishes to create a "Hello World" like process, a Script Task will be required
instead in order to run a script and display a message in the console. Thus, the process
was improved according to this specific need, and the Service Task replaced with a Script
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Task, as illustrated in Figure 9.7.

 

 

 

 

 Figure 9.8: Complementing an existing BPMN process.

As illustrated, the taks will be responsible of running a simple Java function that should
display the messate "Hello World", thus concluding the modelling process.

9.4 OSMOSE Use Case Example

The use case provided is related to the monitoring of a camshaft manufacturing tool which
as a short life-time left. When it reaches a certain number of years or performance levels, a
recalibration/replacement is needed and camshafts production should be interrupted. This
monitoring is made by a RW smart toolbox which has the capability to evaluate if the
manufacturing tool is near expiration.

9.4.1 OSMOSE Business Model

Following the first two steps of the waterfall approach presented section 9.1, the mod-
elling starts by the identification of the application goal (Enterprise Process) and in the
identification of the business participants:

• Enterprise Process - Monitoring of the manufacturing tool;

• Organizations - Manufacturer Organization;
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• Resources - Monitoring System; Tool; Maintenance and Production Manager;
Scheduler System; Technician;

• Basic Activities - Monitoring Lifetime of Manufacturing tool, Block Tool Usage,
Notify Responsible, Schedule Maintenance Procedure for Tool, Select Appropriate
Technician, Notify Technician, Execute Maintenance Procedure.

To describe the relations between the identified participants and the business strategy,
an EA* model should be provided next (see Figure 9.9). This model starts with the
monitoring of the tool activity, and then, depending on the identified issues, other activities
should be carried on: block the tool usage and notify the responsible entity if it is a
severe problem; or just notify the responsible entity if the issue does not justify the tool
shutdown. After that, a maintenance procedure should be scheduled and the appropriate
maintenance technician selected and notified, so the actual maintenance can be executed
and the camshaft produced.

9 

 

Figure 4. EA* (OBM) model of Monitoring of the manufacturing tool 

4.1. OSMOSE Business Model 

Following the first two steps of the waterfall approach presented section 2, the mod-

elling starts by the identification of the application goal (Enterprise Process) and in 

the identification of the business participants: 

 Enterprise Process - Monitoring of the manufacturing tool. 

 Organizations – Manufacturer Organization. 

 Resources – Monitoring System; Tool; Maintenance and Production Man-

ager; Scheduler System; Technician;  

 Basic Activities – Monitoring Lifetime of Manufacturing tool, Block Tool 

Usage, Notify Responsible, Schedule Maintenance Procedure for Tool, Se-

lect Appropriate Technician, Notify Technician, Execute Maintenance Pro-

cedure. 

To describe the relations between the identified participants and the business 

strategy, an EA* model should be provided next (see Figure 4). This model starts 

with the monitoring of the tool activity, and then, depending on the identified issues, 

other activities should be carried on: block the tool usage and notify the responsible 

entity if it is a severe problem; or just notify the responsible entity if the issue does 

not justify the tool shutdown. After that, a maintenance procedure should be sched-

uled, the appropriate maintenance technician selected and notified, so the actual 

maintenance can be executed and the camshaft produced. 

Figure 9.9: EA* (OBM) model of Monitoring of the manufacturing tool.

9.4.2 OSMOSE Technological Independent Model

The steps 3 and 4 of the waterfall approach are executed by the technical team, which
has the knowledge about the OSMOSE concepts and the needed technical modelling
skills. Thus, after the evolution of the business process to the technical level through the
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automatic transformation of EA* to BPMN 2.0 (step 3), the technical team is in charge of
enrich the model with information about participants not identified at the business level
(step 4). Although, for each OBM one or more OTIM models can be derived, for the
sake of simplicity, in the example provided it is only considered the flow between the
‘Monitoring of Lifetime of Manufacturing Tool’ as a RW activity and the need to ‘Notify
Technician’, a DW activity. After the identification of the flow as a digitalization osmosis
process, new participants are identified:

• Osmosis Process - (Digitalization) Maintenance Schedule update;

• Worlds - Real and Digital Worlds;

• Events - Info available, Maintenance Required (osmosis event), Maintenance info
available;

• Activities - Process tool information, Get tool location, Store data.

As illustrated in Figure 9.10, the output of the transformation is composed by the OBM
participants (only the ones in the identified flow) plus the elements characteristic of the
osmosis behaviour explained in section 9.1. Afterwards, the diagram is completed with
further technical detail using the newly (OTIM) participants identified.

9.4.3 OSMOSE Technological Specific Model

After the conceptual modelling phase, it is the implementation model, which is the design
of the BPMN to be launched to execution. Between the OTIM and OTSM and because
both are using BPMN 2.0, a simple export/import of the BPMN file is done. Hence, it is not
really a transformation, however, if needed some predefined rules could be implemented
together with the export functionality.

Then, in the model is made the configuration of the BPMN with the respective calls
of the services and events, which are going to be used in the run-time mode. Finally,
the model is complemented with more detail and ready to be tested and then ready to be
launch in execution mode, making the osmosis process runnable.

9.5 Discussion

In this chapter, the author presented the Osmosis Processes concept and its associated mod-
elling challenges for the liquid-sensing enterprise. In order to address them, a three-layer
paradigm based on the MSDEA approach is used to facilitate the coordination and cooper-
ation potential between multi-disciplinary teams. This three-layer paradigm is instantiated
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Figure 5. OTIM model of the Example 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the authors presented the Osmosis Processes concept and its associ-

ated modelling challenges for the liquid-sensing enterprise. In order to address 

them, a three layer paradigm based on the MSDEA approach is used to facilitate the 

coordination and cooperation potential between multi-disciplinary teams. This 

three-layer paradigm is instantiated by a 6 steps waterfall approach that allows the 

modeller to separate concerns between the real, digital and virtual worlds. It starts 

by the definition of the process application goal, to the identification of activities in 

each of the worlds, its modelling using a business and technical language (succes-

sively), and finally the osmosis process execution. 

The 6 steps of the waterfall approach are supported by a modelling tool adapted 

from MSEE’s project results to the purpose. The changes made to the tool follow 

the need to model the osmosis processes concept, namely the interactions between 

Figure 9.10: OTIM model of the Example.

by a 6 steps waterfall approach that allows the modeller to separate concerns regarding
business priorities, technological independent models and final processes execution.

The 6 steps of the waterfall approach are supported by a modelling tool adapted from
MSEE’s project results to the purpose. The changes made to the tool follow the need to
model the osmosis processes concept, namely the interactions between worlds, and the
middleware membrane decision logic. As described in section 9.2, the evolution ranges
from the EA* to BPMN 2.0 mappings and transformations, to the interface itself (see
Figure 9.3). These changes enable enterprise’s business members to use a simple and easy
to modelling language like EA* to model the business strategies, and then, the technical
team, with their knowledge about the osmosis worlds concept and technical modelling
skills, to enrich the business model with the osmosis behaviours and constrains that need
to be instantiated with technical components in the third layer paradigm level.
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One of the biggest issue in the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) vision is related
to the data heterogeneity between inter-operating services. This is because, typically,
enterprise systems are developed over several periods of time, by diverse organization
and not necessarily with the same structures or vocabulary [364]. As a consequence, a
substantial heterogeneity in Web Services elements’ syntax, structure and semantics is
verified.

Given the pivotal importance of service discovery for service-oriented computing, sev-
eral attempts to improve the quality service discovery tasks are currently being pursued.
One of the major efforts in this direction is promoted by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) which strongly advocates the introduction of semantic information in the descrip-
tion of Web services1 [365]. Semantics acquires a particular importance to share services
in a Peer to Peer (P2P) system where the lack of common understanding of the world
generated the need of explicit guidance in the process of discovering available resources
[366–368].

Currently, services description is expressed by means of the Web Services Description
Language (WSDL)2 by declaring a set of message formats and their direction (incom-
ing/outgoing) [365]. WSDL, in essence, allows the specification of the syntax of the input
and output messages of a basic service, as well as other details needed for the invocation
of the service [369]. However, it can be considered that WSDL do not offer sufficient
semantic richness for services to be machine-processable [370]. Human intervention is

1http://www.w3.org/2003/10/swsig-charter
2http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
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often needed to interpret the meanings in order to discover, compose, and invoke Web
Services. Here, the notion of ontology is seen as an effective way to provide the required
specifications to allow the automation of the mentioned tasks [370]. Five projects to sup-
port the idea of ontologies incorporation in Web Services description are: OntoGov [371],
TERREGOV [372], SemanticGov [373], Access-eGov [374] and FUSION [375].

10.1 Web Services Interoperability

There are several tools that allow mappings establishment across several data formats.
One example is the Advanced Mapping and Transformation module of talend [376]. This
module uses a Eclipse-based tooling environment to enable users to build, tests and main-
tain mappings across several data formats, including transformations between java and
complex XML data, JSON, databases, flat files and EDI applications. It can be used to in-
tegrate applications, services, and APIs without coding. The SAP NetWeaver Composition

Environment Library[377], allows users to define how the data coming from one service
operation (as input) in the service flow has to be mapped (definition of what will be the
output) in the service flow. Thus, allows to directly define how the data from one service
data structure is mapped to another data structure. Other application tool to consider is
IBM’s WebSphere Application Server V8.5.5 [378]. It supports services mappings estab-
lishment by providing a simple way of performing content-based routing and message
transformation that can be applied to web service messages being sent from service clients
without needing to make changes to either the service client or service provider. All this
tools are valuable solutions contributing to the deployment of interoperable Web Services
across platform, applications, and programming languages. However, the author didn’t
found any indication that these tools are capable to import OWL, used to define semantic
relationships between concepts. This goes against the need of semantic descriptions usage
to facilitate services discovery.

To face this issue, the author proposed a solution able to represent connections or
mappings between information systems, or more precisely, between web services elements
and semantic concepts described by ontologies. The semantic representation of the domain
is accomplished by a domain reference lexicon establishment in collaboration with the
domain experts. Thus, the (external) cooperation and awareness building regarding the
domain is supported by the usage of a common reference lexicon (domain semantics)
to be the intermediary in the communications between enterprises Web Services and
to the outside. Consequently, the establishment of mappings between enterprises Web
Services and the reference domain lexicon will allow each of the enterprises to keep its
own knowledge and semantics unchanged, and still able to smoothly interact with its
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Figure 10.1: Approach for the interoperability of the information exchange.

domain.

10.2 Approach for the interoperability of the
information exchange

The author’s approach aims to provide a solution (see Figure 10.1) able to represent
connections or mappings between enterprises Native Business Services (NBS) (message
elements of services) and semantic concepts described by ontologies (reference domain
lexicon - knowledge). NBS are already existing software installed and exploited within
the context of each supplier. The mappings with a reference lexicon can, then, be used
to generate Supplier Business Services (SBS) accordingly to the elements of the domain
ontology. SBSs are a set of features that are exposed from each supplier infrastructure
and consist in the externalization of one or more NBSs. The generation of these SBSs
promotes interoperability of enterprises applications in the domain allowing integration
across multiple stakeholders (suppliers) and domains of interest (customers).

The first step to materialize this software-based system is to acquire a platform refer-
ence lexicon together with the domain experts. These are the main actors of their domain,
thus their participation in the domain glossary (or reference lexicon) would increase the
awareness of the domain terms. Glossaries are lists of specialized terms, mostly in alpha-
betic order, that sometimes are unique to a specific subject. Each term is composed by
its corresponding description. It includes descriptive comments and explanatory notes,
such as definitions, synonyms, references, etc. [72]. Then, a mapping tool that allows to
represent both the domain glossary and the supplier services elements is required. This
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tool is intended to be used for administrative purpose (supplier’s manager) and supports
the process of mappings establishment and storage between the platform and suppliers’
data models. These mappings will be stored in a specific ontology - the Communication
Mediator (CM) (detailed in section 10.4). Finally, the generator is responsible for the
generation of SBSs based on the mappings (represented in the communication mediator)
created between the NBS and the platform ontology.

10.3 Modeling Morphisms to Enable Sustainable
Interoperability

Models are used to capture the essential features of real systems by breaking them down
into more manageable parts that are easy to understand and to manipulate. They are
used in systems development activities to draw blueprints of the systems and to facilitate
communication between different people in the team at different levels of abstraction.
People have different views of the system and models can help them to understand these
views in a unified manner [379].

In mathematics, Morphism (MoMo) is an abstraction of a structure-preserving map
between two mathematical structures. It can be seen as a function in set theory, or the con-
nection between domain and co-domain in category theory [380]. Recently, this concept
has been gaining momentum applied to computer science, namely to systems interop-
erability. This new usage of morphisms specifies the relations (e.g. mapping, merging,
transformation, etc.) between two or more information model specifications (M as the set
of models).

In this context, the research community identifies two core classes of MoMo: non-
altering and model altering morphisms [380, 381]. In the non-altering morphisms, given
two models (source A and target B), a mapping is created relating each element of the
source with a correspondent element in the target, leaving both models intact. In model
altering morphisms, the source model is transformed using a function that applies a map-
ping to the source model and outputs the target model [382]. Other relations, such as the
merge operation, can also be classified as model altering morphisms, however they are not
detailed in this work.

10.3.1 Knowledge Enriched Tuple for Mapping Representations

The research community has developed many proposals to morphisms representations
[383]. As analysed in [303], graph theory has been used in some, although other theories
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can be considered to achieve the envisaged goals, e.g., set theory [384], model manage-
ment [385], or semantic matching [336]. However, there is not a single perfect solution
that can be used to achieve all the morphisms goals at once. Some are ideal for structural
issues, others for semantics providing good human traceability, and others are more formal
and mathematical based. For that reason, in this work, is used a 5-tuple mapping expres-
sion (Mapping Tuple - MapT), presented in [303], with the goal of consolidate existent
approaches to morphisms:

< ID,MElements,KMType,MatchClass,Exp > (10.1)

being:

• ID - unique identifier of the MaptT ;

• MElements - pair indicating the mapped elements;

• KMType - stands for Knowledge Mapping Type and determines the type of map-
pings represented in a specific instance of MapT ;

• MatchClass - stands for Match/Mismatch classification and depends on the KMType:

– if a = b, the mapping is absolute and MatchClass = Equal;

– if KMType = conceptual, the mapping is relating terms/concepts:

{Equal,Naming,Coverage,MoreGeneral, LessGeneral,Dis joint}

– Otherwise the mapping is either non-existing or more concrete addressing
structural issues

• EXP - stands for mapping expression that relates and further specifies the previous
tuple components. Normally, this expression can be translated to an executable
transformation language (e.g. ATL).

10.4 Communication Mediator

The Communication Mediator Ontology has been built up as an extension of the Model
Traceability Ontology defined by [386], and it is able to represent ontology semantic
operations, like: (1) Semantic mismatches; (2) Semantic transformations; (3) Ontologies
mappings; and other ontologies operations. Thus, the Mediator Ontology (MO) is able
to log ontology and entity operations in a way that is possible to trace changes in all the
ontology life cycle. It addresses traceability as the ability to chronologically interrelate
the uniquely identifiable objects in a way that can be processed by a human or a system.
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The mapping relations can be related to a traceability element, in such sense that a specific
term defined in the reference ontology has a related one in the organization member
ontology, making possible a way to trace ontology elements. This way, the morphisms are
modelled with traceability properties in a sense that they enable to store different versions
of information model elements, as well as mappings between specific objects defined in a
model or ontology [336].

The MO structure has two main classes: ‘Object’ and ‘Morphism’. The ‘Object’
represents any ‘InformationModel’ (IM), which is the model itself, and ‘ModelElements’
(MElements) (also belonging to the IM) that can either be classes, properties or instances.
The ‘Morphism’ associates a pair of ‘Objects’ (related and relating), and classifies their
relationship with a ‘MorphismType’ (MType), ‘KnowledgeMappingType’ (KMType) (if
the morphism is a mapping), and ‘Match/Mismatch’ (MatchClass) class [336].

10.5 Model Transformations

The models mapping specifications can be performed either at a high level of formalization
using graphs, sets, tuples, etc. or at lower levels, i.e. specifying the mappings by text.
However, in both cases is necessary to implement them using a transformation language.

Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) is one of the most used transformation lan-
guages, having a large user base and being very well documented[387]. An ATL transfor-
mation is composed by a set of rules (matched rules) that define how the source model
elements are linked to the target model elements. These elements can then be filled with
information from the source model by so called rules (similar to functions in usual object
languages like JAVA) and action blocks (blocks of imperative code which can be used by
matched rules and called rules).

Model transformations are a current practice to enable interoperability among two
organizations or ecosystems of organizations, each with their own service system. With
them, one can specify P2P mappings to translate any data provided from one side’s format
specification into the other, thus allowing a seamless exchange of information.

When performing a horizontal model transformation (e.g. converting instances of a
model to instances of another model) an explicit or an implicit mapping of the ‘meta-model’
has to be performed. Thus, as depicted in Figure 10.2 the idea is that when performing
a transformation morphism at a certain level n, this transformation has (implicitly or
explicitly) to be designed by taking into account mappings at level n + 1. Once the
n+ 1 level mapping is complete, executable languages can be used to implement the
transformation at n level, e.g. using ATL and the Query/View/Transformation (QVT)
[388].
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Figure 10.2: Method for Horizontal Transformation.

This type of transformations are normally static processes that once defined can be
repeated any number of times achieving the same results. However due to the constant
knowledge change caused by the dynamics of the global market (external environment),
services and models that regulate enterprise systems, are not. In fact, some researchers
have attempted to extrapolate results from a ‘general systems theory’ or ‘complexity
theory’ that could explain the importance of evolution of systems in all fields of science
[389]. These theories view all systems as dynamic, ‘living’ entities that are goal-oriented
and evolve over time, thus, information systems, services and the mappings that connect
them should be prepared to respond to the environment dynamics which is in a constant
update. To support this dynamicity, horizontal transformations should be provided with
traceability features, and mappings stored in a parseable and structured knowledge-base
[303].

Since it is used a knowledge enriched tuple for mappings representation that are stored
on a CM is possible to keep traceability of model mapping changes so that readjustments
can be easier to manage, and data exchange re-established automatically using the model-
driven development paradigm.

10.6 ISOFIN cloud Application Scenario

The ISOFIN cloud project envisage the establishment of technical solutions, guidelines
and standards to support the interoperability resolution, facilitating a seamless sharing of
artefacts at the knowledge and software level that would enable a fast and efficient creation
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of new Financial (e.g. bench and Insurance) products or services. Thus, ISOFIN’s overall
aims are:

• Analyse the problems resulting from the internalization of financial applications
and identify potential solutions;

• Create ways of reducing the time that software developers take to achieve interoper-
ability between domain financial stakeholders (e.g. bench and insurance);

• Standardize the domain semantic level, where no harmonization exists;

• To implement mechanisms to facilitate the generation of new services in a ubiquitous
context that could easily be discovered and accessed by domain customers;

Based on the project aims, the result was the development of a platform that speeds
up the development and deployment of services to be sold to the clients and users of
the financial domain. For that, the steps identified in the approach presented in section
10.2 for the interoperability of the information exchange section must be followed: (1)
acquisition of a platform reference lexicon together with the domain experts; (2) definition
of mappings between enterprise NBS and the reference lexicon using a mapping tool; and
(3) Generation of SBSs based on the established mappings.

10.6.1 Domain Reference Lexicon establishment

It is a fact that when an information system intends to represent a domain’s knowledge
it needs to be aligned to the community that it represents. Consequently, it is required
to have a solution where community members could present their knowledge about the
domain and discuss it with their peers. Additionally, such knowledge must be available
and dynamically maintained by all the involved actors [56].

The solution adopted by the author for the domain reference lexicon establishment is
based on MENTOR - methodology for enterprise reference ontology development [336],
supported by an interface accordingly with the works presented in [56, 390] to implement
the following MENTOR’s steps (1) terminology gathering; (2) glossary building; (3)
thesaurus building. The result is a domain lexicon, whose semantics are constantly refined
through a specific front-end in order to handle the knowledge provided by the domain
experts.

10.6.2 Mapping Tool

The used Mapping tool consists in an adaptation of a previously work with the aim of
provide a graphical means to define different kinds of mapping between models [391].
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This tool was developed with the intention of open Language Independent Meta-Model
(LIMM) files, an abstract interface on top of information systems.

JGraph has been elected and modified to read the input information model files and
store morphisms at the MO ontology. It is a widely used open source project for graph
visualization and manipulation, similar to Microsoft Visio, with good documentation and
several examples. Features include a complete selection of layouts to automatically posi-
tion the graph, many styles of shapes and edges, validation of connections, as well as an
undo and redo manager.

Some adjustments were made to enable the interaction (mapping definition) between
two different information models’ graphs, and to become integrated to the Communication
Mediator Ontology. To the integration with the CM ontology, JENA was used - a Java
API for OWL providing services for model representation, parsing, database persistence
and querying ontologies.

In the ISOFIN’s application scenario. the mapping tool supports the mappings defi-
nition between NBSs elements (e.g. services and message concepts names) described in
WSDL 1.13 and Schema Definition Language (XSD)4, and the ISOFIN’s reference lexicon
described using OWL 2.05 For the purpose, the enabled features are the ones represented
in Figure 10.3 use case: 1) Open wsdl file; 2) save mappings; 3) import mappings; 4)
generate WSDL file. The import of the platform reference lexicon is made when the open
WSDL file option is triggered. That means, when the user decided to open a WSDL file
for mappings establishment, both the WSDL and reference lexicon (downloaded from a
domain server by calling a provided service) graphical representations are presented side
by side (see Figure 10.8).

 

 

Open wsdl file

Save mappings

Import mappings

Generate wsdl file

               

Figure 10.3: Mapping Tool Use Case.

In addition to the menu bar, three other areas compose the tool (see Figure 10.4):
3https://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
4https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-1/
5https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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• Mapping text descriptions - where are described the selected mappings and ele-
ments;

• Minimized view of the full mapping screen - allows to navigate in the full map and
finally;

• Mapping screen - where is done the representation of the models and the mappings

Minimized view of 

the full mapping 

screen

Mappings text 

description

Mappings screen

 

Figure 10.4: Mapping Tool working area.

Starting from the work presented in [391], some changes were made to the mapping
tool to allow the interpretation of WSDL 1.0 (suppliers web services standard language)
and OWL 2.0 (platform semantics description language). The most relevant changes are
related to the transformation of both the input files into LIMM, consequently both the
reference lexicon and NBS WSDL can be opened for mappings establishment

10.6.2.1 Language Independent Meta Model

This language enables the abstraction in relation to technologies and implementation
details associated with the different modelling languages, and thus, enlarge the scope of
users involved in a traditional mapping definition activity. Thus, having domain experts
(suppliers) involved in the mapping process increases the quality of the mappings enabling
the interoperability between suppliers and the rest of the platform participants.
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10.6.2.2 OWL to LIMM transformation

The transformation of OWL 2.0 to LIMM already existed in the context of the European
Project CRESCENDO [392] and explained in [391]. To enable the mapping among the
OWL meta-model [393] and the LIMM, one needs to firstly put the OWL data in XMI
serialization following the OWL meta-model specifications. Nevertheless, the procedure
to do so is not straightforward as desirable since, in spite of the inputting OWL model is
already XML serialized, it cannot be directly processed by the ATL toolkit which needs
XMI as an input. The complete process for accomplishing the language mapping is
illustrated in Figure 10.5, where the first step consists in doing an injection of the original
model to an XML MOF meta-model specification. Following that, the second preparatory
step consists in mapping that XML format to the reference OWL meta-model which will
be the starting point for the actual θ(OWL,LIMM) language mapping (step 3). The, the
step 4 takes place to execute the transformation between models itself using ATL.
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Although ATL transformation input models can be represented in plain text, it is preferable to use 

previously validated XMI serialised meta-models conforming to the MOF meta-meta-specification 

(level 3 of the MDA). Regardless of not all languages have their specifications available as a MOF 

model, both EXPRESS (OMG, 2010b) and OWL 2.0 (W3C, 2008) do. However, this last one is not 

yet a recognised OMG version and some improvements, supporting the development of this POC, 

have been conducted towards matching exactly the language specification (W3C, 2009). 

Corrections include some misnamed elements, defining some missing relationships, etc. 

Finally, the MDA-based package for interoperability establishment, envisaged the storage of all 

morphisms at a local knowledge base (CM) which, due to the large reasoning potential that can be 

required in future work, has been implemented using OWL technology for ontologies. Protégé
52

 

was the open source software used for the CM creation. With a community of thousands of users, 

Protégé’s internal mechanism for ontologies has been used successfully in many application areas. 

 

Figure 5.8: OWL Instantiation of the Modelling Language Harmonization Layer 

5.2.1.1. Modelling Language Harmonization Layer 

This layer’s implementations are responsible for answering requirements of the following TCs:  

 TC1.1 “                            ” – To enable a mapping among the OWL meta-

model and the LIMM, one needs firstly to put the OWL data in an XMI serialisation 

following the OWL meta-model specifications. Nevertheless the procedure to do so is not 

as straightforward as desirable since, in spite of the inputting OWL model is already XML 

serialised, it cannot be directly processed by the ATL toolkit which needs XMI as an input. 

The complete process for accomplishing the language mapping test case is illustrated in 

Figure 5.8, where the first step consists in doing an injection of the original model to an 

XML MOF meta-model specification. Following that, the second preparatory step consists 

in mapping that XML format to the reference OWL meta-model which will be the starting 

point for the actual             language mapping (step 3). 

                                                   

52
 http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/community.html  
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Figure 10.5: OWL 2.0 to LIMM Transformation [391].

10.6.2.3 WSDL to LIMM transformation

The transformation of WSDL 1.0 to LIMM follows the same approach of the transforma-
tion of OWL 2.0 to LIMM described before. Since not all the WSDL model elements
are relevant for the described use case, only the elements depicted using yellow (dotted
line) on Figure 10.6 where transformed. These are the elements containing the description
of the services name, input and output messages, and the categorization of the messages.
To allow the representation of services input and output messages, the container types
were also considered (continuous line in red). The WSDL ‘types’ element is a container
for XML Schema type definitions. The type definitions are referenced from higher-level
message definitions in order to define the structural details of the message. To get more
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structured representation of the NBS content, the representation of the services was split
in two parts, namely the types and the services (Figure 10.7).

Figure 10.6: WSDL 1.0 Meta-model.

10.6.3 Mappings Storage

As mentioned before, the mapping tool provides a graphical means to define different
kind of mappings while storing them in the Communication Mediator Ontology. Using
the mapping tool developed, it is possible to open and show mappings between informa-
tion models, namely, the NBS services and the ISOFIN reference lexicon, represented
respectively in WSDL and OWL (Figure 10.8).

Since a mapping definition is a complex and time-consuming task, the Mapping tool
is capable of halting the process at any time without losing the progress made so far by
the user. This functionality still allows keeping mappings traceability.
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Figure 10.7: WSDL 1.0 LIMM Graphical representation.

Figure 10.8: Mapping Tool demonstration.

10.6.4 Generate SBS WSDL file

To mediate information between the ISOFIN suppliers (NBS) and the ISOFIN platform it
is needed to align the semantics of such information. To accomplish that, a generator to
enable the representation of NBS services according to the ISOFIN nomenclatures was
developed. This generator consists in a component of the mapping tool and it generates a
WSDL of the supplier services accordingly to the ISOFIN semantics from the established
mappings.
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10.7 Discussion

The aim of this work is to provide interoperability integration on the information ex-
changed between domain suppliers and a specific platform, thus providing support to
organizations’ external processes. To achieve that goal, an approach capable to represent
connections or mappings between information systems is proposed by the author. The
outcome is that systems information subsystems are able to interact, but keeping their
internal nomenclature thanks to the generation of Supplier Business Services.

In the application scenario, a mapping tool was used to support the establishment
and definition of mappings between the ISOFIN ontology (knowledge) and supplier data
models. These mappings are logged accordingly to a determined specification able to
facilitate further traceability mechanisms implementation to facilitate maintenance of
the established interoperability between the information systems. Such specifications
are represented by a tuple that formalizes the mappings, which then can be stored as
knowledge elements in the Communication Mediator Ontology. The stored knowledge
elements enable the generation of SBS (WSDL) web service already compliant with
ISOFIN’s reference lexicon. Such new web services will facilitate the process of sending
and receiving interoperable data between suppliers and the ISOFIN system.

However, due to the infinite possible model formats (meta-models) to represent any
kind of information in web services contents composition (e.g. NBS), it is difficult to
create a full interoperability solution. Thus, despite the fact of the complexity of reaching
a complete automatic or dynamic interoperability it is concluded that partial solutions
could be reached when it is acknowledged in advance the nature of the meta-models of
the information exchanged and when there is a specification for traceability representation
able to represent all the kinds of mismatches.
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In contrast to earlier times, when finding sources of information was the key problem to
companies and individuals, today’s issues are that digital information is so easily shared
and replicated that the amount of data and information available for organizations to
analyse is exploding [308]. However, the analysis and knowledge gathering from this data
is essential to help organizations to take suitable decisions [16]. As a response, the big data
initiative seeks to glean intelligence from data and translate that into business advantage.
According with the result of a survey conducted in 2012 by NewVantage Partners [13]
there are seven groups of tangible benefits to achievable by big data initiatives. On the top
of them (22% rate) are: better fact-based decision-making and improvement of customers’
experience. The remaining ones are: increased sales, new product innovations, reduced
risk, more efficient operations and higher quality of products and services.

The author contribution toward this issue is to enable the extraction and analysis of
customer’s comments focusing on their manifested sentiments. Sentiment analysis is
associated to the automatic analysis of evaluative data and tracking of the predictive judg-
ments [394]. This big data usage would allow organizations managers to take decisions
based on evidences rather than intuition [308], being the evidence related to the customer
satisfaction level of a specific service or product.

11.1 Framework for customers’ sentiment analysis

Companies’ web software layouts usually integrate a customers’ review/comments area,
where customers can express their sentiments related to the used products or services.
These comments are used as inputs of the proposed framework for customers’ sentiment
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analysis (see Figure 11.1). This framework encompasses data collection, pre-processing
and sentiment analysis to be returned as useful knowledge and finally to support compa-
nies decision-making (accordingly with section 2.3).

The first step of the framework consists in the HTML pages’ collection. Then, in the
next step, each page HTML is processed to return customers’ comments in a textual form.

and inference, agility, reactiveness, innovation, context awareness, decision intelli-

gence and competitive intelligence. Thus, making context-based decisions would con-

tribute to an improved customer experience. 

3 Framework for customers’ sentiment analysis 

A large amount of information available on web software is only accessible through 

presentation-oriented HTML pages. However, such pages often follow a global layout 

template which facilitates the retrieval of information [21]. Companies’ web software 

layouts usually integrate a customers’ review/comments area, where customers can ex-

press their sentiments related to the used products or services. These comments are the 

input of the proposed framework for customers sentiment analysis presented at Fig. 1. 

This framework encompasses data collection, pre-processing and sentiment analysis 

to be returned as useful knowledge and finally to support companies decision-making. 

Thus, after the collection of the data, the next step encompasses the pre-processing of 

HTML content to return customers comments in the textual form. 

 

Fig. 1. Web software knowledge management framework 

The essential issue in sentiment analysis is the identification of how sentiments are 

expressed in texts and whether the expressions indicate favourable or unfavourable 

opinions toward the subject [4]. A typical approach to sentiment analysis is to start with 

a lexicon of positive and negative words and phrases [22]. However, in order to obtain 

an accurate sentiment analysis is required a sentence-level or even phrase-level senti-

ment analysis. Without phrase-level sentiment analysis, the association of the extracted 

sentiment to a specific topic is difficult and most of the sentiment extraction algorithms 

perform poorly in this respect [23]. For that reason, in authors’ proposed framework, 

prior to comments’ sentiment analysis is made a pre-processing that encompasses: lan-

guage detection, spell checker and sentences tokenization, and which output allows 

sentence level sentiment analysis. 
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Figure 11.1: Framework for customers’ sentiment analysis.

The essential issue in sentiment analysis is the identification of how sentiments are
expressed in texts and whether the expressions indicate favourable or unfavourable opin-
ions toward the subject [305]. Consequently, a typical approach to sentiment analysis is to
start with a lexicon of positive and negative words and phrases [395]. However, in order to
obtain an accurate sentiment analysis is required a sentence-level or even phrase-level sen-
timent analysis. Even though most of the sentiment extraction algorithms perform poorly
in this aspect, without phrase-level sentiment analysis, the association of the extracted
sentiment to a specific topic is difficult [396].

Since, in this framework we are interested in customers’ reviews, which can be written
both in the services (or products) providers’ native language or in a foreign language, after
HTML processing for comments extraction, a language identification is made. Automatic
language identification is the process of using a computer system to identify the language
of a spoken utterance [397]. An accurate language identification can facilitate the use of
background information about the language and use of more specialized approaches in
many Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks dealing with a collection or a stream of
texts, each of which can be written in a different language [398].

Since many web sites contain no spell checker, comments written by customers can
have spelling errors. The existence of these errors complicates the natural language pro-
cessing task. For that reason, in the author’s proposed framework a spell checker to be
used prior to comments analysis was integrated.
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Most processing tasks in NLP, presupposes a preliminary phase of tokenization, after
which the input sequence is provided with its individual tokens explicitly identified and
isolated from each other [399]. Tokenization is the process of breaking up the given
text into units called tokens. The tokens may be words, numbers or punctuation marks.
Tokenization does this task by locating word boundaries (ending point of a word and
beginning of the next word) [400].

There is a great interest of using syntactic information as part of an information re-
trieval strategy. Humans gather information not only based on the meaning of the words,
but also based on the structure in which words are put together [401]. The knowledge
of customers’ comments syntax can be used to increase the performance of sentiment
analysis task. Accordingly with [401], parsing intends the recognition and explanation
of concatenation patterns that conform to a system of rules (grammar) and are presented
to the analyser as a string (sentence) of consecutive units (words) which correspond to
instances of a pre-established set (vocabulary). One of the possible output types of parsing
process are parsing trees. These consists in an ordered, rooted tree that represents the
syntactic structure of a string (sentence) according to some formal grammar [402].

At this point, it is possible to extract the nouns, adverbs, verbs and adjectives of cus-
tomers’ comments. The nouns will be assumed as customers’ sentiment targets and the
rest of the grammatical terms will be used to extract the polarity of the comment. For
the sentiment polarity extraction, it is used a dictionary of the comments’ language with
polarities associated to each word. After the semantic harmonization process, the output
is a common syntax and semantics to describe the customers’ comments targets. The
semantic harmonization process is implemented by merging or mapping the knowledge
of the various sets of terms with the existing version of a semantic reference lexicon. This
lexicon is built using the methodology for domain’s glossary building and enrichment
based on synonyms explained in the next subsection. The use of such kind of glossaries
increases the probability of matches between nouns and classifiers from customers’ com-
ments with a specific reference lexicon, which will result in a greater number of concepts
that the framework can handle.

Finally, the knowledge output of the framework is a common vocabulary to identify
the targets of the comments, the adjectives adverbs and verbs, and the polarity associated.
Thus, companies’ managers will know: where to act (comments’ target with negative
polarity associated) and how to act (comments’ adjectives, adverbs and verbs). This will
result in a fact-based decision making that enables organizations to improve their services
and products quality (meeting customers’ expectations).
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11.1.1 Methodology for Domain’s Lexicon Building

In this work, the author is mostly interested in a lexicon building that considers the taxo-
nomic representation of concepts and its enrichment by adding synonyms to them. The
organization of domain’s terms in a taxonomic form allows the classification results from
deeper nodes of the taxonomy to be propagated up to help classification of their ancestor.

 

Fig. 1. Methodology for Glossary Building and Enrichment 

The second step consist in domain's terms extraction from several sources. To acquire 

useful terms, at first, is necessary to define the data sources to be collected. A formal 

data collection process is necessary to ensure that collected data is both defined and 

accurate to enable that subsequent decisions based on arguments embodied in the find-

ings are valid [13]. Since domain experts are most likely aware of their domain's 

sources of information, they provide input sources accordingly with the chosen lan-

guage. Then, it is necessary to analyse the data sources to extract terms that will be used 

to build and enrich the domain lexicon. Domain experts should also validate the ex-

tracted terms and add other pertinent terms that were not available in the analysed 

sources. 

The third step of the methodology can be divided in two distinct branches accord-

ingly with the existence or not of pre-existing domain thesaurus for the specified lan-

guage. If some thesaurus already exist for the domain of interested, they should be con-

sidered. Then, a reference thesaurus from this set needs to be defined. Regarding the 

non-elected glossaries, its terms are extracted and added to the collected terms of step 

2 of the methodology (Terms Extraction). If there is not any pre-existing thesaurus for 

the domain of interest it should be collaboratively build by domain experts (step 3.b), 

using, as an example, the methodology explained in [14] where the authors created a 

user friendly wiki interface to allow glossaries building by domain experts. 

However, to build a good domain glossary structure, is not enough just collect the 

domain terms or pre-existing domain glossaries. It is necessary to define a model to 

formalize domain's lexicon. The adopted thesaurus model is represented in Fig. 3 and 
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Figure 11.2: Methodology for Glossary Building and Enrichment.

As can be observer in Figure 11.2 the methodology is composed by five main steps:
1) Glossary’s Domain Definition; 2) Term Extraction; 3) Pre-Existing Domain Thesaurus
Selection; 4) Domain Thesaurus Model Transformation; and 5) Decision Module.

The first step, Glossary’s Domain Definition, encompasses the specification of the
language and domain in which the glossary intends to be applied.

The second step consists in domain’s terms extraction from several sources. To acquire
useful terms, at first, it needs to define the data sources to be collected. Since domain
experts are most likely aware of their domain’s sources of information, they should be the
ones to provide input sources accordingly with the chosen language and domain. Then,
these are analysed to extract relevant terms that will be used to build the domain lexicon.
Domain experts should also validate the extracted terms and add other pertinent ones.
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The third step of the methodology can be divided in two distinct branches accordingly
with the existence (or not) of pre-existing domain thesaurus for the specified language. If
some are already available for the domain of interested, they should be considered. Then,
a reference thesaurus from this set needs to be selected or built. Regarding the non-elected
thesaurus its terms need to be extracted and added to the collected terms of step 2 of the
methodology (Terms Extraction). If there is not any pre-existing thesauri it should be
collaboratively build by domain experts (step 3.b), using, as an example, the methodology
explained in [390] and chapter 7 where the authors created a user friendly wiki interface
to allow thesaurus building by domain experts.

However, to build a good domain thesaurus structure, is not enough to just collect
the domain terms or pre-existing domain glossaries and relate them. It is also necessary
to define a model to formalize the domain’s lexicon. The adopted thesaurus model is
represented both in Figures 11.4 and 11.5, where each term of the reference nomenclature
lexicon corresponds to a class in the taxonomy. For each reference term a synonyms list
is then created and formalized as a set of annotation properties named as ‘synonym’. The
step 4 of the methodology consists in the transformation of the selected reference domain
thesaurus to the defined model schema. To avoid information losses, both knowledge
engineers and domain experts should support the transformation between models. One
possible example is related to the adoption of a domain thesaurus with no indication of
the reference nomenclature in a bulk of terms. Like in OntoPT [403], the representation
of synonyms could be made using object properties (synsets). If such kind of thesauri
is adopted, the domain experts should define the reference terms inside the represented
lexicon, so knowledge engineers could proceed to the transformation between models,
handling as many annotation synonyms as the existing object properties (synsets) for the
selected reference term.

The last step of the methodology consists in the Decision Module, which purpose is to
extend the selected reference domain lexicon amplitude and the correct placing of terms in
the taxonomy. The amplitude increasing is done through dictionaries usage and supported
by domain experts. As can be observed in Figure 11.3, the synonyms gathering module
runs cyclically, retrieving several intermediate synonyms lists in order to obtain the final
synonyms list.

In the synonyms gathering module (part of step 5.1), illustrated in Figure 11.3, the total
of dictionaries are queried to gather all the available synonyms for the input term. More
synonyms are also collected from the domain experts, which can use their expertise in the
domain to complement the available information. The terms that were already input of the
synonyms gathering module are marked to not be treated again. This process is repeated
cyclically, being the input of the synonyms gathering module each of the terms that were
not processed yet. When all the terms are processed, the output is the final synonyms list.
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Fig. 4, where each term of the reference nomenclature lexicon corresponds to a class in 

the taxonomy. For each reference term a synonyms list is then created and formalized 

as a set of annotation properties named as "synonym". The step 4 of the methodology 

consist in the transformation of the selected reference domain thesaurus to the defined 

model schema. The transformation between models should be supported by knowledge 

engineers and domain experts to avoid losses of information. One example to consider 

is the adoption of a domain lexicon in which the representation of the synonyms is made 

using object properties and there is no indication regarding the term that should be con-

sider as a reference. In this specific case, domain experts should define the reference 

terms inside the lexicon representation, so knowledge engineers can proceed to the 

transformation between models, handling as many annotation synonyms as the existing 

object properties for the selected reference term. 

 

Fig. 2. Synonyms gathering cycle 
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Figure 11.3: Synonyms gathering cycle.

The second step of the Decision Module (step 5.2) encompasses the right placing of the
synonyms list in the domain thesaurus. In this step two situations may occur: 1) one of
the terms of the synonyms list is already in the domain thesaurus; and 2) none of the terms
of the synonyms list is yet in the domain thesaurus.

The first occurrence scenario is illustrated in Figure 11.4. In this case is possible to
verify that the Term b, part of the gathered synonyms list, is already a term of the domain
thesaurus.
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Figure 11.4: Term placing in the domain thesaurus: one of the terms of the synonyms list
is already in the domain thesaurus.

The other scenario consists in terms placing in a thesaurus that does not contain any
synonym of the input term, both in the reference domain and its corresponding synonyms
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list. In this specific scenario, domain experts and knowledge engineers should collaborate
to place the synonyms list in the right place of the taxonomy. As can be observed in Figure
11.5, the first step consists in the selection of the reference term from the list of synonym
terms by the domain experts and the specification of the ancestor of the selected reference
term from the set of the thesauri already existing terms. In the figure is possible to see
that the Term b was selected as the reference term and its ancestor is the Term w. Then,
after these specifications from the domain experts, knowledge engineers should update
the domain’s taxonomy accordingly. The output of the methodology is a formal domain
lexicon able to provide a better understanding of the domain to which is related.
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Figure 11.5: Term placing in the domain thesaurus: none of the terms of the synonyms
list is yet in the domain thesaurus.

11.2 Portuguese hospitality industry customers’
comments analysis

Semantik project aimed at developing a platform of services, in a Software as a Service
logic, to allow the usage of structured, semi-structure and unstructured data from the web
to serve enterprises management necessities. It proposed the use of semantic web (Web
3.0) methodologies and technologies to help enterprises to identify, analyse and classify
information in a more correct and effective way. Thus, Semantik allowed enterprises
to take advantage of the enormous amount of available information (and knowledge)
on web using automated data collection and presentation. It was done by organizing
information from various sources using a decision support framework which included
intelligence classification according to each organization business model, signal strength
and management level.
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The chosen application scenario was the hospitality industry were web technologies
have an enormous impact on marketing and sales strategies. As part of the project devel-
oped work, the previously presented framework was used to develop a methodology for
customers’ comments analysis. The output of the methodology were both the targets and
their associated polarity (customers’ sentiments about specific services and/or products).
Based on that information, the organization managers can improve the decision-making
by directly address customers’ opinions.

For this scenario, Booking1 was the web software used to analyse hospitality industry
customers’ satisfaction. Consequently, the input of this methodology was Booking’s web
software whose layout integrates a customers’ review/comments area (see step 1 of Figure
11.6), where customers post their opinion about the services provided.

was no need, since the comments’ language are in the HTML metadata. In this meth-

odology were only tested the Portuguese comments, thus a spell checker based on Open 

Office Portuguese dictionary was used. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Methodology for Portuguese hospitality industry customers’ comments analysis 

In the third step is made the tokenization of the extracted sentences to allow the appli-

cation of the syntactic parser. This is made with LX-Tokenizer [34], which is a to-

kenizer that takes into account Portuguese non-trivial cases that involve ambiguous 

strings. The outputs of LX-Tokenizer application to the positive comment are the cor-

respondent words and words’ boundaries. 

Then, in the fourth step, it is made the syntactic parsing of the comments through the 

LX-Parser. LX-parser is a freely available on-line service for constituency parsing of 

Portuguese sentences. The parser was trained and evaluated over CINTIL-Treebank, a 

treebank produced from the output of a deep processing grammar by manually selecting 

the correct parse for a sentence from among all the possible parses produced by the 

grammar [35] [36]. The parser produces several outputs that consists in the several 

phrases that compose the full customer comment. This functionality allows the isolation 

of the several targets of interest, since they usually are in separated phrases or tree 

branches, and individually analysis. 

Taking as an example the comment ‘Banheiros novos. Reformados’, which transla-

tion is ‘New bathrooms. Refurbished’, the application of the syntactic parser is pre-

sented in Fig. 3. 

 

Figure 11.6: Methodology for Portuguese hospitality industry customers’ comments anal-
ysis.

11.2.1 Data collection and pre-processing

The first step of the proposed method encompasses the data collection. For that, some
HTML processing is required to identify in bookings layout the comments area. The step

1http://www.booking.com/
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two begins the processing of the comments with the language processing and spell checker
application. The comments used in the next steps are the ones written in Portuguese. The
use of a language identifier was no need, since the comments’ language were already
presented in comments’ metadata. Due to in this scenario we were only interested in
Portuguese comments, a spell checker based on Open Office Portuguese dictionary was
used.

In the third step was made the tokenization of the extracted sentences to allow the
application of the syntactic parser. This is made with LX-Tokenizer[404], which is a tok-
enizer that takes into account Portuguese non-trivial cases that involve ambiguous strings.
The outputs of LX-Tokenizer application to the positive comment are the correspondent
words and words’ boundaries.

11.2.2 Data analysis

In the fourth step, it was made the syntactic parsing of the comments through the LX-Parser.
LX-parser is a freely available online service for constituency parsing of Portuguese sen-
tences. The parser was trained and evaluated over CINTIL-Treebank, a treebank produced
from the output of a deep processing grammar by manually selecting the correct parse for
a sentence from among all the possible parses produced by the grammar [405, 406]. The
parser produces several outputs that consists in the several phrases that compose the full
customer comment. This functionality allows the isolation of the several targets of interest,
since they usually are in separated phrases or tree branches, and individually analysis.

Taking as an example the comment ‘Banheiros novos. Reformados’, which translation
is ‘New bathrooms. Refurbished’, the application of the syntactic parser is presented in
Figure 11.7.

Fig. 3. Example of phrase syntactic tree 

By Analysis of the phrase using a 

syntactic tree is possible to verify that 

the phrase is composed by a sentence 

(S) and a point (PNT). The sentence is 

then composed by a noun phrase (NP) 

and a verb (V). The noun phrase con-

tains the noun (N) ‘banheiros’ and its 

adjective (A) ‘novos’. By sentence 

analysis, the verb of the sentence, 

‘reformados’, can also be associated to 

the noun. Thus, based on the parsing of 

Fig. 3 phrase is possible to highlight the 

target of the comment (banheiro - bath-

room) and the corresponding sentiment 

indicators (novos - new, and reforma-

dos - refurbished). 

The fifth step is dived in two distinct parts, one for the semantic harmonization of 

the targets (5a) and other for the sentiment indicators analysis (5b). 

To obtain semantic harmonization, Hontology was used. Hontology is a multilingual 

ontology for the hospitality industry in the tourism industry. The authors find this on-

tology adequate to analyst customers’ comments, since it was build based on custom-

ers’ reviews [37]. Hontology authors defined the top-level concepts based on the cus-

tomer needs. From these concepts, the customers have a broad and depth vision of the 

domain, which they are looking for information. The core concepts of Hontology are: 

Accommodation, Facility, Room, Service/Staff and Guest Type. 

Other advantage of Hontology usage consists in the hierarchical representation of 

the hospitality industry lexicon. Considering the concept ‘Banheiro’, if a customer ex-

press dissatisfaction with the bathroom condition, he could be showing dissatisfaction 

by ‘Balança’ - Bathroom scale, ‘Banheira’ - Bathtub, ‘Duche’ - Shower ..., because 

they are part of ‘Banheiro’ (lower level in the taxonomy). Thus, for the hotel manager, 

it is possible to conclude that one or more constituents of the bathroom facilities must 

be changed, since the customer negative comment encompasses all of them. 

As can be observed in Fig. 4, for each noun detected in the sentence the methodology 

try to do the mapping with the Hontology concepts. If the mapping does not exist, the 

algorithm increases the probability of the mapping by using a list of synonyms of the 

noun. The list of synonyms is retrieved from OpenThesaurusPT, which is an open 

source project to the development of a synonyms dictionary for the Portuguese lan-

guage1. In the last case, if the mapping still not existing, it will be a knowledge engineer 

to do the mapping manually. Fig. 5 shows the mapping between the concepts ‘Banhei-

ros’ (Bathroom) and ‘Facilidades do Banheiro’ (Bathroom Facilities). 

                                                           
1 http://openthesaurus.caixamagica.pt/ 

Figure 11.7: Example of phrase syntactic tree.
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By Analysis of the phrase using a syntactic tree is possible to verify that the phrase is
composed by a sentence (S) and a point (PNT). The sentence is then composed by a noun
phrase (NP) and a verb (V). The noun phrase contains the noun (N) ‘banheiros’ and its
adjective (A) ‘novos’. By sentence analysis, the verb of the sentence, ‘reformados’, can
also be associated to the noun. Thus, based on the parsing of Figure 11.7 phrase is possible
to high-light the target of the comment (banheiro - bathroom) and the corresponding
sentiment indicators (novos - new, and reformados - refurbished).

The fifth step is dived in two distinct parts, one for the semantic harmonization of
the targets (5a) and other for the sentiment indicators analysis (5b). It is done through
mappings establishment between comments terms and a domain’s lexicon obtained using
the methodology presented in section 11.1.1.

11.2.2.1 Portuguese hospitality industry lexicon establishment

In this application scenario, domain experts also suggested Booking as a relevant source
for terminology acquisition (methodology’s step 2.1.1). In Booking’s pages content,
namely hotels and rooms descriptions, the gathering of terms can be easily done by HTML
processing, because terms are placed following a very specific layout (see Figure 11.8
representing methodology’s step 2.1.2).

 

Figure 11.8: Excerpt of Booking room description.

Hontology was selected as the reference domain thesaurus source (methodology’s step
3.a). Hontology is a multilingual ontology for the hospitality industry in the tourism indus-
try [407]. The Portuguese nomenclatures were originally placed as an annotation property
of each class of the Hontology’s. Thus, the first step of the transformation process (step 4)
encompasses the exchange of class’s name to their respective Portuguese annotation (see
Figure 11.9). After this step, Portuguese reference terms appeared in a taxonomic form
(thesauri). Then, the next step encompasses the enrichment of Hontology’s terms with
the ones extracted from booking website and selected dictionaries, (step 2.1.2 of Figure
11.2 methodology and represented in steps 2 and 3 of Figure 11.9) together with domain
experts suggestions. In this application scenario the chosen dictionary was OpenThe-
saurusPT2, which is an open source project to the development of a synonyms dictionary
for the Portuguese language.

2http://openthesaurus.caixamagica.pt/
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Fig. 6. Demonstration scenario 

Hostel synonyms can be useful when analyzing domain competitors. Considering that 

a domain actor has an accommodation classified as hostel and is placed in the region of 

Lisbon. The competitors recognition can be made by looking for all the accommoda-

tions in the same region, with the same star classification, and classified as Hostel or 

any its synonyms. 

Another advantage resulting from the hierarchical representation of the hospitality 

industry lexicon is the enabling of a better sentiment analysis of costumers comments. 

Considering the term ‘Banheiro’ (bathroom), if a customer express dissatisfaction with 

the bathroom condition, he could be showing dissatisfaction by ‘Balança’ - Bathroom 

scale, ‘Banheira’ - Bathtub, ‘Duche’ - Shower ..., because they are part of ‘Banheiro’ 

(lower level in the taxonomy). Thus, managers can conclude that one or more constit-

uents of the bathroom facilities must be changed, since customer negative comment 

may encompasses all of them. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

The proposed methodology establishes a set of steps that aim to guide the building and 

enrichment of a domain lexicon. Its main characteristic is the ability of gather terms 

from several sources and dictionaries selected by domain experts and enrich a reference 

domain thesaurus with them.  

To demonstrate the application of the methodology, a demonstration scenario in the 

scope of the Semantik project regarding the Portuguese accommodation sector was pre-

sented. It was verified that, domains lexicon knowledge enables domain actors to be 

aware of their environment and improve management decisions. 

As future work, authors intend to implement an interface to easily allow domain 

experts to select reference terms from a set of unstructured ones and also to organize 

them in a taxonomy (implementation of  Fig. 4). Authors also intend to extend  the 

application of the methodology to several sources of terms.  

Figure 11.9: Portuguese hospitality industry glossary building demonstration scenario.

In Figure 11.9 is also possible to observe the attribution of the several annotation
synonyms to the term "Hostel" gathered from booking (methodology’s step 5.1). For this
term, domain experts suggested "Hospedaria" as a synonym. Regarding the term "Hostel",
the used dictionary (OpenThesaurusPT) didn’t retrieve any synonyms, however, for the
synonym defined by the domain experts ("Hospedaria"), the collected synonyms were:
"Albergaria", "Albergue", "Estalagem", "Hospedagem" and "Pousada".

Since the term "Hostel" was not already in the chosen reference domain thesaurus, the
placing of the concept was made both by the domain experts and knowledge engineers
(Figure 11.2 step 5.2). In the third square of Figure 11.9 is possible to verify that the term
was placed under the class "Acomodação" (Acommodation) and each of its synonyms
were added as annotation properties.

Hostel synonyms can be useful when analysing domain competitors. Considering that
a domain actor has an accommodation classified as hostel and is placed in the region of
Lisbon. The competitors’ recognition can be made by looking for all the accommodations
in the same region, with the same star classification, and classified as Hostel or any of its
synonyms. Another advantage of methodology’s output is the hierarchical representation
of hospitality industry lexicon which enables the propagation of the sentiment assigned to
an object to its children.

Then, for each noun detected in a customer comment the sentiment analysis method-
ology tries to do the mapping with the domain lexicon concepts. If the mapping does not
exist, the domain experts and knowledge engineers should act to properly increase the
lexicon range with it.

As an example of the domain lexicon application, Figure 11.6 shows the mapping
between the comment concept ‘Banheiros’ (Bathroom) and the reference term ‘Facilidades
do Banheiro’ (Bathroom Facilities).
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11.2.3 Knowledge Acquisition and Decision Making

For comments polarity identification, the author opts for using a list of adjectives, verbs
and adverbs and their polarities, namely Sentilex. Sentilex was built with a methodology
to automatically enlarge a Portuguese sentiment for mining social judgments. Sentilex is
a Portuguese lexicon with 7.014 lemmas and 82.347 inflected forms [408]. The polarity
attributed by sentilex is: positive (1), negative (-1), or neutral (0). The mapping of the
comments classifiers with sentilex terms is made in a similar way of nouns harmonization
with the domain lexicon, meaning that the range of known terms by sentilex is extended
using a dictionary (OpenThesaurus).

Giving as inputs the classifiers ‘novos’ and ‘reformados’, the attributed polarity from
sentilex is 0 for each one. Based on Sentilex sentiment retrieval, and since both sentiment
indicators have neutral polarity (0), the decision to make (step seven) is to keep bathroom
facilities as they are, since, in this case, they are not a source of customers’ unfavourability.

11.3 Discussion

The proposed Framework establishes a set of components that aim to guide companies to
customer’s sentiment analysis. Its main characteristic is the ability of gather customer’s
data from web software and analyse the associated sentiments. This allow companies to
make fact-based decision making to improve the services and products provided.

In the example of Semantik project, focused in the Portuguese hospitality industry, a
methodology was implemented to retrieve both the targets and target’s associated polarities
from booking customer’s comments. The methodology output can, then, feed the decision-
making process, contributing to context awareness decisions. It aims to help hospitality
companies to analyse and identify useful knowledge in a more effective and establish fact-
based decision-making able to improve the quality of services and products. The proposed
framework can be applied to several domains being only a matter of choose another web
source and reference ontology for the vocabulary harmonization. The framework can also
be applied to another language by changing the tokenizer, syntactic parser and polarity
dictionary.
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Although the presented research is very ambitious, the need of organizations and individ-
uals to create and employ mechanisms to search and retrieve data from the huge amount
of available information and mine it into knowledge makes it an important research chal-
lenge. It is important for organization to be capable of identifying its sources of knowledge,
whether tacit, or present in domain documents, and use them for decision-making support
and new strategies definition. However, the lack of motivation of individuals to share
knowledge and the difficult processing of available documents may lead to a difficult
knowledge acquisition.

Other challenge identified is the need for organizations to collaborate in order to sur-
vive in the emerging society and competitive markets. Organizations are willing to im-
prove their competitiveness through partnerships, thus interoperability between systems
and applications is required. One of the main problems regarding the interoperability
between systems and applications is related to the high number of semantic representa-
tions of the same segment of reality - it results in a difficult semantic interoperability
achievement. Thus, a mean to enable the knowledge transference between organizations
without losses due misunderstandings is needed. To face this issue, the author consider
that a possible solution is to use a common reference lexicon to be the intermediary in
the communications between enterprises and to the outside. Then, the establishment of
mappings between enterprises and the reference domain lexicon will allow each of the
enterprises to keep its own knowledge and semantics unchanged, and still able to smoothly
interact with its domain.

Several topics where identified as part of the solution to be formulated during the
PhD work, namely: 1) Knowledge Creation Process; 2) Knowledge Management and
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Collaborative Systems; and 3) Business Intelligence. These supported the establishment
of a knowledge management framework (proposed in chapter 5).

The validation of the overall work was accomplished by the integration of its results in
research projects (bridge to both industrial and scientific domains) depicted in 12.2, and
scientific acceptance by peers as detailed in section 12.3.

Table 12.1: Outcomes related to the Research Questions and Sub-Questions.

Research Question Development and Outcomes

How to facilitate tacit to explicit knowledge
transference?

1. A new approach was proposed for organizations knowledge
management (chapter 6). This approach supported the
implementation of several tools like:

• Wiki-based knowledge management framework -
Supported FInES community in domain experts knowledge
acquisition and integration with other research activities
(chapter 6)

• Wiki-based glossary building tool - Supported domain
experts in their domain glossary building creation (see
chapter 7)

• Requirements Management tool - Supported both business
and technical requirements elicitation and linkage with
organization’s processes (see chapter 8)

How to ease knowledge sharing between
organizations multi-disciplinary teams?

1. A new approach was proposed for organizations knowledge
management (see outcomes of RQ 1).

2. A organizations processes modelling tool that allows the
collaboration and knowledge transference between teams was
proposed and developed (see chapter 9). It allowed knowledge
sharing between business and technical teams during the processes
design.

How can knowledge be effectively
transferred, within and among organizations,
facing the high number of semantic
representation of the same segment of
reality?

1. A new approach was proposed for organizations knowledge
management (see outcomes of RQ 1).

2. A methodology for domains lexicon building was proposed (see
chapter 11). It allows both:

• Organization of domain’s terms in a taxonomic - the
classification results from deeper nodes of the taxonomy to
be propagated up to help classification of their ancestor.

• Synonyms integration - The range of concepts that domain
participants (e.g. humans and pieces of software) is capable
to interpret is increased.

3. A services modelling and information exchange approach and
consequent tool (see chapter 10). Its main outcomes are:

• Supporting of mappings establishment between
organizations’ and suppliers’ services. Thus facilitate the
process of sending and receiving interoperable data
between suppliers and the organization.

• Traceability of the established mappings to further
maintenance.

12.1 From a research question to validation

That question was then decomposed in three sub-questions whose answers were consid-
ered by the author as the key to solve the main research question. Those are related
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to: 1) the creation of mechanisms to facilitate tacit to explicit knowledge transformation;
2) knowledge transference between multi-disciplinary teams while collaborating; and 3)
knowledge transference between individuals with different background while facing a
high number of semantics to represent the same segment of reality. The main outcomes
of this research work organized in relation to its research questions is presented in Table
12.1.

12.2 Integration with other research activities

The research work was successful integrated in several projects. The following subsections
describe the main achievements of the research integration as well as some resulting
publications.

12.2.1 ENSEMBLE

The research performed under ENSEMBLE aimed in the establishment of an approach
able of gathering tacit knowledge from the FInES community and transforming it into
explicit knowledge, so that it could be available to the full community.

The proposed approach (see Chapter 6) proposes the usage of simple web-based inter-
faces, in the form of wiki modules, which allow domain experts to contribute with their
tacit knowledge through an intuitive front-end. That knowledge is then transformed into
explicit knowledge, in the form of ontologies, following a semi-automatic methodology.
With this process, knowledge becomes available for querying and intelligent reasoning.
Other knowledge bases can be integrated, providing users extended awareness of the do-
main and enriched feedback information that can motivate the refinement of the front-end
and more suitable decisions.

Main achievements

• Increase of the number of participants in the collaborative knowledge gathering
(Motivation for knowledge sharing);

• Increase of Quantity and Quality of the knowledge shared by the community;
• Integration of the domain community with other initiatives.

Publications

• Knowledge Management Framework using wiki-based front-end modules [352]
• Collaborative Knowledge Management Using Wiki Front-End Modules [409]
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12.2.2 ALTER-NATIVA

ALTER-NATIVA has an e-Learning repository of accessible learning objects, which aims
to organize, store and retrieve educational resources produced by the members of the
ALTER-NATIVA network. The virtual learning objects in the repository are organized
into areas such as science, mathematics, and language. Then, it is necessary to facilitate
the categorization of virtual learning objects and professors’ expertise from community
members (e.g. professors) using a common and well known lexicon. The main problem
is related with the constant insertion of virtual learning objects and professors in the
platform that can be categorized with keywords, which are not available in the reference
nomenclature (lexicon), resulting in the ‘crash’ of the established semantic interoperability.
In this situation, the need of facilitating community members to actively participate in the
constant domain knowledge updating (manage) process is observed. Consequently, the
contributions to ALTERNATIVA (see Chapter 7) were to:

• Provide to domain experts the necessary tools and mechanisms to constantly update
the reference domain lexicon.

• Provide to domain experts the ability to categorize both the virtual learning objects
and professors using the established domain lexicon. It can be used for:

– Search for professors and/or virtual learning objects directly based on the
keywords that characterize them.

– A professor of Mathematics normally has interest in differential calculus. Thus,
next time a professor of this profile enters the system, the system should au-
tomatically recommend to him a set of resources in accordance (e.g. VLO or
users related to differential calculus or with one of its ancestor in the reference
classification taxonomy).

– Recommendation of users to interact with, based on common interests and
levels of expertise.

Main achievements

• Semantic interoperability in the domain;
• Accuracy of the recommendation system;
• Quality of the established domain reference lexicon;
• Solution capable to represent and refine the established domain lexicon.

Publications

• A Knowledge Management Framework to Support Online Communities Creation
[410]
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• The ALTER-NATIVA knowledge management approach [72]

12.2.3 ISOFIN

In ISOFIN’s scenario was necessary to develop a mechanism capable to represent the
connections/mappings between ISOFIN’s suppliers’ services (NBS) and a ISOFIN’s refer-
ence nomenclature. NBS are the already existing software installed and exploited within
the context of each ISOFIN supplier. The mappings can, then, be used to generate SBS
accordingly to the elements of ISOFIN’s ontology. SBS’s are a set of features that are
exposed from the ISOFIN Supplier infrastructure. A SBS is the result of externalizing of
one or more NBSs. The creation of SBSs is dependent upon the ISOFIN Supplier strategy
(business needs) and/or legal requirements that it is required to fulfill.

The generation of these SBSs promotes interoperability of applications in the financial
domain allowing integration across multiple stakeholders (ISOFIN suppliers) and domains
of interest (ISOFIN Customers). It can be regarded as a software-based system that allows
information subsystems to interact together keeping ISOFIN suppliers nomenclature, but
able to interact to the ISOFIN Platform thanks to the generation of SBS services.

The author research work can contribute to this scenario by providing a solution ca-
pable to represent connections or mappings between systems, or more precisely, between
services elements and semantic concepts described by ontologies (reference domain lexi-
con). The implemented solution had in consideration the ability of performing a trace of
the mapped elements. It will allow to domain users to adapt their mappings accordingly
with observed changes in the environment (e.g. changes in the reference nomenclature,
new services’ parameters).

Main achievements

• Services mappings traceability;
• Quality of the established domain reference lexicon;
• Solution capable to represent and update the established service mappings.

Publications

• Model-driven Approach for the Interoperability of Enterprises’ Services Information
Exchange [411]

12.2.4 OSMOSE

The OSMOsis applications for the Sensing Enterprise (OSMOSE) project has the objective
of developing a reference architecture a middleware and some prototypal applications for
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the Sensing-Liquid Enterprise, by interconnecting Real, Digital, and Virtual Worlds in the
same way as a semi-permeable membrane permits the flow of liquid particles through itself
[355]. The worlds represent three types of data management environments: Real World –
related to data that comes directly from devices that is handled by physical components;
Digital World – related to data management available in data and knowledge bases or
Internet (big data); and Virtual World – related to specific management of data with the
support of artificial intelligence related programs for specific simulations.

Under this projects, two scenarios were considered: Requirements Management and
Processes Modelling.

12.2.4.1 Requirements Management

This scenario follows the necessity to implement a Requirements Management approach
and tool capable to handle elicitation and/or characterization and further refinement of re-
quirements. Then, technical requirements derivation from the set of approved requirements
should be conducted. Those technical requirements can also be associated to OSMOSE
architectural components. Finally, the requirements are formalized and handled in an
ontology allowing simple queries or advanced reasoning like:

• Prioritize implementations;
• Automatic identification of common requirements based on their characterization;
• Recommendations of implementation solutions based on similar requirements;
• Requirements change management and traceability.

Main achievements

• Multi-disciplinary teams were able to collaborate in requirements elicitation using
the developed solution;

• Increased context awareness of the elicited requirements;
• Visibility into existing links from requirements to implementations;
• Aggregation of requirements (e.g. according with priority and commonalities) to

coordinate its implementations.

Publications

• Collaborative Management of Requirements Using Semantic Wiki Modules [339]
• A Semantic Wiki Approach to Enable Behaviour Driven Requirements Management

(To be published).

12.2.4.2 Processes Modeling

This scenario aims at facilitate teams with different backgrounds to collaborate in organi-
zations’ processes modeling. For that the OSMOSE Process Manager Modelling Toolbox
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was developed. It supports users in the definition of the osmosis processes starting from
a high-level conceptual view, provided directly by business actors, until the definition of
the osmosis process model, which needs to be conducted by more technical actors such as
system architects.

Main achievements

• Enabled collaboration between teams with different backgrounds in organizations’
processes management;

• Enabled knowledge transference between teams while collaborating;

Publications

• Process Modelling Approach for the Liquid-Sensing Enterprise [412]
• Osmosis Process Development for Innovative Product Design and Validation [413]

12.2.5 SEMANTIK

Under SEMANTIK, the chosen scenario and domain to validate the project was the hospi-
tality industry. In this domain, web technologies had an enormous impact on marketing
and sales strategies. Following this direction, the aim of SEMANTIK is to help enter-
prises to become more competitive in the global market by making an efficient use of all
generated data from external agents (e.g. customers and competitors). Thus, the Overall
objectives are to establish a natural language processing upon hospitality industry web
sources in order to allow:

• Natural language query to the system:
– Which are features that my competitors have available to their clients?

• Opinion Mining:
– Which are the characteristic that the clients appreciate the most;
– Which are the aspects to improve to increase competitiveness.

Main achievements

• Increased context awareness of the domain;
• Speed up the time to answer;
• Decreased effort to coordinate tasks - customer oriented solutions.

Publications

• Framework for Customers’ Sentiment Analysis [77]
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12.3 Publications Summary

The research work published in conference papers or journals addresses several areas that
can benefit from the proposed framework. In Table 12.2 those areas are presented and the
papers related to those areas are listed.

Table 12.2: Publications by Research Area.

Research Area Publications

Human and
Enterprises
Interoperability

• Semantic Adaptation of Knowledge Representation Systems
• A Knowledge Management Framework to Support Online Communities Creation
• Model-Driven Approach for the Interoperability of Enterprises’ Services Information

Exchange

Knowledge
Transmission and
Learning

• E-training development approach for enterprise knowledge evolution [327]
• The ALTER-NATIVA knowledge management approach [72]

Knowledge Sharing
and Management

• Knowledge Management support in Sensing Enterprises Establishment [414]
• Knowledge Management Framework using wiki-based front-end modules [415]
• Collaborative Knowledge Management using wiki front-end modules [409]
• A Semantic Wiki Approach to Enable Behaviour Driven Requirements Management (To

be published)

Organizations’
Processes
Management

• Collaborative Management of Requirements using Semantic Wiki Modules [339]
• Osmotic Event Detection and Processing for the Sensing-Liquid Enterprise [416]
• Osmosis Process Development for Innovative Product Design and Validation [413]
• Process Modelling Approach for the Liquid-Sensing Enterprise [412]

Emotions and
Sentiments
assessment

• Framework for Customers’ Sentiment Analysiss [77]
• Framework for Management of Internet Objects in their Relation with Human Sensations

and Emotions [417]

Table 12.3: Publications made in the Control and Decision Area.

Research Area Publications

Control and
Decision

• Adaptive quasi-optimal gains tuning of PI-fuzzy controllers [418]
• Optimal gains tuning of PI-fuzzy controllers [419]
• Gains Tuning of Fuzzy Controllers Based on a Cost Function Optimization [420]
• Outliers Accommodation in Fuzzy Control Systems over WSAN [421]
• Fuzzy controllers gains tuning: a constrained nonlinear optimization approach [422]
• Gains Tuning of Fuzzy PID Controllers for MIMO Systems: A Performance-Driven

Approach [423]
• Optimal Tuning of Scaling Factors and Membership functions for Mamdani Type PID

Fuzzy Controllers [424]
• Fuzzy-PID Gains Tuning: Differential Evolution versus Second Order Analytical

Algorithms [425]

As stated in chapter 4 Fuzzy Logic is a multivalued logic able to absorb vague infor-
mation, usually described in natural language, and convert it into a numerical format for
easy computational manipulation, searching for shaping or emulate the human reasoning.
Thus, it made sense to explore this topic in parallel with the main PhD research. With that,
the author got the opportunity to explore how human knowledge (described by natural
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language rules) could be directly applied to systems control and decision. The publications
made awhile of this research are the detailed in Table 12.3.

12.4 Future Work

As future work, there is the further incorporation of ontology learning techniques in the
proposed approach for domain glossary building. It would reduce the effort of a domain
lexicon achievement contributing for systems interoperability - The author considers that
a possible solution for systems interoperability is to use a common reference lexicon to
be the intermediary in the communications between enterprises and to the outside. This
future work could take advantage of the state of the art study presented in section 4.4.

Also as future work, a methodology that supports organizations in their knowledge
management typology selection should the established. It would allow knowledge man-
agement approaches to better meet each organization profile. The author already identified
some of the criteria that could be follow in section 3.1. These could be used to help future
works to came up with a formal methodology.
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